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Abstract

Principle of locality states that most memory references are made to a small
number of memory locations. Not only that, memory locations near most recently
referenced locations are more likely to be referenced than one further away. To
take advantage of this, cache memory is inserted between memory and CPU [1].
Better utilization of cache is crucial for good performance of distributed file
system; even in case of remote file accesses.
Not caching a file during writes prolongs the session, thereby increasing writesharing time, leading to slow performance especially on WANs. This paper
introduces a technique to reduce miss penalty during remote file writes and
allows write sharing in LAN. It uses the principle of divide-and-rule and arranges
the system into hierarchical domains and then gives ownerships to the writers.
Keywords: Cache Coherency, Distributed file system, Performance, WAN.

1. INTRODUCTION
Caches are used extensively in practice. It is a store of recently used data objects that is closer
than the objects themselves. When a client needs an object it first checks its cache for the object.
If not found or if it does not have a valid copy, it is fetched from the target computer and it is
added or replaced in cache. This is done to increase the availability and performance of the
service by reducing the latency in fetching the object [2].
Sharing data is fundamental to distributed systems. Therefore, distributed file systems form a
very important part of distributed systems. They allow processes to access data stored at a
server in secure way similar to data on local disk [3]. Due to this, existence of same data or
collocation of a file on multiple client caches is normal in distributed systems.
This sharing of files comes at price. Shared files must remain consistent. When a file is being
written and read simultaneously by different clients, there is a potential for different versions of
same file in every clients’ cache. This is when we say caches are not consistent. Changes made
by a client have to be propagated to the appropriate file server, but it involves a finite amount of
delay. In addition, if there are replicas of files, maintaining stronger degree of consistency is more
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time consuming. Therefore, managing cache consistency in distributed file systems is very
challenging.
Synchronization is the solution to ensure consistency of files.
The remainder of this paper discusses related work in section 2, proposed cache coherency
model in section 3 and conclusion of the paper in section 4.

2. RELATED WORK
Sun Network File System (NFS) [4] does not support remote file locking. That means locks are
maintained locally by the file server. When a client wants to obtain a write/read lock on a file, it
has to request lock manager on the file server. This prevents writing of one file by different clients
simultaneously. It uses UNIX semantics for maintaining file consistency. All reads and writes go
to the file server, which are processed sequentially. So maintaining consistency is easier.
Drawback of this mechanism is that it does not scale well.
Whenever a client needs a file, it sends a request to the Andrew File System (AFS) [5] server (file
may be replicated). The file is sent to the client. The client then operates on the file locally. If the
file is updated, the changes are sent back to the server when the file is closed. The server then
sets the ‘valid flag’ to ‘cancelled’ of all the clients which have the file in their cache. This prompts
the client to re-fetch the latest version of the file. This makes AFS scalable. But if two or more
clients are writing into the same file simultaneously, the one who finishes early wins and ‘valid
flag’ for that file of other clients is set to ‘cancelled’.
Cache consistency is maintained in both the file systems, but altogether in a different way. NFS
server is stateless and does not transfer the file to a client machine. AFS server is stateful and
transfers the file to each and every client.
CODA [6] file system is a descendant of AFS that is more resilient to failures. It introduces a
concept called Volume Storage Group (VSG) which contains set of replicas of a volume. Ideally,
a client is connected to VSG and modifications are propagated to all replicas in VSG. In case one
or more replicas are not up or if there is a network partition, then a client sends the modifications
to Accessible Volume Storage Group (AVSG). If the client gets disconnected from all the servers
(i.e. AVSG is a null set), it continues to use locally available file and when the connection is
established, it propagates the changes to its AVSG, if any.
Mobile Agent-based Distributed File System (MADFS) [7] is conceptually a new Distributed File
System suitable even in Wide Area Network (WAN). It improves the performance of distributed
system by reducing the network transfer and the overhead of cache management.
MADFS divides the whole system into number of domains, each managed and controlled by
domain server (DS). All the hosts within a domain are connected by high-speed Local Area
Network (LAN). All the DSes are connected to each other by low-speed WAN. The DSes are
managed and controlled by a main server (MS). Thus the whole system is hierarchically managed
which reduces load on a single server. Every host, DS and MS has a mobile agent capable of
accepting request from client process, moving the order to target server to execute and also
responsible for name, cache, access management (in case of domain management agent).
Advantages of MADFS are: It works well in WAN by reducing traffic in WAN and reduces
overhead in cache coherency management by using Hierarchical and Convergent Cache
Coherency Mechanism (HCCM). The disadvantages are: It does not support write sharing.
Sprite File System [8] lets each host cache the file blocks for reading by multiple readers or by
single writer at a time. It uses system memory for caching the blocks and not the disk. During
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write sharing Sprite File system disables caching altogether whenever there is a writer with any
other readers or writers.
Ownership-based Cache Consistency Model in a Distributed File System [9], based on Sprite File
System, improves the performance of the file system during write sharing. Advantages are: It
supports write sharing and works well only in LAN. The disadvantage is: It does not have good
performance in WAN.

3. THE PROPOSED CACHE COHERENCY MODEL
The proposed distributed file system is based on applying the technique of ownership based file
system to MADFS. It has been observed that when a host wants to read or write a file, almost
2/3rd of the times it has been accessed by another host within the same domain [10]. This paper
presents a model for getting better performance during write sharing within a domain.
As in MADFS, the whole distributed system should be divided into domains; all hosts within a
domain should be connected by high-speed link and controlled by DS. All DSes should be
connected to each other by low-speed links and controlled by MS.
Every file in the proposed file system should have read and write locks as in the case of MADFS.
All the servers using this technique should be stateful. MS should maintain a repository to record
the details of file accesses. It should have following details:
File name, version no, DS id, type of lock (read/write), current owner (indicating DS id)
DS, too, has to maintain a repository similar to the one maintained by MS. It must have following
details:
File name, version no, host id, type of lock (read/write), current owner (indicating host id)
When a host needs to read a file, it should send request to its DS. One of the two circumstances
may arise.
4. DS may already have a valid read lock on that file - it forwards the cached file to the host.
Host

MS

DS

Req F
Req F

Read Lock
to F +
CanCache

Read Lock
to F +
CanCache

FIGURE 1: Exchange of messages between host, DS and MS for obtaining Read Lock
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5. DS may not have a valid read lock on that file – As shown in figure 1, DS forwards the
request to MS. MS makes entry into its repository and assigns a read lock to requesting
DS. It also sends a ‘CanCache’ to DS. Upon acquiring the read lock on the requested file
and ‘CanCache’, it grants read lock and sends ‘CanCache’ to requesting host. DS makes
entry into its repository. Valid ‘CanCache’ allows the requesting entity to cache the file.
When a host needs to write into a file, it sends request to its DS. One of the two circumstances
may arise.
1. DS may not have a valid write lock on that file – As shown in figure 2, DS forwards the
request for write lock to MS. MS makes entry into its repository and assigns a write lock
to requesting DS. It also sends a ‘CanCache’ as before and ‘TempOwner’ to DS.
‘TempOwner’ indicates that the requesting DS holds all ownership rights to the file
temporarily (i.e. as long as it is writing the file). Upon acquiring the write lock on the
requested file, ‘CanCache’ and ‘TempOwner’, it grants write lock and sends ‘CanCache’
and ‘TempOwner’ to requesting host. DS makes entry into its repository.

Host

DS

MS

Req F
Req F

Write Lock
to F +
CanCache +
TempOwner

Write Lock
to F +
CanCache +
TempOwner

FIGURE 2: Exchange of messages between host, DS and MS for obtaining Write Lock

2. DS may have a valid write lock on that file – This means some other host in the same
domain is writing the file. Hence DS should tell requesting host about the ‘NewOwner’. If
the requesting host receives ‘NewOwner’, it means it cannot cache the file into its system
memory but has to access it remotely.
After writing is completed by the writer, it flushes all the dirty data to the server and releases lock
on the file, informs DS which in turn informs MS. DS and MS should remove the respective
records from the repository.
Write sharing is said to occur when there is a writer with other readers or writers. It occurs in two
cases:
1. Writer and its DS have obtained a write lock and other readers or writers in the same
domain want to open the file.
Assume h1 in DS1 has obtained a write lock on file F. h4 wants to obtain a read (or write) lock.
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h4 will request DS1. DS1 knows h1 is owner of F, so it tells h4 about ‘NewOwner’ h1 and
maintains h4’s record into its repository. h4 now cannot cache F, but should read (or write) F from
h1’s cache (‘CanCache’ is not valid for h4), as shown in figure 3.

MS

F, 1.0, h1, W, h1
F, 1.0, h4, R, h1

F, 1.0, DS1, W, DS1

DS2

DS1

h1

h5

h4

h7

h6
h2

h3

FIGURE 3: Repositories of MS and DS1

2. Writer and its DS have obtained a write lock and other readers or writers from other
domain(s) want to open the file.

F, 1.0, DS1, W, DS1
DS2-F, h5, R

MS

F, 1.0, h1, W, h1

DS2

DS1

h1
h4

h5

h7

h6
h2

h3

FIGURE 4: Repositories of MS and DS1 and PendingRequestQueue of MS
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Assume h1 in DS1 has obtained a write lock on file F. h5 in DS2 wants to obtain a read (or write)
lock on F.
It requests DS2. DS2 requests MS. Since the ownership of the file is transferred to DS1, DS2’s
request is kept pending in the ‘PendingRequestQueue’ maintained by MS, as shown in figure 4.
3. Readers across different domains and their respective DSes have obtained a read lock
and a host wants to obtain a write lock.
Assume hosts h4 from DS1, h5 and h7 from DS2 have obtained read lock on F, as shown in
figure 5. h1 in DS1 wants to obtain write lock on F.
h1 requests DS1 for write lock. DS1 requests MS. MS sets ‘CanCache’ of DS2 to invalid. DS2
sets ‘CanCache’ of h5 and h7 to invalid. It then grants write lock to DS1. MS’s repository changes
to:
F, 1.0, DS1, W, DS1
DS1 now grants write lock to h1 along with ‘CanCache’ and ‘TempOwner’. Repository of DS1
changes to:
F, 1.0, h4, R, h1
F, 1.0, h1, W, h1
All the requests to MS from all other DSes are kept pending into ‘PendingRequestQueue’ as
explained before.

F, 1.0, DS1, R, serv
F, 1.0, DS2, R, serv
MS

F, 1.0, h4, R, serv

DS2

DS1

h1
h4

h5

F, 1.0, h5, R, serv
F, 1.0, h7, R, serv

h7

h6
h2

h3

FIGURE 5: Repositories of MS, DS1 and DS2

In all the cases above, dirty data should be flushed to the server and lock on the file should be
released by informing DS and MS. DS and MS should remove the respective records from the
repository.
Before sending the dirty data to the server and releasing the write lock, no operation should be
kept pending by the writer. If a request is received from another reader or writer during flushing of
International Journal of Computer Science and Security, Volume (4) : Issue (1)
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dirty data to the server, the writer needs to send a ‘Negative Acknowledge’ to the requesting
client. Client understands that it has to delay its operation till it receives ‘CanCache’ or
‘TempOwner’ from the server.

4. DISCUSSION
In MADFS, if a host has obtained write lock on a file, no other host (within or outside the domain)
can obtain read or write lock on same file. But if there is no write sharing this file system gives
good performance.
Ownership-based cache consistency model is suitable for LAN. It allows write sharing. But it does
not handle file accesses in WAN.
The proposed file system allows write sharing within a domain. The performance of this file
system will be the same for simple reads and writes as in case of MADFS because no change is
proposed in the working from this point of view. In case of write sharing, however, the
performance will be slightly poorer than MADFS as the file will now be shared for reading/writing
by other clients in the domain while a client has held it for writing. During write sharing load of the
writer who is ‘TempOwner’ increases slightly because it has to satisfy the requests of other
readers or writers within the same domain. Reader/writer clients (not ‘TempOwner’) will not have
the copy locally available in cache, but will be accessed remotely in LAN, thereby degrading the
performance slightly. However, the performance will be the same as ownership based file.
When a client within a domain asks for a file, only for the first time DS has to contact MS and then
fetch it from the file server. Any further requests for the same file within that domain are handled
by DS. Thus communication overhead is reduced. Also, as the file is available in local cache
memory, while being read by multiple clients across different domains simultaneously, the
communication overhead is reduced. Thus the protocol works very efficiently [7].
During write-sharing, only one client (‘TempOwner’) holds the file and rest of the clients reading
(or writing) the file, access it from ‘TempOwner’. In this case, there is some amount of
communication overhead but consistency is maintained.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This proposed technique, as discussed above, divides the network into domains. It allows writesharing within a domain. It does not degrade the performance of MADFS in case of only writing or
reading. In case of occasional write sharing, there is a slight degradation of performance.
If the write sharing should be allowed outside domain, then ‘TempOwner’ rights should not be
given to the individual host. They should only be maintained at DS level. Also an attempt could be
made to maintain distributed Main Server, so that there is no bottleneck with the Main Server.
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Abstract

The RKES (Remotely Keyed Encryption Schemes) are greatly useful in solving
the vital problem of how to do bulk encryption/ decryption for high-bandwidth
applications (like multimedia and video encryption) in a way that takes advantage
of both the superior power of the host and the superior security of the smart card.
According to this issue, we propose a novel length increasing (LI) RKES, in
which, the output ciphertext length is larger than input plaintext length. In this
scheme, an extra ciphertext block is used as a self validation or signature of the
whole ciphertext, so an adversary can’t forge the scheme.
The proposed LIRKES needs a strong pseudorandom permutation (PRP) as its
basic building block, so we introduce a new symmetric-key block cipher, with
variable block and key lengths, referred to as PATFC (Pseudorandom Affine
Transformation based Feistel Cipher), appropriate for software and hardware
implementations. PATFC adopts the 3-round Luby-Rackoff construction (a
compact form of the Feistel network structures) for fusing pseudorandom
functions of the plaintext partitions to obtain a pseudorandom permutation.
PATFC mainly makes use of a novel keyed pseudorandom function (PRF) that is
based on a pseudorandom affine transformation (constructed using a highly
nonlinear pseudorandom sequence generator) followed by a data and key
dependent encoding and a simple hashing scheme.
Extensive statistical tests of PATFC and its underlying round function
consistently demonstrated their competitive diffusion, confusion and
pseudorandomness characteristics. Furthermore, PATFC is provably secure and
not vulnerable to known/chosen/adaptive plaintext/ ciphertexts attacks.
International Journal of Computer Science and Security Volume (4): Issue (1)
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At the end of this paper, we show how we can apply PATFC as a strong PRP in
the suggested LIRKES to be used for smart cards.
Keywords: pseudorandom function (PF), pseudorandom permutation (PRP), Luby-Rackoff ciphers, Feistel
Network (FN), LIRKES.

1. INTRODUCTION
Smart cards provide an effective tool for portable safe hardware storage of secret keys critically
needed in many recent multimedia applications such as real time access control, software license
management, e-technology, e-commerce and e-services [1]. Smart cards are mainly reliable
because of their distinctive features of tamper-resistant packaging, loose coupling to the host and
low cost [2]. However, with their computationally limited resources, smart cards cannot process
large data blocks as fast as the host may need.
The Remotely Keyed Encryption Protocol (RKEP), first introduced by Blaze, addressed how to do
bulk encryption/decryption taking advantage of both the superior computational power, speed and
resources of the (high bandwidth) host (trusted with plaintexts/ciphertexts) and the superior
security of the slow (low bandwidth) smart-card (trusted with the key) [2]. Although of the
interesting approach of Blaze, it suffers from some drawbacks. Its drawbacks basically result from
the low security of the protocol. Lucks gave three attacks on the blaze’s RKEP, namely a chosen
plaintext attack, a two sided attack and a forgery attack (working on the decrypt only smart-card)
[3]. In addition, Lucks specified three conditions, that Blaze’s RKEP does not satisfy any of them,
to make a secure RKE scheme (RKES). Moreover, Lucks suggested the RaMaRK “Random
Mapping based RKES” which is based on the Luby-Rackoff construction. Although RaMaRK is
based upon Lucks’ criteria, a critical weakness was found in RaMaRK [4]. Consequently, Blaze,
Feigenbaum and Naor suggested an efficient Length Preserving (LP) RKES named BFNLPRKES, in which the length of the output ciphertext is equal to the length of the input plaintext.
Although the BFN-LPRKES is the most efficient scheme from the security point of view, it is not
efficient from card computations and keys storages point of views which are critical requirements
for inexpensive smart cards. The authors suggested a new LPRKS based upon a general view of
the Feistel Network (FN), in which they only used 2-round PRP instead of the 4-round used by
Luby-Rackoff. Our proposed LPRKES is more secure than the previous literature, and more
efficient from complexity, card computations, and keys storages point of views [5] [6].
In addition to the BFN-LPRKES, Blaze, Feigenbaum and Naor suggested the length Increasing
(LI) RKES named BFN-LIRKES as an alternative to solve the RKES problem. Their proposal is
based upon adding a signature of the whole ciphertext to the output ciphertext which cannot be
computed by an adversary without running the encryption protocol. So, the length of the resulting
ciphertext is larger than the length of the input plaintext that why it is called LIRKES [4]. Although
Blaze, Feigenbaum and Naor are considered the pioneers in introducing the LIRKES schemes,
their proposal contains some security and complexity drawbacks that get it a little bit efficient
solution for smart cards security problem.
In this research, we propose a secure and computationally efficient LIRKES. The proposed
scheme withstands dictionary attack which can be easily applied to the BFN-LIRKES. In addition,
it is suitable for cheap smart cards with a limited computational power.
Because of the requirement for a strong PRP in the proposed LIRKES, we introduce PATFC:
Pseudorandom Affine Transformation Based Feistel Cipher as variable block-size symmetric-key
block cipher. Block cipher is a PRP that maps a block of bits called plaintext into another block
called ciphertext using the key bits. Pseudorandomness implies being not distinguishable form
truly random permutation (TRP). In a well designed block cipher, a plaintext bit change should
change each bit of the output ciphertext with a probability of 0.5. Also, there should be no
plaintext/ciphertext-to-ciphertext correlations. Thus, secure block ciphers should essentially
exhibit high degree of pseudorandomness, diffusion, and confusion [7]. In addition, a block cipher
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is most practically qualified as secure if it has survived after being extensively exposed to
proficient cryptanalysis. The structure of a block cipher may be a substitution-permutation
network (SPN) or Feistel network (FN). The Advanced Encryption Standard AES-Rijndael is
currently the most famous SPN cipher [8]. Alternatively, the FN structure, which is a universal
method for converting a round function into a permutation, is adopted in several ciphers such as
the DES, DESX, DEAL, FEAL, GOST, Khufu and Khafre, LOKI, CAST, and Blowfish [7], [8].
Rather than the use of many rounds, such as 16 in the DES, Luby and Rackoff introduced a 3round FN construction used in designing a provably secure PRP from pseudorandom functions
(PRF) [9]. Further analysis and several block ciphers are designed based on the Luby-Rackoff
construction [5], [10]–[13].
By adopting the Luby-Rackoff construction, we propose PATFC which is a novel variable blocksize symmetric-key block cipher. PATFC mainly makes use of a novel keyed PRF that is based
upon a PR affine transformation (PRAT), constructed using a highly nonlinear Pseudorandom
Number Generator (PRNG), and followed by a data and key dependent encoding and simple
hashing scheme.
Extensive confusion, diffusion and pseudorandomness tests based upon the NIST statistical tests
on PATFC and its underlying PRAT-based PRF consistently demonstrated their effectiveness.
Furthermore, PATFC is not practically vulnerable to known, chosen and adaptive
plaintext/ciphertext as well as dictionary and brute force attacks. It is also suitable for both
software and hardware implementations.
Although PATFC is introduced to be used in the proposed LIRKES, it can be used to strengthen
wireless mesh networks clients security by applying it as a candidate with a good pseudorandom
and security properties in the well known WPA2 protocol used in IEEE 802.11i standard [14], [15].
In addition, we can exploit the whole scheme (PATFC and the LIRKES) to build a smart card
based wireless mesh network to enhance its authentication and security in general [16].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the Luby-Rackoff construction
in more details, section 3 introduces PATFC and its experimental work, section 4 gives the
suggested LIRKES with its cryptanalysis, section 5 shows how we can apply PATFC in the
LIRKES, and section 6 gives the conclusions and future work.

2. PRELIMINARIES
Let “ ⊕ ”denote the bit-wise XOR operation and f1 , f 3 : {0,1} → {0,1} and f 2 : {0,1} → {0,1} be a
r

l

l

r

keyed PRFs. Given a k-bit key K ∈ {0,1} , a plaintext message P = ( L, R) ∈ {0,1} is divided into an
l +r

k

l -bit (left) block L and r-bit (right) block R. Let C = (U , T ) ∈ {0,1} be its corresponding ciphertext.
In case of l=r (balanced structure), Luby and Rackoff described how to construct a secure
l+ r
(against known / chosen plaintext attacks) PRP ψ ( f1 , f 2 , f 3 )( L, R) = (U , T ) over {0,1} , from r-bit
PRF’s using a 3-round balanced Feistel network, rather than the use of 16 rounds as in the DES
algorithm [9], with U and T computed as follows Fig.1:
S = L ⊕ f1 ( K1 , R),
(1)
T = R ⊕ f 2 ( K 2 , S ),
l +r

and U = S ⊕ f 3 ( K 3 , T )
where S , U ∈ {0,1} and T ∈ {0,1} . Likewise, ψ ( f 3 , f 2 , f1 ) yields the inverse PRP.
Note that because the entropy of the required permutation is (l+r)-bit, at least two rounds of PRFs
are needed. But, using two rounds only, the attacker can distinguish the outputs from truly
random permutation, if he simply chooses two different inputs with the same R. Luby and Rackoff
even suggested the use of 4 rounds to prevent adaptive hosen plaintext-ciphertext attacks. Also
unbalanced Luby-Rackoff construction l ≠ r is presented [10].
l

r
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FIGURE 1: Luby-Rackoff cipher construction

3. The Proposed Cipher: PATFC
PATFC is a 3-round balanced (l=r) FN cipher, like Luby-Rackoff construction, based on a core
PRAT based PRF. The following has motivated building PATFC using the proposed core PRF:
•

•

In matrix-vector multiplication, it is evident that a change in an element of the input
vector or major changes in the elements of the transformation matrix diffuse in all
elements of the obtained output vector.
Highly nonlinear PRNG’s generate PR sequences that are very sensitive to the key.
So, matrices successively constructed form such PR sequences dynamically
pseudorandomly change their elements and significantly change with the key.

Thus, PR matrix-vector multiplication implies pseudorandomness, diffusion, and hence confusion
[5] [17]. Pre-XORing the input vector with a PR vector (before matrix multiplication) yields the
overall PRAT. Actually, the PRAT pseudorandomly substitutes the binary input vector with a
vector of PR decimal numbers. Consequently, processing the obtained vector of PR decimal
values to obtain the binary output, which incorporating proper additional nonlinearities to the PRF,
complicates the cryptanalysis of the (underlying) PRF and the overall FN cipher constructed from
it.
In implementing the PRAT, we use the RC4 PR bytes generator, which is a highly nonlinear
generator with no public cryptanalytic results against it [7] [8]. The users of PATFC cipher could
modify the algorithm to be suitable for any other PRNG such as the SEAL algorithm [7]. But we
recommend RC4 because it makes use of a variable length key, and is PR (can likely be in
256!×256 2 feasible states), fast, highly secure and invulnerable to linear/differential attacks [8].
Before presenting the PATFC internal construction, it is worth mentioning the balanced and
homogeneous structure of PATFC. The FN is unbalanced or balanced if r≠l or r =l, respectively.
Since the security of Luby-Rackoff ciphers depends on min (l,r), the balanced structure provides
more security [11][12]. Accordingly, to achieve optimal security, PATFC considers (without loss of
generality) only the balanced structure, i.e., l=r. In addition, a FN is homogeneous if the same
PRF is used in all rounds [18]. From the complexity (especially in hardware implementations) and
computational burden points of view, it is recommended to reduce the number of different PRF’s
used in multi-round networks [11]. Therefore, to make the construction more efficient, PATFC
uses the same PRF in the three rounds (but with different keys and consequently different PR
sequences for the PRAT).
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3.1 The Proposed PATFC Round Function f
The keyed PR round function f Ki , i ∈ {1,2,3} , is the core of PATFC. f Ki consists of PRAT followed
by a dynamic (data and key dependent) b-bit encoding and simple hashing (Fig.2). Its inputs are
an r-bit data, a 256-byte key K i and a parameter representing the internally employed sub-block
length n ≤ min(r, Nmax), where Nmax ≤ r is a user specified number.

3.1.1 The PRAT construction
2

First, K i is used to trigger an RC4 PRNG to successively generate n PR bits and n PR bytes, i.e.,
2

n+64n PR bits, to construct an n × 1 -bit PR vector v Ki and n × n byte PR matrix G Ki .
The input r-bit is divided into sub-blocks each of size n bits. Then each n-bit sub-block of the input
data is bitwise XORed with its associated RC4 generated PR bit-vector and then multiplied by its
associated PR bytes matrix to obtain a vector of PR decimal values ∈ {0,1,...,255n}n . The actual
maximum obtained value per sub-block dynamically changes depending on the patterns of the
input data and the RC4 PR sequence.
th
( j)
To sum up, for the j n-bit input sub-block x , the PART can be represented as follows:

y

( j)

( j)
= G Ki
(x

( j)
Ki

( j)

( j)

⊕ v Ki )
( j)
Ki

(2)
th

Where v and G are the j RC4 generated n × 1 - bit PR vector and n × n byte PR matrix,
respectively.
The bit wise XOR operation yields PR substitution whereas the multiplication by a PR matrix
( j)
( j)
(which is actually equivalent to selective addition controlled by x ⊕ v Ki ) contributes to both
diffusion and confusion.
Increasing the value of n results is achieving more randomness, diffusion, and confusion by the
employed PRAT and the overall f (but with more computations).

3.1.2 Binary Encoding
We put each obtained decimal value from the PART into a binary format. The number of
encoding bits used b dynamically changes from a sub-block to another, depending on its bitpattern and the associated PR bit/byte patterns of the RC4 PR sequence, i.e., enforcing data and
key dependency of the encoding process.
th
For the j sub-block, it is computed as
( j)
b ( j ) = max(1, log 2 ( y max
+ 1))
(3)
th

( j)
is the maximum decimal number in the j obtained vector. This step should yield a
Where y max
br-bit stream.

3.1.3 Simple Hash (Compression) Process
The br-bit stream R1,obtained from the binary encoding step, is partitioned into b r-bit sections
and compressed using r b-input XOR’s working as a simple hash function to yield an r-bit output
R ′ as follows:
R′(ξ )ξ =0→r −1 = ⊕ bj−=10 R1 (ξ + jr )
(4)
= R1 (ξ ) ⊕ R1 (ξ + r ) ⊕ .... ⊕ R1 (ξ + (b − 1)r )

3.2 PATFC Key Scheduling Algorithm
The RC4 PRNG requires a 256-byte (2048-bit) key [7]. Hence, a total of 6144-bit key is required
for the 3- round functions f K 1 , f K 2 and f K 3 . So, PATFC can work in the 2048-bit key length mode
in which the input key length is 2048-bit. Then, a simple key-scheduling algorithm, for example an
RC4 based one, can be applied to generate the 3 round keys, K1, K2 and K3, each of length 2048bit. In other words, with K1 only, the 3 PRF’s may serially use a single RC4 PR sequence, while
employing 3 distinct sections of the sequence. In addition, PATFC can work in the variable key
length mode, in which the algorithm can accept any length key, and by the simple expansion
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process suggested by the authors in [5], the key schedule algorithm can generate the 3-round
keys used by PATFC.
Ki

R
r-bit

256-bit

PRAT
Divide R into n-bit sub-blocks.
Generate the RC4 PR sequence using K i

1.
2.
3.
4.

.

Bitwise XOR each block with its associated RC4 PR vector.
Multiply each obtained vector by its associated n × n RC4 PR
transformation matrix to get a sequence of decimal values.
r-value
Y

1-

Binary Encoding
Find b as the least integer b = max(1, log 2 (Ymax + 1)) .

2-

Convert each decimal value into b-bit.
r × b − bit

R1

Simple Hash
R′(ξ )ξ = 0→ r −1 = ⊕bj −=10 R1 (ξ + jr ) = R1 (ξ ) ⊕ R1 (ξ + r ) ⊕ .... ⊕ R1 (ξ + (b − 1)r )
r-bit

R′
Figure 2: The proposed PATFC round function (f)

3.3 PATFC Cryptanalysis
In this section, we consider the performance of PATFC under several attacks types.
1- Possibility to attack the round function f :
In equation 2, v Ki and G Ki are successively generated using the PRNG, so they differ from a
block to another. Choosing the PRNG to be highly nonlinear and secure leaves no helpful
information to the attacker to predict its output sequence without knowing the seed value. i.e., the
key used. Based on equation 2, the mean value of the elements of y is as follows:
n

E[ yi ] = E [G K (i , :)v K ] = E [∑ G K (i, j )v K ( j )] =
j =1
n

n

j =1

j =1

255  1  255n
,
 =
4
j =1 2  2 
n

∑ E[GK (i, j )vK ( j )] = ∑ E[GK (i, j )]E[vK ( j )] = ∑

1≤ i ≤ n .

(5)

Where E means the expected value.

255n
.
4
Therefore, it is a formidable task for the attacker to guess the values of y especially for large
It is appeared from equation 5 that the values of y almost widely spreads around

values of n, so every r-bit block output of the f function has almost the probability of

1
+ε ,
2r

where ε depends upon the PRNG used.
2- Exhaustive key search attack (brut search attack):
In this attack, the attacker has many plaintext-ciphertext pairs encrypted under the same key and
his job is to search all possible keys to find the key used in the encryption process. But, PATFC
can accept a variable key ≤ 2048 -bit. So, practically, PATFC can effectively withstand the
exhaustive key search attack.
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3- Dictionary attack:
In this attack, the attacker makes a look up table (LUT) containing all possible
plaintexts/ciphertexts pairs encrypted under all possible keys. Due to PATFC design as a variable
block-size and key-length cipher, in case of dividing the plaintext into randomly sized blocks, the
attacker neither knows the input plaintext length nor the key length. So he cannot practically
make such a dictionary. Also if the whole plaintext is encrypted as a single block, the block size
(and hence the codeword and number of entries of the LUT) is too large to practically try to
construct the needed LUT.
4- Linear and Differential Cryptanalysis:
After the RC4 PRAT, the data/key-dependent encoding followed by the hashing scheme all
together represents a highly PR nonlinear operation. So, even if some plaintext-ciphertext pairs
(for the same key) are available to the attacker, the high PR nonlinearity of PATFC makes it
invulnerable to linear and differential cryptanalysis. However, more analysis needs to be done to
confirm our claim. On the other hand, since in linear and differential attacks [7], the attacker
wants to know multiple distinct plaintexts-ciphertexts pairs for the same key, to know some of the
key bits, we can encrypt the whole message at once using a different key each time or simply
keep the employed PRNG in the PRAT step running and use its successive outputs for encoding
the successive blocks.
5- Adaptive chosen plaintext/ciphertext attack:
The 3-round Luby-Rackoff ciphers may not prevent the adaptive chosen plaintext/ciphertext (twosided) attack, which is the strongest attack against any symmetric key block cipher (despite being
of little practical availability where the attacker can reach both the encryption and decryption
engines). So, as suggested by Luby and Rackoff [9], a 4-round PATFC successfully prevents
such type of attack.

Input plaintext 64-bit

User-key 64-bit

Output ciphertext64-bit

(In Hex)

(In Hex)

(In Hex)

{0000-0000-0000-0000}

{0000-0000-0000-0000}

{78 EC-00C1-8915-8318}

{0000-0000-0000-0000}

{0000-0000-0000-0001}

{D67B-52F4-0F3F-E73E}

{0000-0000-0000-0001}

{0000-0000-0000-0000}

{3161-B32C-88BE-98D6}

{0000-0000-0000-0000}

{FFFF-FFFF-FFFF-FFFF}

{B3B9-3458-9307-D1E7}

{FFFF-FFFF-FFFF-FFFF}

{FFFF-FFFF-FFFF-FFFF}

{F2BA-89F5-6A60-4383}

{0000-0000-0000-0001}

{FFFF-FFFF-FFFF-FFFF}

{AE8F-0874-354D-F6B6}

{FFFF-FFFF-FFFF-FFFE}

{FFFF-FFFF-FFFF-FFFF}

{277F-0BDE-66E5-7926}

{FFFF-FFFF-FFFF-FFFF}

{FFFF-FFFF-FFFF-FFFE}

{AE04-F8DB-37F2-A7E5}

{FFFF-FFFF-FFFF-FFFF}

{0000-0000-0000-0000}

{3570-B0DA-3126-B6A3}

TABLE 1: Examples of 64-bit test vectors (in Hex) for PATFC

3.4 PATFC Experimental Work
We fully software implemented PATFC as a variable block-size variable key-length cipher with a
simple effective key scheduling scheme. Table.1 presents examples of plaintext-key-ciphertext
PATFC test vectors, especially including low and high density and correlated plaintext and key
patterns, assuming 64-bit plaintext/key that shows PATFC excellent diffusion and confusion
properties.
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As in all Luby-Rackoff ciphers, security and pseudorandomness of the cipher is based upon the
PR of the employed keyed round PRF fK. The diffusion and confusion properties as well as
pseudorandomness of the proposed PRF and the overall PATFC have been verified using
extensive statistical diffusion and confusion as well as NIST tests [19].
Diffusion Test: 100 64-bit (32-bit for testing the round function) PR plaintexts Pi, i=1,2,.. ..,100
and 100 64-bit key Ki, i=1,2,.. .., 100, are generated using the SEAL algorithm. For each Pi, 64 1perturbed-bit plaintexts {Pi,j, j=1,2,.. ..,64}, with the jth bit inverted, are generated. Then, the
histogram, mean value and variance of the 6400 hamming distances di,j=∑(EKi(Pi) ⊕ EKi(Pi,j)) are
computed, where EKi (Pi) means the encryption of plaintext Pi using the Ki key.
Confusion Test: For the Pi,j’s mentioned above, the histogram, mean value and variance of the
6400 plaintext-ciphertext correlation coefficients ρi,j= corr(Pi,j,EKi(Pi,j)) are computed. Also, for the
Pi’s and Pi,j’s the histogram, mean value and variance of the 6400 ciphertext-ciphertext (of
correlated plaintexts) correlation coefficients ρ ij = corr(EKi(Pi),EKi(Pi,j)) are computed.
The results of the confusion and diffusion tests (summarized in Table.2 and Fig.3, 4 and 5)
illustrate the competitive performance of PATFC compared with the DES and IDEA ciphers [7] as
the correlations are almost zero and the percentage of the changing bits due to 1-bit
perturbations is almost 50%.
NIST Pseudorandomness tests: The NIST Test Suite is a statistical package composed of 16
tests, basically developed to test the randomness of PRNG sequences. To use the NIST tests for
testing the pseudorandomness (and implicitly the diffusion and confusion) of a block cipher, 7
data types are generated, following the procedure suggested in [20]. Of each data type, 100
4096-bit binary sequences were analyzed. These data types include: Plaintext-Avalanche, KeyAvalanche, Plaintext-Ciphertext Correlation, Low-Density Plaintext, Low-Density Key, HighDensity Plaintext and High-Density Key data types.
The following 13 tests, with 32 p-values, of the 16 NIST tests were applied, namely the frequency
(monobit), frequency within a Block (using a 128-bit block length), runs, longest run-of-1’s in a
block (using a 128-bit block length), binary matrix rank (with a 3×3 size), discrete Fourier
transform, overlapping template matching (using a template of 9 1’s, with a block length of 512bit), Maurer's "universal statistical" (with 4-bit per block with 60 blocks for the initialization
sequence), linear complexity (with a 20-bit block length), serial (with a 3-bit block length),
approximate entropy (with a 2-bit block length), cumulative sums (Cusums), and random
excursions variant tests.

Cipher
Algorithm

Diffusion
block
length=64
mean/64,
var/64

Confusion tests
block length=64
plain /cipher texts
Ciphertexts
Corr.
Corr.
Mean, var
Mean, var

PATFC
DES

0.49, 0.24
0.50, 0.24

2.546e-4, 9.82e-4
-1.05e-5, 9.46e-4

8.93e-5, 9.65e-4
-2.93e-4, 9.67e-4

IDEA

0.50, 0.25

-4.43e-4, 9.65e-4

-6.17e-4, 9.78e-4

TABLE 2: Comparison between the PATFC, DES, and IDEA.
Significance level of 0.01 indicates that one would expect 1 sequence out of 100 sequences to be
rejected. A p-value ≥ 0.01 means that the sequence can be considered as random with a
confidence of 99%. For each p-value, either success or failure evaluation was made based on
being either above or below the pre-specified significance level of α=0.01 [19]. For each 100
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sequences, two quantities were determined: the proportion of binary sequences passing the
statistical test and an extra uniformity p-value based on a chi χ2 test (with 9 degree of freedom)
applied to the p-values of the 100 sequences. A sample (of 100 sequences) was considered to be
passed a statistical test if its proportion of success exceeded

α (1 − α )

0.99 × 001
≈ 0.94
(6)
m
100
i.e., 94%, and the uniformity test p-value exceeds 0.0001 [19]. The obtained results of the 32 pvalues of the NIST tests successfully verified the pseudorandomness, diffusion and confusion
properties of the proposed PRF and the overall PATFC with more than 94% proportion of
succeeded sequences. Figures 6-8 illustrate samples of the obtained results, specifically the
proportion of succeeded sequences for the 32 NIST tests applied to PATFC with PlaintextAvalanche, Key-Avalanche, and Plaintext-Ciphertext Correlation generated data types.
(1 − α ) − 3

= 0.99 − 3

FIGURE 3: Diffusion test histogram: PATFC

FIGURE 4: Confusion test: PATFC
Plaintexts-Ciphertexts
Correlations histogram

FIGURE 5: Confusion test: PATFC ciphertexts
Correlations histogram

FIGURE 6: NIST tests using
Plaintext-Avalanche data:
Proportion of succeeded sequences for PATFC
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FIGURE 7: NIST tests using
Plaintext- Ciphertext correlation:
Proportion of succeeded sequences for PATFC

FIGURE 8: NIST tests using
key-Avalanche data:
Proportion of succeeded sequences for PATFC

4. A Novel LIRKES for Smart Cards
4.1 Overview of the BFN-LIRKES
As an attempt to solve the RKES problem, Blaze, Feigenbaum and Naor suggested a new trend
different from the previous proposals [4]. Their trend is based upon the idea of self validation; Self
validation means adding a signature ciphertext block to the original ciphertext, so, the resulting
ciphertext length after adding the signature block is larger than the input plaintext length; as a
result, their scheme is a length increasing (LI) RKES.
By using this idea, they suggested two schemes; one of them is insecure that any adversary can
easily forge, and the other is a secure one that an adversary cannot forge. We will focus on the
secure one.
The details of this scheme are as follows:
Secured BFN-LIRKES
Encryption protocol: input P1 , P2 ,..., Pn ;output t , C0 , C1 , C 2 ,...., C n .
1. Generate session key S.
2. Host: Ci = E Si ( P1 , P2 ,...., Pn ) , i ∈ {1,...., n} .
3. Host: h = H (C1 , C 2 ,......, C n ) .
4. Host → Card: S, h.
5. Card: C 0 ← E K1 ( S ) .
6. Card: t ← FK 4 ( FK 3 (C0 ) ⊕ FK 2 (h)) .
7. Card → Host: C 0 , t .
Decryption protocol: input t , C0 , C1 , C 2 ,...., C n ; output P1 , P2 ,..., Pn or “invalid”.
1. Host: h = H (C1 , C 2 ,......, C n ) .
2. Host → Card: C0 , h, t .
3. Card: if t ≠ FK 4 ( FK 3 (C 0 ) ⊕ FK 2 (h)) Then S ← “invalid”
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Else S ← DK1 (C 0 ) .
4. Card → Host: S.
5. Host: if S ≠ “invalid”
Then { Pi = DSi (C1 , C 2 ,...., C n ) ; output ( P1 , P2 ,..., Pn )}.
Else output “invalid”.

4.2 A Novel LIRKES
In this section, we will introduce a new LIRKES that overcomes the drawbacks of the BFNLIRKES. Our scheme is also based upon the idea of self validation, but it is more secure and
more efficient from card computations and key storages point of views than the BFN-LIRKES.
The proposed LIRKES
Encryption protocol: input P1 , P2 ,..., Pn ; output C0 , C1 , C2 ,...., Cn .
1. Generate session key S by a best disposal.
2. Host: Ci = ESi ( P1 , P2 ,...., Pn ) , i ∈ {1,...., n} .
3. Host: h = H (C1 , C2 ,......, Cn ) .
4. Host → Card: S, h.
5. Card: Z = H ( K1 | h) . | Means concatenation
6. Card: C0 = EZ ( S ) .
7. Card → Host: C0 .
Decryption protocol: input C0 , C1 , C2 ,...., Cn ; output P1 , P2 ,..., Pn .
1. Host: h = H (C1 , C2 ,......, Cn ) .
2. Host → Card: C0 , h .
3. Card: Z = H ( K1 | h) .
4. Card: S = DZ (C0 ) .
5. Card → Host: S.
6. Host: Pi = DSi (C1 , C2 ,...., Cn ) .

4.3 Security Analysis and Advantages of the proposed LIRKES
q(q − 1) / 2
+ε .
2s
The proposed length increasing scheme is forgery secure in the sense that any probabilistic
polynomial time adversary who access to the scheme during the HOST phase and makes q
encryptions/decryptions with arbitrarily chosen inputs, can know no more than q valid
plaintexts/ciphertexts pairs.
Proof: The collision resistance of H implies that H(X1) ≠ H(X2), for X1 ≠ X2. So the chance for the
adversary to find (C1 ,...., Cn ) ≠ (C1′,....., Cn′ ) such that H (C1 ,...., Cn ) = H (C1′,....., Cn′ ) is negligibly small.
Then the probability that Z = Z ′ , for h ≠ h′ is also negligibly small. Also by assuming that the
encryption function E is a strong invertible pseudorandom permutation. Then the probability that:
1
z
s
s
Pr ( EZ ( S ) = E Z ′ ( S ′)) = s + ε , where E (.) = {0,1} × {0,1} → {0,1} , z and s are the lengths of Z and S
2
respectively, and ε is a small number depends upon the pseudorandomness of E, and If E is truly
random then ε =0. In addition, If the attacker makes q encryptions then there are q(q-1)/2
q(q − 1) / 2
different messages pairs then Pr ( E Z ( S ) = E Z ′ ( S ′)) ≤
+ε .
2s
Theorem 1: The proposed LIRKES is forgery secure with probability
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Theorem 2: The proposed LIRKES is pseudorandom
Proof: From the above analysis, we can conclude that our proposed scheme is also
pseudorandom.
Advantages of the proposed scheme over the BFN-LIRKES
1. The length of output ciphertext in the proposed scheme is shorter than the BFN-LIRKES.
While the BFN-LIRKES uses two fields ( t ,C0 ) to define the self validation (ciphetrext
signature), we only use on field ( C0 ) to do that.
2. Our scheme is a self checking scheme; that is the checking step is inherited in the
signature block C0 , i.e., if C0 is incorrect the decryption protocol will output a random
plaintext other than the correct one. consequently, there is no need for the checking
steps used in the BFN-LIRKES which increases the complexity of the scheme.
3. We can attack BFN-LIRKES scheme by using a dictionary attack, i.e. if an adversary can
access to the scheme many times, assuming the card uses the same K1 every time, he
can make a dictionary contains all values of S and its corresponding values of C0 . The
size of this dictionary is 2 S , where s is the length of the session key S. So if the attacker
successes in making such a dictionary, he can easily get the value of S for any C0 , so he
can decrypt any message contains C0 . Therefore in BFN-LIRKES S must be very large.
In contrast, in the proposed scheme the value of C0 don’t depend only on S but also upon
h, for constant K1, where h is the output length of the hash function, so the dictionary size
will be 2 S × 2 h . As a result, the dictionary size is very large which gets such type of attacks
computationally infeasible.
4. The proposed scheme is more efficient than the BFN-LIRKES from the card computation
and key storage point of views. In BFN-LIRKES, the card uses four different keys but in
our scheme we only use one key. In addition, the BFN-LIRKES requires from the card to
evaluate four different functions, but in our scheme we require from the card to evaluate
only two functions. In conclusion, the proposed scheme is suitable for cheap smart cards
while BFN-LIRKES requires expensive ones.

5. The Application of PATFC in the Proposed LIRKES.
Figure 9 shows how we can apply PATFC as a strong PRP in the suggested LIRKES.

Host

P

Generate session key S.
C = PATFCS (P) .

C = (C0 , C )

h = H (C ) .

C0 , t

S, h
Smart Card

Z = H ( K1 | h)
C0 = E Z ( S )

FIGURE 9: The proposed LIRKS using PATFC
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6. CONSLUSION & FUTURE WORK
This paper deals with cryptographic smart cards protocols which are used to organize the bulk
encryption process between the host and the smart card. In an attempt to solve this important
issue, we introduce a new LIRKES that overcomes the drawbacks of the previous proposals. In
addition we analyze this scheme from security and smart card efficiency point of views.
Because the suggested LIRKES is highly depending upon a strong PRP, we also present
PATFC: Pseudorandom Affine Transformation based Feistel Cipher; a novel Luby-Rackoff
construction-based variable block and key lengths symmetric-key block cipher. Its core function is
a new pseudorandom function that consists of a pseudorandom affine transformation followed by
binary encoding and a simple hashing scheme. Extensive simulations, diffusion, confusion, and
NIST pseudorandomness tests proof that PATFC and its round function are good PRP and PR
function respectively. However, PATFC needs a complexity analysis beside the security analysis,
but we believe that PATFC is less complex.
Also, we show how PATFC can be applied as a PRP in the suggested LIRKES. For future
development, we will try to apply our cipher and LIRKES in enhancing the security and
authentication of the wireless mesh networks especially the wireless backhaul system.
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Abstract

Cancelable biometric techniques are becoming popular as they provide the advantages
of privacy and security, not provided by biometric authentication system. It transforms a
biometric signal or feature into a new signal or feature by some transformation. These
are non invertible transforms to make sure that the original biometric template cannot be
recovered from them. Most of the existing methods for generating cancelable fingerprint
templates need an absolute registration of the image. Therefore they are not robust to
intra user variations. But there also exists methods that do not require registration of the
image. This paper provides a comparison between two such methods, one that needs
registration and other that does not need registration.
Keywords: Cancelable biometrics, non invertible transformation, registration, registration free.

1. INTRODUCTION
The three fundamental techniques used in authentication systems are:
a. Something you know – refers to passwords and PINs.
b. Something you have – refers to tokens and cards.
c. Something you are – refers to biometrics.
The first two techniques used in traditional authentication systems are very famous but have certain
disadvantages such as, passwords and PINs can be guessed or disclosed through accident or can be
intentionally shared, like passwords, cards or tokens can be stolen and passwords need to be
memorized. Moreover it cannot distinguish between an authentic user and a user that has gained access
to password. To cater these problems, biometric authentication systems are used. Biometric technologies
have automated the identification of people by one or more of their distinct physical or behavioral
characteristics. Instead of depending on things that an individual may have or may know, it depends on
the attributes of people. Biometric verification techniques try to match measurements from individuals like
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fingerprint, hand, eye, face or voice, to measurements that were previously collected. Biometric
authentication systems have advantages over traditional authentication schemes. The advantages are,
biometric information cannot be obtained by direct covert observation, it is impossible to share and
difficult to reproduce, it enhances user’s convenience by alleviating the need to memorize long and
random passwords and it protects against repudiation by the user. But even with all these advantages
biometric techniques have security and privacy problems. Biometrics like voice, fingerprint, signature etc.
can be easily recorded and misused without user’s consent. PINs and passwords, if compromised, can
be reset, but biometrics once compromised is compromised forever. If a biometric is compromised, then
all the applications using that biometric are compromised. Cross matching of the stored information can
be used to track individuals without their consent.
Cancelable biometric overcomes these disadvantages. Cancelable biometric is an intentional and
systematic repeatable distortion of biometric features in order to protect user specific data. In this, the
application does not store the original biometric but transforms it using a one way function and stores the
transformed version. This method gives privacy and security as it is computationally very difficult to
recover the original template from the transformed version. The transformation can be done either in
signal domain or in feature domain. In signal domain, the raw biometric signal acquired from sensor is
transformed (e.g. images of faces and fingerprint), while in feature domain, the processed biometric
signal is transformed (e.g. minutiae of fingerprint).During the enrollment process, the fingerprint template
is distorted by a one way transform, using a user specific key. Then, instead of storing the original
fingerprint template, its distorted version is stored in the database. During verification, the query
fingerprint template is distorted using the same function and then the distorted version is compared with
the original, to give a similarity score.
Several approaches have been proposed regarding cancelable biometrics. This paper focuses on
comparison between two methods used to generate cancelable fingerprint template. There are many
approaches that construct cancelable fingerprint template and need absolute registration of the image
before transformation [1], [7], [8], [9], while there also exist approaches where registration is not an
absolute requirement and purely local measurements are sufficient for this purpose [3], [15]. Further part
of the paper is organized as follows. The requirements for generating cancelable transform are explained,
then the registration process which is the most important step in fingerprint matching is explained. Further
part presents the registration based method and registration free method for generating cancelable
fingerprint template followed by a comparison between the two methods and conclusion.

2. REQUIREMENTS FOR GENERATING CANCELABLE TRANSFORM
There are several challenges to overcome before successfully designing a cancelable transform that
transforms the fingerprint template into a cancelable template. They are:
1. If two fingerprint templates x1 and x2 do not match, as they do not belong to the same individual,
then, even after applying the transformation they should not match.
2. If two fingerprint templates match, as they belong to same person, then they should match even
after applying the transformation.
3. Transformed version of the biometric should not match with the original biometric.
4. Two transformed versions of same template should not match.

3. REGISTRATION
One more very important requirement for generating cancelable fingerprint template is ‘registration’. But
this step is not always required. This depends on which method is used for generating the cancelable
fingerprint template. It is required when the method used is registration based and not required when the
method is registration free. In this paper, two methods, one registration based and other registration free
are studied and are compared to review their characteristics.
Fingerprint registration explained in [6], [12] is a very critical step in fingerprint matching. Although a
variety of registration alignment algorithms have been proposed [10], [11], accurate fingerprint registration
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remains an unsolved problem. Fingerprint registration involves finding the translation and rotation
parameters that align two fingerprints. In order to determine the degree of similarity between two
fingerprints, it is first necessary to align the prints so that corresponding features may be matched.
Aligning two images can be done in a number of ways like extracting the minutiae and then aligning,
using orientation field for aligning, aligning based on generalized Hough transform [14], identifying
distinctive local orientations and using them as landmarks for alignment, etc. Alignment has to be
explored first, for matching the corresponding components of two templates or images. Traditional
approach of fingerprint registration is based on aligning minutiae features. Given two fingerprint images
all of the minutiae are extracted from each print and their location, orientation and type are recorded.
Registration is based on aligning these two minutiae sets. For two sets of minutiae M1 and M2, ideal case
of transformation is

f (M 1)  M 2

(1)

However, ideal transformation does not exist since it is practically impossible for a user to place exactly
the same part of his/her finger on a sensor and exert the same pressure on the sensor during two
different fingerprint capture occasions. The error between the transformed version and the original
fingerprint template E ( f ( M 1), M 2) has to be minimized and for this optimal transformation has to be
found out. Matching minutiae sets has following limitations:
1. Every time a fingerprint is obtained, a different area of the finger surface may be captured.
Therefore alignment should be based only on the overlap area of the print and the corresponding
minutiae subsets.
2. Missing and spurious minutiae are common when the fingerprint image quality is low. Therefore
the alignment algorithm must allow some minutiae to be unmatched even in the area of overlap.
It is known that fingerprint deforms when pressed against a flat surface. This deformation changes the
locations and orientations of the minutiae making it impossible to find a perfect alignment of the subsets.
Therefore most registration algorithms attempt to find an alignment that minimizes these errors. But
finding the optimal alignment is very difficult. Due to large number of possible translations, rotations and
distortions, aligning fingerprint has a high computational overhead. One way to deal with these
complexities is to use supplementary information from other fingerprint features to help the alignment
process. Other features that can be used are local structural features, ridge shape, pixel intensities etc.

4. REGISTRATION BASED GENERATION OF CANCELABLE FINGERPRINT
TEMPLATE
Ratha et al [1], [2] pioneered the concept of cancelable biometrics where they have proposed three
transformation methods.
In the first method, i.e. the Cartesian coordinate transformation method, the image plane is divided into
rectangles and then the rectangles are shuffled based on the user password such that any two rectangles
can map to a single rectangle. Figure (1) shows that more than two cells can be mapped to the same cell.
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Figure 1: Cartesian Transformation

In the second, i.e., polar transform method, the same technique is applied but now the minutiae positions
are measured in polar coordinates. The process of transformation consists of changing the sector
position. But in polar coordinates the size of sectors can be different (sectors near the center are smaller
than the ones far from the center). Restrictions are placed on the translation vector generated from the
key so that the radial distance of the transformed sector is not very different from the original. Figure (2)
explains the polar transformation.

Figure 2: Polar Transformation

As there is ‘many to one’ mapping, it is impossible to tell which minutiae in the resulting block are from
which original cell even if, both transformation and the transformed pattern are known. But the
disadvantage with these two methods is that a small change in the minutia position in the original
template can lead to a large change in the minutia position after transformation if the point crosses a
sharp boundary. This can happen due to intra user variations i.e. variations occurring when the fingerprint
of the same person taken at two different instances are different.
In the third method i.e surface folding, a smooth but non invertible functional transform is used to give
high performance. Several constrains are put on the non invertible function. They are:
1. The transformation should be locally smooth but not globally smooth.
2. The transformation should be ‘many to one’ to make sure that it cannot be uniquely inverted to
recover the original minutiae pattern.
3. Each minutiae position must be pushed outside the tolerance limit of the matcher after

transformation.
In this method the minutiae positions are moved using two dimensional Gaussian functions. Each user is
given a unique key which specifies the centers and the shapes of Gaussian kernels. These Gaussian
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kernels are mixed to generate two functions F ( x, y ) and G ( x, y ) . They are used to decide the direction
and amount of shift for each minutia at ( x, y ) . The direction of translation (phase) is represented as the
gradient of the mixture and the extent of translation (magnitude) is represented as the scaled value of the
mixture. The Gaussian mixture F ( z ) is given as
K

F z  
i 1

F  z  
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2 i
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Where z  x  iy is the position vector K is a random key that defines the parameters of distribution
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(6)

The Surface folding method is preferred over the other two methods due to their limitation in handling the
intra user variation. The Surface folding method performs better than the Cartesian version and is
comparable to the polar version.

4. REGISTRATION

FREE

GENERATION

OF

CANCELABLE

FINGERPRINT

TEMPLATE
Ratha et al [3] explained a registration free construction of cancelable fingerprint template. They have
presented a new fingerprint representation based on localized, self aligned texture features. Most of the
existing methods for generating cancelable fingerprint template need absolute registration process. But
finding the optimal alignment is very difficult. Due to large number of possible translations, rotations and
distortions, aligning fingerprint have high computational overhead. Although there are methods for getting
accurate registration [10], [11], a small error in the process can lead to a faulty cancelable template
leading to high ‘false reject’ during authentication. Also, absence of singular points can lead to failure. In
this paper they have shown that absolute registration is not required and that purely local measurements
are sufficient for this purpose. The process of enrollment and verification are shown in the figure (3).
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(a)

(b)
Figure 3: (a) Enrollment Process (b) Verification Process

Enrollment
In the first stage, minutiae are extracted from the template. Then instead of storing the information
regarding the minutiae, a N  N pixel patch around the minutia is extracted. The patch orientation is
aligned with that of the minutia. This approach is based on the fact that each patch provides information
about the unique identity of the individual. Common patches are non informative but patches with rare
appearances have strong association with the identity of the person. The appearance (texture) of each
patch is encoded using a compact signature. Each patch and its signature are stored in the database
along with the identity of the person associated with the fingerprint.
Verification
During the verification process, minutiae are extracted from the query fingerprint. The N  N pixel patch
around each minutia is encoded to generate a signature similar to the enrollment process. Then the set of
signatures generated from the query fingerprint are compared with that stored in the database. The fact,
that the distances are preserved under cancelable transformation, is used in this approach. Given two
sets of minutiae signatures {x1 , x2 , ...} and { y1 , y2 , ...} and the distance between each match D ( xi , y j ) ,
the optimal minutiae correspondence is obtained by minimizing



i

D( xi , yT (i ) ) , where T (i ) represents

the index of the minutia in set { yi } that corresponds to xi in the set {xi } . Once the minutiae
correspondence is established, the similarity measures across all matching minutiae signatures are
aggregated to either accept or reject the query fingerprint.
Implementation Details
The implementation is done by representing the aligned patch compactly using a Gabor basis expansion.
Similarity metric is derived from the normalized dot product distance metric d (). Some of the similarity
measures described are: simple count, log weighting and inverse weighting. During verification, the
reference set of signatures is compared with the query set of signatures. The evidences from each
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matching pair are combined to generate the similarity measure for the fingerprint as a whole. The
transform is made cancelable with the help of user specific projection matrix ( Bk )

T ( x, k )  Bk T x

(7)

T

The distances will be preserved if Bk Bk  I . For this, the matrix Bk has to be orthogonal matrix, which
can be synthesized from a random matrix by some orthogonal matrix decomposition method. The linear
T

transformation Bk x is invertible transformation. To make it non invertible, non-linearities are introduced
in the transformation. A discretized projection is used as the patch signature, but this reduces the
individuality of the transformed signature. Another technique, two factor key, where the transformation
matrix Bk is split into two components can also be used to make the transform non invertible. This
splitting can be achieved by SVD decomposition on a random matrix.

5. Discussion
In [3] the set of signatures generated from the query fingerprint are compared with that stored in the
database. This comparison has two technical challenges: 1) How to measure similarity between
signatures and 2) How to establish minutiae correspondence. As registration of image is done prior to
transformation, the problem of minutiae correspondence does not occur in [1]. However, perfect
registration itself is a big challenge.
In [1], all the three methods of transformation need absolute registration. Fingerprint registration as
described earlier is a critical step in fingerprint matching. Accurate fingerprint registration is very
difficult to achieve. Aligning two sets of minutiae needs a perfect transformation function. Achieving
ideal transformation is almost impossible due to intra user variations. Although algorithms exist for
accurate registration, any error in the process can lead to a ‘false reject’ during authentication.
Absence of singular points can also lead to failure. Due to these limitations for getting accurate
registration, in [3], [15] registration free method for generation of cancelable fingerprint templates is
described. The method for generating cancelable template is free of any registration process as it is
based on the information of neighboring local regions around minutiae.
In [1], in surface folding technique, although the process of aligning has high computational overhead,
numbers of calculations during actual transformation are less compared to the calculations required in
the patch based technique [3]. In patch based technique, two sets of minutiae ‘signatures’ being
available, the distance measure from each match has to be calculated to find the optimal minutiae
correspondence. The folding technique is a more compact representation making it suitable for
memory limited applications.
In [1], in surface folding method, the transformation used is non invertible. But in [3] the patch based
method, the proposed transformation is invertible. To make it non- invertible, non- linearities are
added to the transformation.
In [1], the surface folding method is preferred over the other two. It performs noticeably better than
Cartesian version and is comparable to the polar version. In [3], the localized patch based
representation does not require registration and also provides a viable verification scheme. The patch
based method is developed further to make the representation cancelable and it is also shown that it
is resilient to adversarial attacks.

6. CONCLUSION
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Two techniques for generating cancelable fingerprint templates are compared. The patch based
technique is registration free while the surface folding technique needs absolute registration, so for
fingerprints without singular points, it will fail. The surface folding technique has a non invertible transform
while the patch based technique has to be made non invertible as the transform used is invertible. The
surface folding technique is a compact way of representation and is suitable for memory limited
applications.
Cancelable biometric provides a solution to address the privacy and security concerns about biometric
authentication as it is computationally very difficult to recover the original template from the transformed
version.
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Abstract

Reference Model for Open Distributed Processing (RM-ODP) defines a
framework for the development of Open Distributed Processing (ODP) systems
in terms of five viewpoints. Each viewpoint language defines concepts and rules
for specifying ODP systems from the corresponding viewpoint. However the ODP
viewpoint languages are abstract and do not show how these should be
represented and specified. We treat in this paper the need of formal notation and
specification for behavior al concepts in the Computational language. Using the
Unified Modeling Language (UML)/OCL (Object Constraints Language) we
define a formal semantics for a fragment of ODP behavior concepts defined in
the RM-ODP foundations part and in the Computational language. We mainly
focus on time, action, behavior constraints (sequentiality, non determinism and
concurrency constraints), and policies (permission, obligation, prohibition). We
also give a mapping of the considered concepts to Event-B. This will permit the
verification of such specifications. Finally we explore the benefits provided by the
new extension mechanisms of B-Method for verifying the ODP computational
specifications.
Keywords: RM-ODP, Computational Language, computational specifications, Behavior Semantics,
UML/OCL, B-Method.

1. INTRODUCTION
The Reference Model for Open Distributed Processing (RM-ODP) [1]-[4] provides a framework
within which support of distribution, networking and portability can be integrated. It consists of
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four parts. The foundations part [2] contains the definition of the concepts and analytical
framework for normalized description of arbitrary distributed processing systems. These concepts
are grouped in several categories which include structural and behavioral concepts. The
architecture part [3] contains the specifications of the required characteristics that qualify
distributed processing as open. It defines a framework comprising five viewpoints, five viewpoint
languages, ODP functions and ODP transparencies. The five viewpoints are Computational,
information, computational, engineering and technology.
Each viewpoint language defines concepts and rules for specifying ODP systems from the
corresponding viewpoint. However, RM-ODP is a meta-norm [5] in the sense that it defines a
standard for the definition of other ODP standards. The ODP standards include Modeling
languages, specification languages and verification.
In this paper we treat the need of formal notation of ODP viewpoint languages. The languages Z
[6], SDL, LOTOS, and Esterel are used in RM-ODP architectural semantics part [4] for the
specification of ODP concepts. However, no formal method is likely to be suitable for specifying
every aspect of an ODP system.
Elsewhere, there had been an amount of research for applying the Unified Modeling Languages
UML as a notation for the definition of syntax of UML itself [7]-[9]. This is defined in terms of three
views: the abstract syntax, well-formedness rules, and modeling elements semantics. The
abstract syntax is expressed using a subset of UML static Modeling notations. The wellformedness rules are expressed in Object Constrains Language OCL [10]. A part of UML metamodel has a precise semantics [11],[12] defined using denotational meta-Modeling semantics
approach. A denotational approach [13] is realized by a definition of the form of an instance of
every language element and a set of rules which determine which instances are and are not
denoted by a particular language element.
Furthermore, for testing ODP systems [2-3], the current testing techniques [14, 15] are not widely
accepted and especially for the Computational viewpoint specifications. A new approach for
testing, namely agile programming [16, 17] or test first approach [18] is being increasingly
adopted. The principle is the integration of the system model and the testing model using UML
meta-Modeling approach [19-20]. This approach is based on the executable UML [21]. In this
context OCL can be used to specify the invariants [12] and the properties to be tested [17].
In this context we used the meta-Modeling syntax and semantics approaches in the context of
ODP systems. We used the meta-Modeling approach to define syntax of a sub-language for the
ODP QoS-aware Computational viewpoint specifications [5]. We also defined a UML/OCL metamodel semantics for structural concepts in ODP computational language [22]. In this paper we
use the same approach for behavior al concepts in the foundations part and in the Computational
language. We also show how the ODP considered concepts could be specified in the Event-B
method.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we define a meta-model semantics of core
behavior concepts (time, action, behavior, role, process). Section 3 defines a meta-model
semantics for behavior concepts of RM-ODP foundations part namely, time, and behavior al
constraints. We focus on sequentiality, non determinism and concurrency constraints. In Section
4 we introduce the behavior concepts defined in the Computational language. We give precise
definitions for behavior al policies. In section 5 overview the correspondence of the main
concepts with the B-Method method constructs. A conclusion and perspectives end the paper.

2. Meta-Modeling Core Behavior Concepts in RM-ODP Foundations Part
We consider the minimum set of modeling concepts necessary for behavior specification. There
are a number of approaches for specifying the behavior of distributed systems and considering
different aspects of behavior. We represent a concurrent system as a triple consisting of a set of
states, a set of action and a set of behavior. Each behavior is modeled as a finite or infinite
sequence of interchangeable states and actions [23]. To describe this sequence there are mainly
two approaches [24].
1. “Modeling systems by describing their set of actions and their behaviors”.
2. “Modeling systems by describing their state spaces and their possible sequences of state
changes”.
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These views are dual in the sense that an action can be understood to define state changes, and
state occurring in state sequences can be understood as abstract representations of actions [24].
We consider both of these approaches as abstraction of the more general approach based on
RMODP. We provide the formal definition of this approach that expresses the duality of the two
mentioned approaches.
We mainly use concepts taken from the clause8 “Basic Modeling concepts” of the RM-ODP part
2. These concepts are: behavior, action, time, constraints and state (see figure 1). the latter are
essentially the first-order propositions about model elements. We define concepts (type, instance,
pre-condition, post-condition) from the clause 9 “Specification concepts”. Specification concepts
are the higher-order propositions applied to the first-order propositions about the model elements.
Although basic Modeling concepts and generic specification concepts are defined by RM-ODP as
two independent conceptual categories [25].
The behavior definition uses two RM-ODP modeling concepts: action and constraints (RM-ODP,
part 2, clause 8.6):
Behavior (of an object): “A collection of actions with a set of constraints on when they may
occur”.
Action: “something which happens”.
RM-ODP does not give the precise definition of behavioral constraints. These are part of the
system behavior and are associated with actions. This can be formally defined as follows:
Context c: constraint inv: c.constrained_act -> size > 0
Context m: model behavior inv: m.behavior->includesAll(m.Actions->union(m.constraints))
For any element b from Behavior. ”if b is an Action and has at least one constraint , this constraint
is a Behavior element.” Similarly when b is a Constraint and has at least one action, this action
is a Behavior element.
Context b: behavior inv :m.behavior->forall(b |(m.actions->includes(m.b) and b.constraints>notempty) or(m.constraints->includes(m.b) and b.actions->notempty)
To formalize the definition, we have to consider two other modeling concepts: time and state. We
can see how these concepts are related with the concept of action by looking at their definitions.
Time is introduced in the following way (RM-ODP, part 2, clause 8.10):
Location in time: “An interval of arbitrary size in time at which action can occur.”
instant_begin: each action has one time point when it starts.
instant_end: each action has one time point when it finishes [26].
State (of an object) (RM-ODP, part 2, clause 8.7): At a given instant in time, the condition of an
object that determines the set of all sequences of actions in which the object can take part.
Hence, the concept of state is dual with the concept of action and these modeling concepts
cannot be considered separately: This definition shows that state depends on time and is defined
for an object for which it is specified.
Context t: time inv: b.actions->exists (t1,t2| t1 =action.instant_beging ->notempty and
t2 =action.instant_end ->notempty and t1<> t2).
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FIGURE 1: Core Behavior Concepts

3. Meta-Modeling Time and Behavioral Constraints
“Behavioral constraints may include sequentiality, non-determinism, concurrency, real time” (RMODP, part 2, clause 8.6). In this work we consider constraints of sequentiality, non-determinism
and concurrency. The concept of constraints of sequentiality is related with the concept of time.
3.1 Time
Time has two following important roles in system design [26]:
•It serves for the purpose of synchronization of actions inside and between processes, the
synchronization of a system with system users, the synchronization of user requirements with an
actual performance of a system.
•It defines sequences of events (action sequences)
To fulfil the first goal, we have to be able to measure time intervals. However, a precise clock that
can be used for time measurement does not exist in practice but only in theory [27]. So the
measurement of the time is always approximate. In this case we should not choose the most
precise clocks, but ones that explain the investigated phenomena in the best way. Simultaneity of
two events or their sequentiality, equality of two durations should be defined in the way that the
formulation of the physical laws is the easiest” [27]. For example, for the actions synchronization,
internal computer clocks can be used and, for the synchronization of user requirements, common
clocks can be used that measure time in seconds, minutes and hours.
We consider the second role of time. According to [27] we can build some special kind of clock
that can be used for specifying sequences of actions. RM-ODP confirms this idea by saying that
“a location in space or time is defined relative to some suitable coordinate system” (RM_ODP,
part 2, clause 8.10). The time coordinate system defines a clock used for system Modeling. We
define a time coordinate system as a set of time events. Each event can be used to specify the
beginning or end of an action. A time coordinate system must have the following fundamental
properties [26]:
•Time is always increasing. This means that time cannot have cycles.
•Time is always relative. Any time moment is defined in relation to other time moments (next,
previous or not related). This corresponds to the partial order defined for the set of time events.
We use the UML (fig1) and OCL to define time: Time is defined as a set of time events.
nextTE: defines the closest following time events for any time events [26].
We use the followingTE relation to define the set of the following time events or transitive closure
for the time event t over the nextTE relation:
followingTE: defines all possible following time events Using followingTE we can define the
following invariant that defines the transitive closure and guarantees that time event sequences
do not have loops :
Context t: time Inv: Time->forAll(t:Time | (t.nextTE->isempty implies t.follwingTE->isempty)
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and (t.nextTE->notempty and t.follwingTE->isempty implies t.follwingTE =t.nextTE)
and
(t.nextTE->notempty
and
t.follwingTE->notempty
implies
t.follwingTE->
includes(t.nextTE.follwingTE->union(t.nextTE)) and t.follwingTE->exludes(t)).
This definition of time is used in the next section to define sequential constraints.
3.2 Behavioral constraints
We define the behavior like a finite state automaton (FSA). For example, figure 2 shows a
specification that has constraints of sequentiality and non determinism. The system is specified
using constraints of non-determinism since state S1 has a non-deterministic choice between two
actions a and b.
Based on RM-ODP, the definition of behavior must link a set of actions with the corresponding
constraints. In the following we give definition of constraints of sequentiality, of concurrency and
of non-determinism.

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 2: a - Sequential deterministic constraints;
b - Sequential non deterministic constraints.

3.2.1 Constraints of sequentiality
Each constraint of sequentiality should have the following properties [26]:
•It is defined between two or more actions.
•Sequentiality has to guarantee that one action is finished before the next one starts. Since RMODP uses the notion of time intervals it means that we have to guarantee that one time interval
follows the other one:
Context sc: constraintseq inv:
Behavior.actions-> forAll(a1,a2 | a1<> a2 and a1.constraints->includes(sc) and a2.constraints>includes(sc)and((a1.instant_end.followingTE->includes(a2.instant_begin)
or(a2.instant_end.followingTE->includes(a1.instant_begin) )
For all SeqConstraints sc, there are two different actions a1, a2, sc is defined between a1 and a2
and a1 is before a2 or a2 is before a1.
3.2.2 Constraints of concurrency
Figure 3 shows a system specification that has constraints of concurrency since state a1 has a
simultaneous choice of two actions a2 and a3.

a1

cc

a2

a3

FIGURE 3: RM-ODP diagram: Example constraints of concurrency

For all concuConstraints cc there is a action a1, there are two different internal actions a2, a3, cc
is defined between a1 and a2 and a3, a1 is before a2 and a1 is before a3
Context cc: constraintconc inv:
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Behavior.actions-> forAll(a1 :Action ,a2 ,a3 : internalaction | (a1 <> a2) and (a2 <> a3) and (a3 <>
a1) and
a1.constraints->includes(cc) and a2.constraints->includes(cc) and a3.constraints>includes(cc) and a1.instant_end.followingTE-> includes(a2.instant_begin) and
a1.instant_end.followingTE-> includes(a3.instant_begin))
3.2.3 Constraints of non-determinism
In order to define constraints of non-determinism we consider the following definition given in [24]:
“A system is called non-deterministic if it is likely to have shown number of different behavior,
where the choice of the behavior cannot be influenced by its environment”. This means that
constraints of non-determinism should be defined between a minimum of three actions. The first
action should precede the two following actions and these actions should be internal (see figure
4).

a2
a1

C
a3

FIGURE 4: Example Constraints example of non-determinism

We define this constraint as follows:
Context ndc: NonDetermConstraints inv:Behavior.actions-> forAll(a1 :Action ,a2 ,a3 :
internalaction | (a1 <> a2) and
(a2 <> a3) and (a3 <> a1) and a1.constraints->includes(ndc) and
a2.constraints->includes(ndc) and a3.constraints->includes(ndc) and a1.instant_end.followingTE> includes( a2.instant_begin) or a1.instant_end.followingTE-> includes(a3.instant_begin)) .
We note that, since the choice of the behavior should not be influenced by environment, actions
a2 and a3 have to be internal actions (not interactions). Otherwise the choice between actions
would be the choice of environment [26].

4. Modeling Behavior constraints Specifications in Event-B
In this last section, we treat the question of verifying ODP specifications. For this we begin by
defining how to use the formal method B-Method to specify the RM-ODP concepts. Event-B is a
simplification as well as an extension of de B formalism [31] which has been used in number of
large industrial projects. The objective of this formal method is use the refinement calculus to
define and prove in the step by step fashion so that the system in question will be correct by
construction. This will be very adequate in our context since each specification is a refinement of
another. This will be done by using the propositional language, the predicate language, the settheoretic language, and arithmetic language ,such they presents some mathematical justifications
to proof obligation rules used in this approach.
In the previous section we specified the behavior constraints (Sequentiality, non-determinism,
concurrent), here we presents how we can develop these concepts by using the Event-B and the
tools of the open source RodinPlatform.
This section introduces a Event-B concepts which supports Modeling with a set of semantic
constructs that correspond to those in behavior concepts, defined in enterprise language (see
table 1).
Behavior Concepts

Event-B Construct

Behavior

Machine
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State

State static (constant with axioms) or
State dynamic(variable with invariants)

Action

Event with guards(necessary conditions for event to occur)

Constraint

Invariants + guards
Table 1: T Sample table

We develop the initial model of the sequential constraint by both essentials construct of Event-B:
machine and context.

FIGURE 5: A context of sequential constraint
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FIGURE 6: A machine of sequential constraint

5. CONSLUSION & FUTURE WORK
We address in this paper the need of formal ODP viewpoint languages. Using the meta-modeling
semantics, we define a UML/OCL based semantics for a fragment of behavior concepts defined
in the foundations part (time, sequentiality, non determinism and concurrency) and in the
Computational viewpoint language (behavioral policies). These concepts are suitable for
describing and constraining the behavior of open distributed processing Computational
specifications.
The initial model of sequential constraint is developed by using Event-B, Each model will be
analyzed and proved to be correct. The next step is the refinement of this model. We are applying
the same approach for other ODP Computational behavior concepts (real time).
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Abstract

To enhance the embedding capacity of image steganography and provide an
imperceptible stego-image for human vision, a novel adaptive number of least
significant bits substitution method with private stego-key based on gray-level
ranges are proposed in this paper. The new technique embeds binary bit stream
in 24-bits color image (Blue channel) or in 8-bits gray-scale image. The method
also verifies that whether the attacker has tried to modify the secret hidden (or
stego-image also) information in the stego-image. The technique embeds the
hidden information in the spatial domain of the cover image and uses simple (ExOR operation based) digital signature using 140-bit key to verify the integrity from
the stego-image. Besides, the embedded confidential information can be
extracted from stego-images without the assistance of original images. The
proposed method can embed 4.20 bits in each pixel of gray-scale image and
4.15 bits in each pixel of color image. The presented method gives better results
than the existing methods.
Key-words: Steganography, stego-key, data hiding, digital image, PSNR (Peak-Signal-to-Noise-Ratio).

1. INTRODUCTION
The emergent possibilities of modern communication need the exceptional way of security,
especially on computer network. The network security is becoming more important as the number
of data being exchanged on the internet increases. Therefore, the confidentiality and data
integrity are essential to protect against unauthorized access. This has resulted in an explosive
growth of the field of information hiding. Moreover, the information hiding technique could be used
extensively on applications of military, commercials, anti-criminal, and so on [1]. To protect secret
message from being stolen during transmission, there are two ways to solve this problem in
general. One way is encryption, which refers to the process of encoding secret information in
such a way that only the right person with a right key can decode and recover the original
information successfully. Another way is steganography, steganography literally means covered
writing. Its goal is to hide the fact that communication is taking place. In the field of
steganography some terminology has been developed. The term cover is used to describe the
original, innocent message, data, audio, still video, and so on. If the cover media is a digital
image hidden with secret data, this image is called stego-image. Steganography hides the secret
message with the host data set and its presence is imperceptible [2]. PCs facilitated sending and
exchanging photographs, greeting cards, birthday cards, etc. in a manner that thousand of these
are exchanged on the internet on the daily basis. It is not only economical, but users can choose
cards from a vast Varity of them freely available and takes no time taken to send to them.
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Additionally audio and video files are also exchanged freely. This exchange of cards and files has
further given strength to steganography.
Watermarking, another way of data hiding aims at different purposes from steganography.
Copyright protection and authentication is on primary target of image watermarking and it is
required that embedded information can be prevented, resisted, or altered up to some degrees of
distortion while the watermarked image is attacked or damaged. Because of this requirement,
robustness becomes the main benchmark emphasized by the image watermarking techniques.
Unlike watermarking, capacity, security and invisibility are the benchmarks needed for data hiding
techniques of steganography.

2. TYPES AND MEDIA
Steganography may be classified as pure, symmetric, and asymmetric. While pure
steganography does not need any exchange of information, symmetric and asymmetric need to
exchange of keys prior to sending the messages [3]. Symmetric steganography is employed in
our proposed method in which stego-key is exchanged. Steganography is highly dependent on
type of medium being used to hide the information. Medium being commonly used include, text,
images, audio-files, and network protocols used in network communication [4].
Image steganography is generally more preferred media because of its harmlessness and
attraction. Image steganography may classify according to working domain: (a) Spatial domain
and, (b) Frequency domain. Spatial domain steganography work on the pixel value directly and
modify the pixel gray-value [5]. In Frequency domain based methods [6], images are first
transformed into the frequency domain and then message are embedded in the transform
coefficients.
A digital image is an array of numbers that represent light intensities of various points [7]. The
light intensities or pixels are combines to form the images raster data. The images can be
grayscale (8-bits) or color (24-bits). Although larger size image file facilitate larger amount of data
to be hidden but transferring require more bandwidths and therefore increases the cost. Two
types of file compression generally used to overcome above said problem are lossy compression
and lossless compression. JPEG (Joint photographic group) is an example of lossy compression.
Its advantage is that it saves more space but in doing so loses its originality. On the other hand
GIF, PNG and BMP are examples of lossless compression which is in general recommended
media types. Since both of these retain their originality [8]. Our algorithm is simple and flexible
using LSBs technique. We have selected the formats that commonly use lossless compression
that is BMP, PNG, TIF and GIF. We can make use of any of these formats or convert BMP into
any of the above said format.

3. REVIEW OF RELATED WORK
The usage of a stego-key is important, because the security of a protection system should not be
based on the secrecy of the algorithms itself, instead of the choice of a secret key [9] as shown in
Fig. 1. The steganographer’s job is to make the secretly hidden information difficult to detect
given the complete knowledge of the algorithm used to embed the information except the secret
embedding key. This so called kerckhoff’s principle is the golden rule of cryptography and is often
accepted for steganography as well [10]. Some steganographic methods [11] [12] uses a stegokey to embed message for achieving rudimentary security. Mehboob et. al. proposed technique
uses predictive position agreed between two parties as stego-key [3]. Same position used only
once to enhance security. But drawback of the algorithm is small amount of data to be
embedded.
The most common and simplest steganographic method [13] [14] is the least significant bit
insertion method. It embeds message in the least significant bit. For increasing the embedding
capacity two or more bits in each pixel can be used to embed message. At the same time not
only the risk of making the embedded statistically detectable increase but also the image fidelity
degrades. So how to decide the number of bits of each pixel used to embed message becomes
an important issue of image steganography.
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Text to be embedded
Image data
Position
Sequence
generator

Embedding

Position Sequence

Fig. 1: Generalized Stego-key system

Cheeldod et al. [15] proposed an adaptive steganography that select the specific region of
interest (ROI) in the cover image. Where safely embeds data. The choice of these regions based
on human skin tone color detection. Adaptive steganography are not an easy target for attacks
especially when the hidden message is small [16]. The tri-way pixel value differencing method
proposed by ko-chin-chang can successfully provide embedding capacity and outstanding
imperceptibility for the stego-images.
Suresh Babu et al. [17] Proposed steganographic model authentication of secret information in
image steganography, that can be used to verify the integrity of the secret message from the
stego-image. In this method payload is transformed from spatial domain to discrete wavelet
transform. The DWT coefficients are then permuted with the verification code and then embedded
in the special domain of the cover image. The verification code is generated using to special
coefficient in the DWT domain. Thus the method can verify each row has been modified or forget
by attacker.
Moon and Kavitkar [18] proposed a fixed 4LSB method to embedding an acceptable amount of
data; 4LSB embedding data can easily be implemented and do not visually degrade the image to
the point of being noticeable. But drawback of the scheme is that the encoded message can be
easily recovered and even altered by 3rd party. So techniques must be developed to solve above
said problems. Lie et al. [19] proposed an adaptive method based on using variable amount of
bits substitution instead of fixed length for adjusting the hiding capacity.
Adnan Gutub, et al. proposed a steganography technique for RGB color images [20]. They
proposed an image-based steganography technique called triple-A algorithm. The algorithm adds
more randomization by using two different seeds generated from a user-chosen key in order to
select the component (s) used to hide the secret bits as well as the number of the bits used inside
the RGB image component. This randomization adds more security especially if an active
encryption technique is used such as AES. While Enayatifar et al. proposed a method, in which
two chaotic signals for specifying the location of the different parts of the message in the picture
[21]. An 80-bit key was used to reach the preliminary measures of the two chaotic signals and this
caused a kind of scattering format for the data embedding place in the image, as they are
randomly selected. But one can easily find the place and order of the data embedding by knowing
the chaotic function and the key values (two 5 bit keys). It is noticeable that a minor change in the
key values (primary values of the keys) will bring about a drastic change in the produced values
of the chaotic functions.

4. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
The proposed scheme works on the spatial domain of the cover image and employed an adaptive
number of least significant bits substitution in pixels. Variable K-bits insertion into least significant
part of the pixel gray value is dependent on the private stego-key K1. Private stego-key consists
of five gray-level ranges that are selected randomly in the range 0-255. The selected key shows
the five ranges of gray levels and each range substitute different fixed number of bits into least
significant part of the 8-bit gray value of the pixels (in gray image and in color image blue
channel). After making a decision of bits insertion into different ranges, Pixel p(x, y) gray value “g”
that fall within the range Ai-Bi is changed by embedding k-message bits of secret information into
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new gray value “g’ ”. This new gray value “g’ ”of the pixel may go beyond the range Ai-Bi that
makes problem to extract the correct information at the receiver. Specific gray value adjustment
method is used that make the new gray value “g’ ” fall within the range Ai-Bi. Confidentiality is
provided by the private stego-key k1 and to provide integrity of the embedded secret information,
140-bit another key K2 is used. Digital signature of the secret information with the key K2 were
obtained and appended with the information. The whole message plus signature is embedded
into the cover image that provides some bit overheads but used to verify the integrity. At the
receiver key K1 is used to extract the message and key K2 is used to verify the integrity of the
message.
4.1 Private stego-key generation
Private stego-key K1 play an important role in proposed scheme to provide security and deciding
the adaptive K bits insertion into selected pixel. For a gray scale image (or RGB color image blue
channel) 8-bit used to represent intensity of pixel, so there are only 256 different gray values any
pixel may hold. Different pixels in image may hold different gray values. We may divide the pixels
of images into different groups based on gray ranges. Based on this assumption let five ranges of
gray levels are < A1-B1, A2-B2, A3-B3, A4-B4, A5-B5 > each range starting and ending value are in
8-bits, total 80-bits are used to make a key K1. If the difference of each range is denoted by
Di=Bi-Ai (for i=1, 2, 3, 4, 5; Ai denote starting value and Bi denote ending value of the range), it
should not be less than 32 gray values and any range should not be overlap with other ranges.
For Example selected key K1: 2-36, 38-73, 74-102, 105-170, and 178-245. Difference D2=B2-A2
will be D2 = 73-38=35≥32, and any range is not overlapping. Hence key is usable.
4.2 Method to decide Bits insertion in each range
Let the five gray ranges decided by the stego-key are <A1-B1, A2-B2, A3-B3, A4-B4, A5-B5 > and
number of pixel count from cover image in each range are < N1, N2, N3, N4, N5 >. Range with
maximum pixel count will hold maximum bits insertion let five bits, second maximum count will
hold four bits insertion and so on. In this way we decide the fixed number of bits insertion into
each range and adaptive number of bits insertion into different ranges based on pixel count of
cover image in different ranges. In similar way we decide the bits extraction from each range. For
Example assume key K1 is 2-36, 38-73, 74-102, 105-170, 178-245 and let pixel count in each
range from any image are 300,100,34,4000,700. Then range first insert three message bits in the
pixel that comes within the range, range second insert two message bits in the pixel ,range third
insert one bit in the pixel ,range four insert five bits in the pixel and range five insert four message
bits in the pixel that comes in this range. In this manner we decide the bits insertion into each
range.
4.3 LSB substitution
Least significant substitution is an attractive and simple method to embed secret information into
the cover media and available several versions of it. We employ in propose scheme adaptive LSB
substitution method in which adaptive K-bits of secret message are substituted into least
significant part of pixel value. Fig.2 shows entire method for K-bits insertion.
Modify value g’

g original value
K-Zero bits

Pixel
value
in 8bits

AND

K-Message bits

OR

Value in
8-bits

K-LSB’s

Fig 2: Method for K-bits insertion

To decide arbitrary k-bits insertion into pixel, first we find the range of pixel value and then find
the number of bits insertion decided by method given in section IV (b) and insert K-message bits
into least significant part of pixel using LSB. After embedding the message bits the changed gray
value g’ of pixel may go beyond the range. To make value within the range, reason is that
receiver side required to count pixels to extract message, pixel value adjusting method is applied
to make changed value within range.
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4.4 Pixel value adjusting method
After embedding the K-message bits into the pixel gray value g new gray vale g’ may go outside
the range. For example let our range based on key is 0-32. Let the gray value g of the pixel is
00100000 in binary forms (32 in Decimal), decided K-bits insertion is 3-bits are 111. The pixel
new gray value g’ will be 00100111 in binary forms after inserting three bits (39 in Decimal).
Modified value is outside the range. To make within the range 0-32, K+1 bits of g’ is changed
from 0 to 1 or via- versa. And checked again to fall within range if not K+2 bit is changed and so
on until gray value fall within range. For example, 00100111- 00101111- 00111111- 00011111.
Figure 3 shows the whole process.
New adjust value g’
Yes
Input g’
I=1

No
Is within
the range

Modify k+I bit

check k+I≤8

Fig. 3: Pixel value adjusting method

4.5 Digital signature
To verify the integrity of the stego-image and secret information, a simple Ex-OR method to find
signature of secret message with random stego-key of 140 bits is used and appended with the
message, some overheads occurs but integrity of the message is checked at the receiver. Block
Diagram of whole process is given in Fig. 4 (a) and 4 (b). Algorithm for coding and decoding the
secret information is given below.
Algorithms: Coding
Input: Cover-image, secret message, keys K1, K2.
Output: Stego-image.
Step1: Read key K1 based on gray-Level ranges.
Step2: Read cover image (8-bit gray Image or 8-bit color image blue Channel)
Step3: Decide No. of bits insertion into each range describe in section IV (b).
Step4: Read the secret message and Convert it into bit stream form.
Step5: Read the key K2.
Step6: Find the signature using K2 and append with the message bits.
Step7: For each Pixel
7.1: Find gray value g.
7.2: Decide the K-bits insertion based on gray ranges.
7.3: Find K-message bits and insert using method given in section IV(c).
7.4: Decide and adjust new gray Value g’ using method described in sec. IV (d)
7.5: Go to step 7.
Step 8: end
Algorithm: Decoding
Input: Stego-image, keys K1, K2;
Output: Secret information;
Step1: Read key K1 based on gray-level ranges.
Step2: Read the stego image.
Step3: Decide No. of bits extraction into each range. Describe in section IV (b).
Step4: For each pixel, extract the K-bits and save into file.
Step5: Read the key K2 and find the signature of bit stream
Step6: Match the signature.
Step7: End
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Cover image
(Gray images
or color
images blue
channel)

Select
new
pixel

Select key k1 based on gray levels

Decide the No. of bits
insertion into each
range, method IV (b)

g
Embedding kbit algorithm
g’
Yes
Is
within
range
No

Repeat
for
each
pixel

Stegoimage

Secret text
message

Make value
within range,
method IV(d)

Ex-OR

II

Secret key k2, 140 bit

Fig. 4 (a): Message Embedding with signature

Stego image

Select new
pixel

Based on shared key
k1, decides the No. of
bits extraction into each
range, Method IV (b).

Extracting
k-message
bit,
algorithm

140-bit shared key K2
Save
in file

Ex-OR

Match with
signature

Correct
message

Incorrect message

Fig. 4 (b): Message extraction and Integrity check
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5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
To demonstrate the accomplished performance of our proposed approach in capacity and
imperceptibility for hiding secret data in the cover-image, we have conducted different
experiments using different images to compare the proposed approach with fixed 4 LSB method
[18] and the method given in [19]. According to invisibility benchmark PSNR 30dB is acceptable.
Results are considered for each image (gray image and color image) size 150x150 with 100%
capacity using different stego-keys (five ranges in each key).
The well known Peak-Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) is used as performance measurement
criteria, which is classified under the difference image distortion metrics, is applied on the Stego
and the Original images. It is defined as [22]:

C 2
PSNR = 10 log 10  max
 MSE







---------(1)

Where, Cmax holds the maximum value in the original images and MSE denotes Mean Square
Error and given as:

MSE =

1
2 (For Grayscale Images)
∑
∑ S xy - C xy
MN m = 1 n = 1

(

)

-------(2)

Where, x and y are the image coordinates, M and N are the dimensions of the image, Sxy is the
generated Stego image and Cxy is the cover image
 MSE(R) + MSE(G) + MSE(B) 
MSE = 

3



(For Color RGB Images)

---------(3)

As a performance measurement for embedding capacity, the average number of bits embedded
into each pixel is calculated as:
 Total Number of bits embedded into image 
 (bits/pixe l) ------(4)
Capacity = 
Total Number of Pixels in image


The embedding capacity and PSNR results of proposed method for the different grayscale and
color images are shown in Table-1, Table-2. Table-1 shows the results when the message is
embedded into gray scale images and Table-2 shows the result when the message is embedded
into the blue channel of the RGB color images using different key.

Different keys
(Using five ranges)
0-33, 34-70, 71-105,
106-170, 171-255
2-35, 37-73, 74-105,
106-170, 171-255
2-35, 37-73, 74-115,
116-170, 171-250
0-45, 47-85, 86-143,
144-190, 191-255
0-45, 47-85, 86-143,
144-188, 189-255
Average Values
Table 1:

Cameraman
CAP
PSNR

Grayscale Images (8-bit)
Shadow
Baboon
CAP
PSNR
CAP
PSNR

CAP

Pout
PSNR

4.11

34.4979

4.1373

32.7129

4.16

37.8410

4.5031

32.8608

4.1178

33.9581

4.1260

32.5237

4.1469

37.9279

4.5030

31.5815

3.9836

34.1044

3.9698

33.4759

4.15

37.6350

4.5850

31.4671

4.1211

32.2653

4.0009

34.0415

4.1248

38.6471

4.6652

31.4089

4.1077

32.6375

4.0076

34.0831

4.1305

38.5906

4.6650

31.4585

4.0881

33.4926

4.0483

33.3674

4.1424

38.1283

4.5842

31.7553

Results in terms of Embedding Capacity and Image Quality (In PSNR) using different keys for
different grayscale images [(CAP- Embedding Capacity in bits/pixel), (PSNR-Peak-Signal-toNoise-Ratio)].

Different keys

Color Images (24 bit)
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(Using five
ranges)

Lena
CAP
PSNR

0-33, 34-70, 71-105,
106-170, 171-255
2-35, 37-73, 74-105,
106-170, 171-255
2-35, 37-73, 74-115,
116-170, 171-250
0-45, 47-85, 86-143,
144-190, 191-255
0-45, 47-85, 86-143,
144-188, 189-255
Average Values
Table 2:

Onion
CAP
PSNR

Football
CAP PSNR

Baboon
CAP PSNR

4.1568

36.9145

4.2208

37.0962

4.0685

45.9343 4.0685 45.9343

4.1284

36.8187

3.8610

37.4604

4.0361

45.9434 4.0361 45.9434

4.1968

36.8365

3.8574

37.4886

4.0157

45.9260 4.0157 45.9260

4.3933

37.4985

4.3999

37.2020

4.1693

44.7775 4.1693 44.7775

4.3902

37.5066

4.3992

37.1964

4.1695

44.5496 4.1695 44.5496

4.3131

37.1149

4.1476

37.2887

4.0918

45.4261 4.0918 45.4261

Results in terms of Embedding Capacity and Image Quality (In PSNR) using different key for
different color images [(CAP-Embedding Capacity in bits/pixel), (PSNR-Peak-Signal-to-NoiseRatio)].

Table-3 shows the comparison of results in terms of Embedding Capacity (in bits/pixel) and
Image Quality (PSNR in dB) of Proposed Method with 4LSB method and Adaptive Method. The
4LSB Method [18] can embeds upto 4 bits/pixel for gray-scale and color images, while Adaptive
Method [19] can embeds upto 4.025 bits/pixel for gray-scale and color images. On the average
case, our proposed method can embed 4.20 bits in each pixel of gray-scale image and 4.15 bits
in each pixel in blue channel of color image. Hence, the embedding capacity is better than the
existing 4LSB Method and Adaptive Method. Also, the image quality attained in proposed method
is better than the existing methods.
Images
4LSB Method

Gray-Scale images
Color images using Blue Channel
Table 3:

CAP

PSNR

4
4

31.71
--

Embedding methods
Adaptive Method
Proposed Method
Average
Average
PSNR
PSNR
CAP
CAP
4.025
4.025

32.57
--

4.20
4.15

34.18
40.99

The Comparative Results in terms of Embedding Capacity and Image Quality (In PSNR) of
Proposed Method with 4LSB method [18] and Adaptive Method [19] [(BC-Blue channel of color
image), (CAP-Capacity in bits/pixel)].

The Comparison of existing methods with Proposed Method in terms of in term of embedding
capacity, image quality for grayscale and color images are shown in figure 5. Therefore, it is
clearly seen from the experimental results that the performance of proposed method is better
than the existing methods. In addition to that, the advantage of proposed method is that
employment of stego key in embedding process provides better security.

Embedding Capacity
in bits/pixel

4.25

GrayScale Image s

4LS B
Method

4.2
4.15

Adaptive
Method

4.1
4.05
4

Proposed
Method

3.95
3.9
Different Methods

Fig. 5 (a): Comparison of different methods with Proposed Method in term of embedding capacity
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PSNR (in dB)

GrayScale Image s
34.5
34
33.5
33
32.5
32
31.5
31
30.5
30

4LS B
Method
Adaptive
Method
Proposed
Method
Diffe rent Methods

Fig. 5(b): Comparison of different methods with Proposed Method in term of image quality

Embedding Capacity
in bits/pixel

4.2

Color Images

4LS B
Method

4.15
4.1

Adaptive
Method

4.05
4

Proposed
Method

3.95
3.9
Differe nt Methods

Fig. 5 (c): Comparison of different methods with Proposed Method in term of embedding capacity

6. CONCLUSION
We have introduced a novel image steganographic model with high-capacity
embedding/extracting module that is based on the Variable-Size LSB substitution. In the
embedding part based on stego-key selected from the gray value range 0-255. We used the pixel
value adjusting method to minimize the embedding error and adaptive 1-5 bits to embed in the
pixel to maximize average capacity per pixel. Using the proposed method, we embedded at least
four message bits in each pixel while maintaining the imperceptibility. For the security
requirement we have presented two different ways to deal with the issue. The major benefit of
supporting these two ways is that the sender can use different stego-keys in different sessions to
Increase difficultly of stegano analysis on these stego images. Using only the stego-keys, which
is used to count the number of pixel in each range and second 140-bit key to verify the integrity of
the message, the receiver can extract the embedded messages exactly. Experimental results
verify that the proposed model is effective and efficient.
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Abstract

Optimization methods such as simulated annealing (SA) and genetic algorithm
(GA) are used for solving optimization problems. However, the computational
processing time is crucial for the real-time applications such as mobile robots. A
multi-operator based SA approach incorporating with additional four
mathematical operators that can find the optimal path for robots in dynamic
environments is proposed in this paper. It requires less computation times while
giving better trade-offs among simplicity, far-field accuracy, and computational
cost. The contributions of the work include the implementing of the simulated
annealing algorithm for robot path planning in dynamic environments, and the
enhanced new path planner for improving the efficiency of the path planning
algorithm. The simulation results are compared with the previous published
classic SA approach and the GA approach. The multi-operator based SA (MSA)
approach is demonstrated through case studies not only to be effective in
obtaining the optimal solution but also to be more efficient in both off-line and online processing for robot dynamic path planning.
Keywords: Optimization, MSA, SA, GA, Dynamic Environments

1. INTRODUCTION
Mobile robots have been widely used in many industrial areas such as aerospace systems,
nuclear applications, and mining equipment. How to find an absolute safe path in a dangerous
environment for a mobile robot is one of the most important aspects in robot navigation. The main
goal of the robot path planning is to search a safe path for a mobile robot, to make the robot
move from the start point to the destination point without collision with obstacles. Also, the path is
often required to be optimal in order to reduce processing times, communication delay, and
energy consumption. According to [18], existing methods for robot path planning could be
classified in different ways. Depending on the environment where the robot is located in, they can
be categorised into the following two types:
1)
2)

Path planning in a static environment with static obstacles in the map; and
Path planning in a dynamic environment with both static and dynamic obstacles in the map.

Each of these two types could be further divided into two sub-groups depending on how much the
robot knows about the entire information of the surrounding environment:
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Path planning in a clearly known environment, in which the robot already knows the location
of the obstacles before it starts to move. Because the environment is fully known, the path
for the robot could be the globally optimised result.
Path planning in a partially known or uncertain environment, in which the robot probes the
environment using sensors to acquire the information about the location, shape, and size of
the obstacles, and then uses the information for local path planning.

This paper proposes a multi-operator simulated annealing (MSA) approach incorporating with
multiple mathematical operators for robot path planning in dynamic environments. In this work,
the MSA approach will be shown that the approach gives much improved performance than
existing approaches for dynamic path planning results that have been presented in ICARCV’2008
conference [18].

2. RELATED WORKS AND MOTIVATIONS
2.1 Related Works on Dynamic Path Planning
Given the entire information of the environment in which a robot is, the globally optimal or nearoptimal path could be found by using optimisation algorithms, e.g., the GA [1], [3], [20] and Fuzzy
logic [2]. The A* algorithm [4] is developed to help a robot to find the optimal path in grid
decomposed static maps. The A* algorithm uses the heuristic based Dijkstra algorithm to obtain
the optimal result for the robot. The drawback of this method is the use of a uniformed grids
representation, which demands allocation of large amounts of memory, even for those regions
that may never be traversed or may not contain any obstacles, implying that the efficiency of the
method may be low.
Evolved from the improved A* shortest-path algorithm, an improved algorithm is developed by Hu
and Gu [5] to solve the problem of optimum route planning in vehicle navigation systems. It is
based on the standard GA and the lambda-interchange local search method. However, in many
practical applications such as those described in [6] and [7], it is difficult for a robot to get the full
information of the surrounding environment at any one time because the status and the
movement of the obstacles in the environment change all the time in the map. A one time global
path planning made by the robot may become an infeasible solution due to the changes in the
environment.
For dynamic environments with moving obstacles, limited work has been reported on optimal path
planning for mobile robots. Chakravorty and Junkins [8] have introduced a methodology for
intelligent path planning in uncertain environments with vision-like sensors. Recently, Wang,
Sillitoe and Mulvaney [9] have presented a GA planner to determine optimal or near-optimal path
solutions for mobile robots in dynamic environments. The GA based approach is shown to be a
promising tool for the path planning problem of mobile robots in dynamic environments with
moving obstacles.
Zhang, L¨ u, and Song [10] have developed an artificial potential field algorithm for dynamic path
planning for soccer robots in dynamic environments where both the target and obstacles are
moving. The D* method [11], the dynamic A*, is a typical method for path planning in dynamic
and unknown environments. It plans optimal traverses in real-time by incrementally repairing the
paths to the robot’s state when new environment information becomes known to the robot,
making it possible to reduce the computational cost significantly. When the robot gathers new
information about the environment, it re-plans new paths based on the new information.
To further enhance the performance of the D* algorithm, improvements have been made to the
D* algorithm. Representative works include the framed-quadatree D* method [12], the field D*
mehtod [13], and others such as [14], [15]. The framed-quadatree D* method uses the quadatree
structure to represent the dynamic environments. In order to minimise the search space, different
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dimensions of grids are used in the quadatree structure and border cells are added for connecting
the grids. The field D* method [13] employs an interpolation-based planning and re-planning
algorithm to generate smooth paths through non-uniform cost grids. It uses linear interpolation
during the planning to calculate accurate path cost estimates for arbitrary positions within each
grid cell and to produce paths with a continuous range of headings. It can produce a smooth
optimal path for a robot to overcome the sub-optimal problem appearing in other non-uniformedgirds methods. Willms and Yang [16] proposed a dynamic system for real-time robot path
planning. Recently, they further developed a grid-based algorithm for real-time robot path
planning via a distance- propagating dynamic system [17].
2.2 Motivations of This Work
SA based method [18] is published previously proving that SA method can offer better
performance on both path length and processing time than the GA method [9]. The performance
of the previous proposed SA [18] still deteriorates significantly as the problem size increases. We
believe that the performance of the SA approach in [18] can be further improved because of the
operator that generates new solutions is relatively simple in [18]. Only two operators have been
used, which switching or deleting some bits of the result to generate a new solution. This means
that the possibility of jumping out of the local minimum is small. Therefore, more mathematical
operators (switching, deleting, mutating and repairing) are implemented with the existing SA
approach to improve the efficiency of the SA approach.
In this work, an SA approach incorporating multiple mathematical operators is developed for robot
path planning in dynamic environments. It will be shown that the approach gives much improved
performance than existing approaches for dynamic path planning. Some preliminary results of
this work have been presented in ICARCV’2008 conference [18].

3. Multi-Operator Simulated Annealing Approach
3.1 Dynamic Environments
As in previous work [18]. The obstacles in the environments are represented by bounded
polygons. Thus, the movement and trajectory of a dynamic obstacle are constituted by a series of
polygons with their positions being updated along with the time. The vertices of the obstacles
form the search space of our path planning algorithm. Following assumptions are made in this
work: The movement and trajectory of moving obstacles in the environment are unknown to the
robot; The motion parameters, such as speed and direction, of the dynamic obstacles can be
sensed by the robot if the obstacle is in the range of the robot sensors; The robot could change
its moving direction at any time when necessary; As in [9], all obstacles in the map are enlarged
by a fixed value so that the robot could approach the obstacles without collision; and the
dimension of the robot is neglected, and consequently the robot is regarded as a single point.
FIGURE 1 shows a dynamic environment, where the black polygons represent the static
obstacles and the hollow polygons are moving obstacles. All the obstacles are enlarged by some
values through creating additional margins. The vertices of the enlarged polygons are the search
space for robot path planning.
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FIGURE 1: A Dynamic Environment with Static and Moving Obstacles

3.2 Architecture of the Multi-Operator SA Approach
The SA algorithm begins with the off-line path computation, in which the locations of the vertices
of the static obstacles are fully known to the robot. Once the off-line computation is complete, the
robot can start to travel through the stationary obstacles. When a moving obstacle enters the
detection range of the robot sensors, the obstacle together with its moving speed and direction
will be detected. Then, the robot calculates the possibility of clashing of the robot with the moving
obstacle. The calculation result determines what the robot does next. If the moving obstacle will
not hit the robot, the robot will keep travelling using the current path. Otherwise, if the robot will
likely collide with the obstacle with the current movement, the SA algorithm will be triggered to
find an alternative path from the current location of the robot to the destination.
As shown in FIGURE 2, a mathematical model is established for calculating the possibility of
clashing of the with a moving obstacle. It is seen from FIGURE. 2 that the first crossing point of
the current robot path and the predicted trajectory of the moving obstacle can be calculated. Then,
the time t required for the robot to travel from its current location to the first cross point can be
derived; and the location and consequently the corresponding exclusion area of the moving
obstacle can also be estimated after the obstacle moves forward for the same amount of time t. If
the robot path segment from the first crossing point to either of the two directions of the path
crosses the edges of the moving obstacle odd times, then a collision will likely occur between the
robot and the moving obstacle; otherwise, a collision will unlikely happen.

FIGURE 2: Calculation of the collision possibility (dotted lines: the original trajectories of the robot and
dynamic obstacle; solid line: alternative robot path to avoid collision with the obstacle).

3.3 MSA Architecture
As in [18], a feasible path solution is expressed by a series of vertices linking the start point
through to the end point. Each vertex of the obstacles has its series number; and thus a path is
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represented by a sequence of vertex numbers. Therefore, a feasible path solution X is described
as:

th

Where Vi means the i vertex.
Traditionally, the length of the path, Ef, is used as a criterion to quantify the quality of the path
solution derived from a path planning algorithm: the shorter the path, the better the solution. The
evaluation function Ef is given by:

Where D(Vi, Vi+1) is the direct distance from Vi to Vi+1.
FIGURE 3 shows the top-level algorithm structure and pseudo-code of the multi-operator SA for
dynamic path planning.

FIGURE 3: Pseudo-code of the MSA Algorithm
3.4 Random Multi-Operator Path Planner
The MSA procedure is demonstrated in FIGURE 3. Different from the simple path planners that
were previously used in [18], more complicated random path planners are developed in this work.
Deleting, switching, mutation and repairing operators are used in the planner; and the planner
randomly chooses one operator to generate a new path Xn from the initial path Xs. FIGURE 4
shows that how the operators randomly generate a new path Xn from the initial path Xs.
Similar to the procedure for initial path selection, the feasibility of each path segment generated
by the operators is tested. This is to ensure that the path segment does not intersect with any
edges in the map. When the length of the path is chosen as the evaluation criterion, randomly
deleting vertices could help improve the performance of the path solution. Therefore, the
possibility of choosing the deleting operator is set to be higher than other operator. As will be
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seen later in case studies, the possibility of choosing the deleting operator is set to be 0.70 in this
work.

FIGURE 4: Multi-Operator Planner
After a new path solution is generated by using the operators, it is evaluated using the evaluation
criterion, i.e., the length of the path. It is accepted if it is better than the previous one. It may also
be accepted in a certain probability defined by the current temperature even if it is not better than
the previous one.
3.5 Online Path Planning
While a robot uses the route generated by off-line planning to travel through static obstacles, the
on-line path planner is triggered automatically to calculate an alternative path when a dynamic
obstacle is detected. As no particular brand or configuration of the sensors is specified, the
sensing range of the robot sensors is set to be a fixed value. If the distance between the robot
and every vertex of the moving obstacle is shorter than the fixed value, the moving obstacle
enters the sensing range of the robot and thus can be detected by the robot sensors.
It has assumed that robot sensors can monitor the shape and trajectory of a moving obstacle as
well as the moving speed and direction. After acquiring the moving information of the moving
obstacle, the robot could infer the possibility of collision with the moving obstacle. When it is
inferred that the robot will collide with the moving obstacle, the SA based dynamic path planning
algorithm will be triggered for finding an alternative path for the robot to travel from its current
location to the destination. The search space, the current status of the robot, and location and
moving information of the moving obstacle will be updated to enable the dynamic path planning.

4. Experiment Results
4.1 Simulation Environments and Parameters
Our case studies are carried in Matlab [19] under Windows XP on a computer with 2.8GHz
Pentium Core 2 Duo CPU and 2GB memory. Four dynamic environments are designed to test the
performance of the dynamic path planning approaches. They contain both static and dynamic
obstacles, as shown in Table 1. For each of these four environments, the number of the vertices
of the static obstacles is also tabulated in TABLE 1; it is used for offline path planning before the
robot starts to travel.
Environment
1
2
3
4

Static
Dynamic
Obstacles
Obstacles
TABLE 1: Four Testing Environments.
3
6
9
14

2
2
4
6

No. of Static
Vertices
10
25
53
82

TABLE 1: Four Environments
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The dynamic obstacles in all the environments have random shapes. The first two environments
simulate simple scenarios where the dynamic obstacles appear simultaneously and simply move
forward in the same direction. With more static and dynamic obstacles, the last two environments
are more complicated scenarios where the dynamic objects each appears at a random time and
moves either forward or backward. Each environment was tested in fifty times. The termination
conditions of the approaches are tabulated in TABLE 2.
Initial
Temperature

Termination
Temperature

9999

5555

Cooling Rate

Deleting
Operator Rate

0.97
70%
TABLE 2: Control Parameters for MSA

Other Operator
Rate
30%

4.2 Simulation Results for Case One
Environment One contains two dynamic obstacles which will appear simultaneously as well as
three static obstacles with ten vertices. It is depicted in FIGURE 5, where the black and fully filled
blocks represent static obstacles; the hollow triangles show the trajectories of the dynamic
obstacles. The sequence of the points in the figure is the travel trajectory of the robot from the
start to the end points. The arrows indicate the moving directions of the dynamic obstacles.

FIGURE 5: Environment One (left to right: MSA, SA, GA)

All four approaches can re-plan the path successfully when moving obstacles are detected and
thus no collision has occurred in FIGURE 5. TABLE 3 lists the simulation results of off-line
processing time, on-line processing time, and path length. The results show that all approaches
have similar path length. For offline and online processing times, MSA approach have the
minimum processing time, the normal SA approach outperforms the GA method.
4.3 Simulation Results for Case Two
Compared with Environment One, Environment Two also contains two dynamic obstacles which
will appear simultaneously. The total number of the vertices of the static obstacles is 25,
compared to 10 in Environment One. FIGURE 6 shows Environment Two and its simulation
results for the MSA, normal SA, GA approaches.

FIGURE 6: Environment Two (left to right: MSA, SA, GA)

TABLE 3 gives some quantitative performance results of the four approaches in off-line
processing time, on-line processing times, and path length for Environment Two. It is seen from
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this table that the performance of the path length can be considered to be comparable for all the
approaches. However, for both off-line and on-line processing times, MSA has the best
performance, the normal SA is superior to the GA method.
4.4 Simulation Results for Case Three
Environment Three is more complicated than Environment Two. Additional four static and two
dynamic obstacles are present in the environment. There are nine static obstacles and four
dynamic obstacles altogether; and the number of the vertices of the static obstacles reaches 53.
Unlike what we have simulated in the last two environments, the dynamic obstacles in
Environment Three do not appear simultaneously. Furthermore, the trajectory of one dynamic
obstacle is not a strait line, i.e., the dynamic obstacle changes its direction during movement.

FIGURE 7: Environment Three (left to right: MSA, SA, GA)

FIGURE 7 shows Environment Three and its simulation results for the MSA, normal SA, GA
approaches. No collision has occurred in all four approaches, implying that all approaches can replan the path successfully when moving obstacles are detected. TABLE 3 gives some
quantitative simulation results for Environment Three. It is seen from this table that in all
performance criteria (off-line processing time, on-line processing time, and path length), the
normal SA is significantly better than the GA method; and the MSA performs much better than the
normal SA.
4.5 Simulation Results for Case Four
Environment Four is the most complicated scenario in our simulation studies. There are fourteen
static obstacles and six dynamic obstacles altogether in the environment. The number of the
vertices of the static obstacles is 82. The dynamic obstacles appear randomly at different times
and move in different directions. Also, the dynamic obstacles can change their moving directions
during movement.

FIGURE 8: Environment Four (left to right: MSA, SA, GA)

FIGURE 8 shows Environment Four and its simulation results for the MSA, normal SA, GA
approaches. Again, the robot does not collide with any obstacles in all the approaches, implying
that all approaches work well in re-planning of the robot path. TABLE 3 summarizes some
quantitative results for Environment Four. It is seen from these results that among the three
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approaches, the MSA performs the best and the GA method gives the worst performance on the
processing time, and the MSA approach gives the optimal path length result.
Environment/Performance
MSA
Normal SA
GA
Environment One
Offline Processing Time
Online Processing Time
Path Length

0.1421
0.1445
145.78

0.1497
0.1514
145.78

0.9147
1.1247
145.78

Environment Two
Offline Processing Time
Online Processing Time
Path Length

0.2281
0.2411
246.248

0.3817
0.4015
256.76

1.7912
2.0713
261.46

Environment Three
Offline Processing Time
Online Processing Time
Path Length

0.3418
0.3519
280.85

0.9012
1.1075
290.36

3.3452
3.9716
305.43

Environment Four
Offline Processing Time
Online Processing Time
Path Length

0.3918
0.4125
410.24

1.4098
1.6987
443.67

4.1214
4.3123
460.67

TABLE 3: Summary of Performance Results

5. Experiment Results Evaluation
5.1 Path Length Evaluation
FIGURE 9 graphically compares the path length performance of the three approaches for all four
environments. Taken from the quantitative simulation results shown in TABLE 3, the values of the
path length in the figure are median values obtained in offline path planning. It is seen from
FIGURE 9 that the path length performance of all three approaches deteriorates when the
environment becomes more complicated; while the MSA approach performs the best in all cases.
GA
SA
MSA

450
400

Path Length

350
300
250
200
150
100

0

10

20

30

40
50
60
Vertexes Number

70

80

90

100

FIGURE 9: Path Length Evaluation

In the simplest environment, i.e., Environment One, all three approaches give the same path
length. However, for Environments Two through to Four, the MSA approach improves the path
length performance over the normal SA and GA approaches. For example, for Environment Four,
the path length of the MSA is 10.9% shorter than that of the GA approach.
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5.2 Offline Processing Time Evaluation
FIGURE 10 graphically demonstrates the offline processing time performance of the three
approaches for all four environments. The offline planning is conducted based on the static
obstacles in the environments. It is seen from FIGURE 10 that the MSA approach is significantly
superior to the other two approaches. This is further verified by the quantitative comparison
results in TABLE 3. For example, for Environment Four, the MSA improves the offline processing
time performance by 72.5% and 90.9% over the normal SA and GA approaches, respectively.
5.5

Offline Processing Time (Seconds)

5

GA
SA
MSA

4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

0

10

20

30

40
50
60
Vertexes Number

70

80

90

100

FIGURE 10: Offline Processing Time Evaluation

5.3 Online Processing Time Evaluation
Once a dynamic obstacle is detected, the on-line planner will calculate if a collision is likely to
happen. If no collision is likely to occur, the robot keeps traveling along its current path; otherwise,
the online planner will re-plan an alternative path for the robot. FIGURE 11 compares the
processing time of the online path planning of the three approaches in all four environments. It
clearly shows the superiority of the MSA approach to the other two approaches. As an example,
in Environment Four with total about 90 vertices, the MSA approach consumes 81.5% less time
to re-plan the path than the normal SA approach, and 92.1% less time than the GA approach.
5.5
GA
SA
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FIGURE 11: Online Processing Time Evaluation

6. CONSLUSION
A Multi-Operator SA (MSA) approach has been proposed for robot path planning in dynamic
environments with both static and dynamic obstacles. The contributions of the work include the
implementing of the simulated annealing algorithm for robot path planning in dynamic
environments, and the enhanced new path planner for improving the efficiency of the path-
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planning algorithm. Comprehensive case studies and statistical analysis have been carried out to
demonstrate the proposed approach in four dynamic environments with different complexities.
The MSA has been shown to be capable of giving an optimal or near-optimal path solution in
various dynamic environments, and to consume much less processing time than the standard SA
with two operators. Unlike the popular A* or D* based approaches, it uses the vertices of the
obstacles as the search space. Compare to the previous published SA method; the proposed
MSA approach introduces two more additional mathematical operators to ensure the quality of
the path solutions in the evolutionary computation. With comparisons with the normal SA and GA,
the MSA approaches has been shown through case studies for four dynamic environments to be
effective in getting quality path solution and computationally efficient in deriving the path solution.
As a result of the significant improvement in the computational efficiency, real-time and on-line
applications of the developed approach in dynamic path planning become possible.
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Abstract
CPU Scheduling is an open area of research where computer scientists used to design efficient
scheduling algorithms for CPU processes in order to get output in the efficient manner. There are
many CPU scheduling schemes available in literature. Lottery scheduling is one of them which
adopts random choice of processes by the processors. This paper presents a new CPU
scheduling scheme in the form of SL Scheduling which is found useful and effective. By virtue of
this, an attempt has been made to estimate the total processing time of all the processes present
in ready queue waiting for their processing. A numerical study is incorporated in the content to
support the mathematical findings related to the estimation of processing time.
Keywords: CPU, Ready Queue, Scheduling, SL Scheduling (SLS), Lottery Scheduling.

1. INTRODUCTION
The scheduling is a methodology of queue of processes to minimize delay and to optimize
performance of the system in the multiple processor environment where queues of processes
exist with servers. A scheduler is part of an operating system module whose primary objective is
to optimize system performance according to the criteria set by the system designers. It refers to
a set of policies and mechanism, built into the operating system, which governs the order in which
work to be done by computer system [see Silberschatz and Galvin [13], Stalling [9] and
Tanenbaum and Woodhull [15] ]. There are many CPU scheduling schemes available like FIFO,
Round Robin, LIFO, DRRA etc. The lottery scheduling is one more, based on a probabilistic
scheduling algorithm for in which processes are assigned some numbers in the form of lottery
tickets, and the scheduler draws a random ticket to select the process. The distribution of tickets
need not be uniform; granting a process more tickets to provide a relatively higher chance of
selection. This technique can be used to approximate other scheduling algorithms, such as
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shortest- job – next and fair- share scheduling etc.. In other words, lottery scheduling is highly
responsive because it solves the problem of starvation also, giving each process at least one
lottery ticket which guarantees that it has non- zero probability of being selected at each
scheduling operation. Suppose that there are many processors and each fetches a process at a
time from the ready queue under lottery scheduling scheme. Then this may be treated as a
random sample from the long ready queue of processes. There are techniques available in the
literature sampling theory by which one can improve upon the quality of sample. This paper
presents a new scheduling scheme as SL scheduling (modified form of lottery scheduling) and
the approach has been adopted to estimate total processing time likely to consume if entire ready
queue becomes empty.

2. A REVIEW
Lottery Scheduling by Waldsparger et al. [3] has recently introduced proportional share scheduler
that enables flexible control over the relative rates at which CPU- bound work loads consume
processor time. David et al. [5] extended lottery scheduling, a proportional share resource
management algorithm, to provide the performance assurances present in traditional non-real
time process schedulers. They used dynamic tickets adjustments to incorporate into a lottery
scheduler the specialization present in the Free BSD scheduler to improve interactive response
time and reduce kernel lock contention, which enables flexible control over relative process
execution rates with a ticket abstraction and provides load insulation among group of processes
using concurrencies. Shukla and Jain [7, 8] examined the multilevel queue scheduling scheme
and examined the deadlock property using stochastic process. Shukla and Jain [9] presented
deficit round robin alternated (DRRA) scheduling algorithm under Markov chain model and
examined variety of scheduling scheme and their relative mutual comparisons by simulation
study. Raz et al. [6] described n jobs to service, p class of priority, and m servers for the queue
which holds tasks to execute and introduce some simulation results for the formula for dynamic
priority calculation for CMPQ. The goal is to assure that even in worst case situations starvation
does not occur. Cochran [4] contains an introduction to the methods of sampling theory with
applications over multiple data. One more contribution is due to Tanenbaum and Woodhull [15].

3. MOTIVATION
Deriving an idea from all these contributions, this paper is an attempt to estimate possible time
duration in case when a bank server or power supply is suddenly shut down to avoid disaster for
few minutes. If some processes are running on different machines then it is not wise to stop them
all of a sudden. In such a case one may desire know after what time they all will be finished from
ready queue, then after estimating time duration we will be able to stop processing. Therefore, it
is an open problem for researcher to estimate the total time of all processes in the ready queue
likely to be consumed before closing the systems. Efficient sampling methodologies could be
useful at this level to develop computational technique.

4. SL SCHEDULING SCHEME
SL Scheduling (SLS) scheme employs a technique in which the complete and up-to-date list of
the processes is available in the Ready Queue of the system. It selects only the first process in
random manner and the rest being automatically selected according to some predetermined
pattern. The random number ‘i’ is random start whose value is determined by CPU logic unit. The
CPU then estimates duration of possible processing time of all N processes at the end of a
session. The SL scheduling is laid down as under:
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a) Assume N processes in the ready queue and the number N is such that N=nk holds for
any positive number n and k. The system has k processors in multiprocessor
environment. Every process in ready is assigned a token of serial number 1 to N while
arrival.
b) The CPU restricts a session in which all N ready queue processes are available for
execution.
c) Scheduling chooses randomly a serial number i (1 ≤ i ≤ n).This process is assigned to the
first processor Q1.
d) The other processors Q2….Qk are assigned processes having serial number
[i+n,
i+2n, i+3n………i + (n-1) k].
e) At the end of the first job processing session CPU computes mean time of all k jobs
processed in a session.
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FIGURE 1: Processing of Ready Queue under Systematic Lottery Scheduling Scheme

5. ESTIMATION OF READY QUEUE PROCESS TIME IN A SESSION
Let

t ij denote the time of processing consumed for j th process of the i th sample,

(i=1,2,……n; j=1,2,……k).

t i . = Mean of the i th systematic sample
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k

=1/ k

∑t

…. (5.1)

ij

j =1

t.. = Overall process mean time of N processes in ready queue
k

n

n

= 1 / nk ∑∑ tij = 1 / n ∑ t i.
i =1 j =1

…. (5.2)

i =1

S 2 = Mean square of processing time for all N processes in ready queue
k

n

(

= 1 /( N − 1)∑∑ t ij − t ..

2

)

k

n

(

= 1 /(nk − 1)∑∑ t ij − t ..

i =1 j =1

)

2

…. (5.3)

i =1 j =1

TABLE 1: The k possible systematic samples together with their means

Random

Sample Composition
(Units in the sample)

Start

Probability

Mean

1

1

1+n...…1+jn.....….1+ (k-1) n

1/n

2

2

2+n.......2+jn.....….2+ (k-1) n

1/n

t 1.
t 2.

.
i

i

i+n..…. i+jn........i+ (k-1) n

1/n

t i.

.
n

K

2n…… (1+j) n……. nk

1/n

t k.

Thus k rows of the table 1 gives the k-systematic random samples. The probability of
th

selecting i group of processes as the systematic sample is 1/n. The t i . is sample mean time
consumed by K processors each to process one job in a session. The expected value of
sample mean is
k

E

(t ) = 1 / k ∑ t. = t
i.

….(5.4)

..

i =1

So if N= nk, the process sample mean provides an unbiased estimate of the entire
processes ready queue mean. Let

t sys is mean time of one systematic sample of size k units.

Then t sys is estimator of ready queue mean time and

tsys = t i .
5.1 Variance of the Estimated Mean
n

Var

(t ) = 1 / n∑ (t
sys

i.

− t ..

)

2

…. (5.5)

i =1
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( )

2

2

Var t sys = (( N − 1) / N ) S − (( n − 1)k / N ) S sys
n

where

k

2
= 1 / k (n − 1)∑∑  t − t i. 
S sys
ij

i =1 j =1 

…. (5.6)

2
.... (5.6a)

Which is the mean square among process time k units which lie within the same systematic
samples.

6. NUMERICAL ILLUSTRATION
TABLE 2: Data Set

Processes

P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

CPU Time

30

20

112

40

59

Processes

P6

P7

P8

P9

P10

CPU Time

60

33

43

101

69

Processes

P11

P12

P13

P14

P15

CPU Time

138

43

109

26

74

Processes

P16

P17

P18

P19

P20

CPU Time

89

123

67

58

84

Processes

P21

P22

P23

P24

P25

CPU Time

143

29

147

94

131

Processes

P26

P27

P28

P29

P30

CPU Time

79

46

59

72

22

Considered 30 processes in the ready queue and their CPU time as shown in table 2 with n=5,
k=6 and N=nk holds.
6.1. Under Systematic Lottery Scheduling (SLS) Scheme
We have taken random samples of 6 processes from given 30 processes as shown in table 2 and
find their sample mean time as shown in table 3.
TABLE 3: Computation of Sample Mean Time for SLS

Sample number for

Sampled Process

Sample

random start

(k=6)

Mean Time

n=5

Sampled Processing Time

i=1

P1 =30, P6 = 60, P11 = 138, P16 = 89, P21 = 143, p26 =79
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i=2

P2 = 20, P7 = 33, P12 = 43, P17 = 123, P22 = 29, P27 =46

49

i=3

P3 = 112, P8 = 43, P13 = 109, P18 = 67, P23 = 147, P28 = 59

89.5

i=4

P4 = 40, P9 = 101, P14 = 26, P19 = 58, P24 = 94, P29 = 72

65.16

i=5

P5 = 59, P10 = 69, P15 = 74, P20 = 84, P25 = 131, P30 = 22

73.16

TABLE 4: Computational Values for Total Processes

Total Numbers of Processes N

30
73.33

Mean Time t ..

5377.28

Square of Mean Time

Total Sum of Squares

Mean Square S

n

k

i =1

j =1

∑ ∑t

203712

2
ij

1461.8390

2

Variance of SL Scheduling

( )

Var t sys

238.48

Confidence Interval: The 99% confidence interval is

[t

sys

( )]

( )

− 1.96 V t sys , t sys + 1.96 V t sys

TABLE 5: Computation of Confidence Intervals

Random

Sampled

Total

Sampled

Confidence

Confidence

Sample

Processing Time

Time

Mean

Interval of

Interval for

Time for per

Total Time for

process

complete
Ready Queue

1.

30,60,138,89,143,79

539

89.83

(59.57,120.09)

(1787.1,3627)

2.

20,33,43,123,29,46

294

49

(18.74,79.26)

(562.2,2377.8)
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3.

112,43,109,67,147,59

537

89.5

(59.24,119.76)

(1777.2,3592)

4.

40,101,26,58,95,72

391

65.16

(34.9,95.42)

(1047,2862.6)

5.

59,69,74,84,131,22

439

73.16

(42.9,103.42)

(1287,3102.6)

7. CONCLUDING REMARKS
It is observed that SL scheduling is a more scientific way of representing algorithm than usual
lottery scheduling. The unique feature it has, to provide procedure of estimating ready queue
processing time. Since sample representation is better by this procedure, so the queue time
estimation is also sharper. In table 5, most of confidence intervals contain true value within the
99% confidence limits. It seems SL scheduling helps to estimate ready queue time processing
length in advance. These estimates are useful when suddenly the system needs to shut down
due to unavoidable reasons.
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Abstract:
In order to increase employee productivity within a feasible budget, we have to track new
technologies, investigate and choose the best plan and implementation of these technologies.
WLAN is vulnerable to malicious attacks due to their shared medium in unlicensed frequency
spectrum, thus requiring security features for a variety of applications.
This paper will discuss some techniques and approaches which can help to detect, localize and
identify wireless network attacks, which present a unique set of challenges to IT and security
professionals. All efforts were focusing on the ability to identity based attacks in which a
malicious device uses forged MAC addresses to masquerade as a specific client or to create
multiple illegitimate identities. Also, to be sure that the network is able to robustly identify each
transmitter independently of packet contents, allowing detection of a large class of identity-based
attacks with high probability.
The attacker can listen to all wireless traffic, compromise encryption and Use attenuators,
amplifiers, directional antennas, software radios, but he cannot be at the location of user or at the
location of access points. However, we have to choose the best design, implementation, and
evaluation techniques in order to secure our network from attackers, where our choice will
depend on a technical implementation to mitigate the risk on the enterprise network infrastructure.
Keywords : Security, Sensors, Access points, wireless, Authentication

1.Introduction:
Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) which became increasingly viable for many reasons, the
same wireless technology that can erase the physical limitations of wired communications to
increase user flexibility, boost employee productivity, and lower cost of wireless network
ownership.
Security becomes a key factor and boosts employee demand for access to their enterprise's
wireless network beyond the area of their office workstation. In addition, wireless access to a
network can represent the entry point for various types of attacks, which can crash an entire
network, render services unavailable, and potentially subject the enterprise to legal
liabilities, so we can understand that there are many factors affected on the quality and strength
of the security, such as the signal propagation characteristics, limited bandwidth, weak
processing capability, and various other reasons.
Wireless Network
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Wireless frequencies are designed to be used by anyone with a wireless receiver – anyone can
connect to a wireless network in the same way that they can tune into a radio station.

Figure 1: WLAN Coverage can often overrun a building’s boundaries.
A wireless local area network (WLAN) is a flexible data communications system that can use
either infrared or radio frequency technology to transmit and receive information over the air. In
1997, 802.11 was implemented as the first WLAN standard. It is based on radio technology
operating in the 2.4 GHz frequency and has a maximum throughput of 1 to 2 Mbps. The currently
most spread and deployed standard, IEEE 802.11b, was introduced late 1999. It still operates in
the same frequency range, but with a maximum speed of 11 Mbps.
WLAN has been widely used in many sectors ranging from corporate, education, finance,
healthcare, retail, manufacturing, and warehousing. According to a study by the Gartner Group,
approximately 50 percent of company laptops around the world will be equipped for WLAN by
2006 [3]. It has increasingly becoming an important technology to satisfy the needs for installation
flexibility, mobility, reduced cost-of-ownership, and scalability.
1.1 Intrusion Detection
“For an enterprise to protect itself from abuse of its information, it must monitor the events
occurring in its computer system or network and analyze them for signs of intrusion. To do this,
the enterprise must install an Intrusion Detection System (IDS).” Ant Allen, research director at
Gartner.

IDS watch the wired and wireless network from the inside and report or alarm depending on how
they evaluate the network traffic they see. They continually monitor for access points to the
network and are able, in some cases, to do comparisons of the security controls defined on the
access point with pre-defined company security standards and either reset or closedown any non
conforming AP’s they find. The distinction between placing IDS sensors on both wired and
wireless networks is an important one as large corporate networks can be worldwide.
IDS systems can also identify and alert to the presence of unauthorized MAC addresses on the
networks. This can be an invaluable aid in tracking down hackers.[1]
However, IDS is a vital component in auditing a network installation.
MAC Address spoofing
MAC addresses can be easily changed through device drivers, effective attacks can be
implemented with some equipment available on the market. IEEE 802.11 facing many security
threats, which represented by a class of attacks which can be known as masquerading attacks.[3]
With such tools, the attacker modifies either the MAC or the IP address of the victim in order to
adopt another identity in the network. By this technique the intruder will be able to operate as a
trustworthy node and can advertise incorrect routing information to other participants of the
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network. Another example is creation of loops in the routing computation which result in
unreachable nodes.
To prevent and secure the network from spoofing, the specialist divided the techniques into three
categories:
1. Sequence number analysis: by modifying the MAC address header, so each device will
have a serial number(SN)
2. Transceiver fingerprinting: where each radio transceiver has its unique shape and pattern.
3. Signal strength analysis: which depends on the strength of the coming signals from the
clients.
Physical Layer
Physical layer is hard to frog and not easy as the MAC address; because the information in this
layer is inherent to radio characteristics and the physical environment, in addition it is used to
differentiate devices. Hall uses the frequency-domain patterns of the transient portion of
radiofrequency (RF) signals, as a fingerprint, to uniquely identify a transceiver [5].
This paper is divided into three sections. Starting by describing available methods to eliminate
attacks; secondly, comparing between available techniques from different perspectives; and
thirdly, are my suggestions which are depending on the first two sections in order to bet better
results. The rest of the paper organized as follows: survey 802.11 spoofing-based attacks and
related detection methods in Section 2. Then describe the key observation regarding section 2
techniques and compare between them in section 3. The suggested technique, which is a hybrid
technique from previous two techniques and finally the conclusion, will be in Section 5.

2.Spoofing Attack and related work
It is very important to distinguish between two terms localization and spoof detection, actually
they are different types of problems. Localization is based on the assumption that all
measurements gathered received signal strength (RSS) are from a single station and, based on
this assumption, the localization algorithm matches a point in the measurement space with a
point in the physical space. But Spoofing detection distinguish if all matched measurements are
from a single station, and tries to determine whether they are definitely from the same station.
2.1. Detecting 802.11 MAC Layer Spoofing Using Received Signal Strength
This method is using “air monitors” (AMs), which is a device available on the market used to
passively sniff wireless traffic, without cooperation with other devices (Access Points (APs),
computers).
An AM is an embedded device and may not capture all frames sent by transmitters in its range,
due to limited resources. Their own AM sniffing software, basset, passively captures wireless
frames and forwards the key frame features to a centralized merger, which removes duplicates
and synchronizes timestamps to construct a more complete and coherent frame sequence that is
stored for further analysis [6].
They developed a RSS profiling algorithm based on the Expectation-Maximization (EM), in which
they referenced to Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) [7]. Once the RSS is ready to receive from
any transmitter in normal conditions, it will distinguish any difference in the RSS signals and it will
consider it as a potential spoofing attack. After a set of signals received they did some of
hypothesis, algorithms and calculations (Ratio Test) as a detection tool each AM in order to
increases detection accuracy.
In addition they developed two global detection algorithms which are focusing on:
1. Combine local statistics from multiple AMs.
2. Works on the frame sequence output by the merger.
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This method has a role in improving networking intrusion detection via some contributions:
1. Discovered that antenna diversity is the major cause of multimodal RSS patterns.
2. Presented a new GMM profiling algorithm.
2.2. Detecting Identity Based Attacks in Wireless Networks Using Signal-prints
Faria and Cheriton propose to detect spoofing attacks using a signal-print, which is the vector of
median RSS for a MAC address measured at multiple AMs [8]. They believed in that a
transmitting device can be robustly identified by its signal print, a stream of signal strength values
reported by access points acting as sensors. In addition they proved that, different from MAC
addresses or other packet contents, attackers do not have as much control regarding the signal
prints they produce. Signal-print can be represented by a signal strength characterization of a
packet transmission. Each signal-print is represented as a vector of signal strength
measurements, with one entry for each access point acting as sensor.
They restricted themselves to 802.11 networks, but as they said the ideas presented can be
equally applied to other wireless LAN technologies. Regarding the network architecture they
suggested to use the network as in figure2, which composed of multiple access points (APs)
distributed across the environment that feed traffic information to a centralized server, which we
call a wireless appliance (WA). In addition they focused on the access points deployed as
sensors: by observing the traffic on a channel specified by the WA and collect information such
as the received signal strength level for each packet successfully received. This information is
then forwarded to the WA, which is able to create a signal-print for each packet of interest. [8]

Figure 2: Signal-print creation

Signal-print Properties:
-Signal-prints are hard to spoof. Signal attenuation is a function of the distance between
clients and access points, with a strong dependence on environmental factors such as
construction materials and obstacles such as furniture items [9, 10].
-Signal-prints are strongly correlated with the physical location of clients, with similar signalprints found mostly in close proximity.
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-Packet bursts transmitted by a stationary device generate similar signal-prints with high
probability.
-Signal-prints allow a centrally controlled WLAN to reliably single out clients. Instead of
identifying them based on MAC addresses or other data they provide, signal-prints allow the
system to recognize them based on what they look like in terms of signal strength levels.
MATCHING SIGNALPRINTS:
In order to distinguish between different based attacks signals matching rules are specified.
These rules can be categorized into:
• Differential Values: which represent the absolute values (In dBm) of the difference
between the value at a given position and the maximum value found in that signal-print.

Figure 3: Shows two signal-prints and their corresponding sizes.

• Max-Matches: Matches are found by comparing values at the same position in two
different signal-prints.

Figures 4: Demonstrate how max-matches are computed.

• Min-Matches: Analogous to a max-match, which is found whenever values differ by at
least a certain value in dB.

Figures 5: Demonstrate how min-matches are computed.

Matching Rules: a pair of signal-prints matches if they satisfy a specified matching rule, a
Boolean expression involving numbers of max-matches and min-matches, and possibly signalprint properties such as size. Example: The matching rule max-Matches(S1; S2; 5) ≥ 4 requires
two signal-prints to have RSSI values within 5 dB of each other in at least 4 positions.
Finally, attack detection has three properties which are important for the analysis of this method:
R denotes the rate in packets per second (pps) required for a given DoS attack to be effective. S
denotes the speed of the device. A denotes the number of antennas under the control of the
attacker.
2.3. Wireless Client Puzzles in IEEE 802.11 Networks: Security by Wireless
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It is a protection method which assists an AP to preserve its resources by discarding fake
requests, while allowing legitimate clients to successfully join the network. Rather than
conditioning a puzzle’s solution on computational resources of highly heterogeneous clients, the
puzzles utilize peculiarities of a wireless environment such as broadcast communication and
signal propagation which provide more invariant properties. [13]
The puzzle is a question about which other stations are in the client’s signal proximity as in
figure.6, and can thus be labeled as neighbors. The received signal strength of neighbors is
strong, contrary to non-neighbors which are received weakly in relation to a certain signal value.
In other words it is security by wireless application, since it is exploit the chaotic and erratic
character of radio communications, describing the radio of the neighborhood, do the mutual
verification via the broadcasting as in figure 7.and depending on the new location of the client (N)
there will be different solutions as in figure 8.

Figure 6: Signal Proximity

Figure 7: Mutual verification

Figure 8: Solutions for different N’s

Asymmetries and noise in the wireless channel can cause wrong solutions for honest requests;
which caused by small deviations as in figure 9.

Figure 9: Small deviation gives wrong solutions
Therefore, the attackers can’t exploit these tolerance intervals, which make it hard for them to
attack the network.
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The puzzle experiment started with the AP broadcasting the NST (The Neighborhood Signal
Threshold) within a beacon frame. The NST was randomly chosen by the AP from values
between -55 dBm and -95 dBm in steps of 5 dBm and changed every 7 seconds. The joining
station monitors the channel and computes the sample median (choose a sample size of 20
received frames) that, after receiving a beacon frame and identifying the NST, is used to create a
region by selecting those stations as neighbors whose signal strength is greater or equal to the
current NST. The region is then sent along with the authentication requests to the AP. If no
warnings arrive (the timer was set to 1 second) and no such region has already been used by
another associated station, the AP responds with an authentication successful frame and
proceeds with the association procedure. On the other hand, if a warning arrives the joining
station is declined and it must wait for a different NST to re-attempt the authentication procedure.
[13]
An AP has a decision role in selecting a subset of its associated stations to participate in wireless
client puzzles in order to avoid increasing the number of false positives in larger networks, which
will eliminate the number of warnings and false positives resulting from unsymmetrical channels.
So if these subsets changed randomly, it will be too difficult for an attacker to guess which
stations are currently monitoring the channel.
2.4. Advancing Wireless Link Signatures for Location Distinction (AWLS)
The authors of this technique want to show that: Detecting whether a transmitter is changing its
location or not. In other words, unlike localization or location estimation, location distinction does
not attempt to determine where a transmitter is. Therefore it is useful in many applications;
especially it can enforce physical security by identifying illegal transmitter.
In this technique they use sophisticated physical-layer measurements in wireless networking
systems for location distinction. First they compared two existing location distinction methods
1. Channel gains of multi-tonal probes: where the channel frequency response is sensitive to
each multipath. An impulse in the time domain is a constant in the frequency domain, and
thus a change to a single path may change the entire multiple tone link signature.
2. Channel Impulse Response (CIR): it uses a time domain signature, which support it with
more robust against channel small changes.
Then, they combined the benefits of these two methods to develop a new link measurement that
called the complex temporal signature. They used a 2.4 GHz link measurement data set, to
evaluate the three location distinction methods. They found that the complex temporal signature
method performs significantly better compared to the existing methods. They also perform new
measurements to understand and model the temporal behavior of link signatures over time. They
integrated their model in location distinction mechanism and significantly reduced the probability
of false alarms due to temporal variations of link signatures. [14]
The link signatures in the multiple tones probing method and in the temporal link signature
method both make measurements of the multipath channel and use them to quantitatively identify
a link.
In addition, AWLS improved the multiple tone probing method by developing a new link signature
using the strengths of the two existing methods. The proposed improvements includes:
1. A new metric related to the first method, that improve its robustness to changing received
powers.
2. Come with a new method which combines the strength of the two methods, and show that
a simple metric is robust to uninformative, random phase shifts, which will give us an
accurate measured distance between two link signatures.
2.5. PARADIS: Physical 802.11 Device Identification with Radiometric Signatures
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This technique used passive radio-frequency analysis to identify the location. They measure
artifacts of individual wireless frames in the modulation domain, identify a suite of differentiating
features, and apply efficient 802.11-specific machine-learning based classification techniques to
achieve significantly higher degrees of accuracy than prior best known schemes. [17]

Figure 10: Radiometric identification and PARADIS.

This system built to distinguish between 802.11 nics and to achieve significantly improved
identification accuracy when compared to schemes operating over transient signal
characteristics. Furthermore Paradis uses distinct features from the modulation domain,
frequency error, magnitude error, phase error, I/Q offset, and sync correlation of the
corresponding wireless frame.

Figure 11: PARADIS schematic

Every radio transceiver can be presented by a unique physical signal, which guided them to build
a library of patterns. To distinguish between these pattern they used wavelet and fuzzy neural
networks as in figure 12. Therefore, to implement this technique the requirement cost will be high
for both measurement and analysis devices, and thus limits the use of this technique.

Figure 12: Common transmitter impairments and their sources

3.

Analysis and Comparison
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3.1 Detecting 802.11 MAC Layer Spoofing Using Received Signal Strength versus other
techniques using RSS
Detecting 802.11 techniques believed that these RSS-based detection methods are not effective
due to recent advances in wireless hardware. And they proved that via conducting a series of
large scale experimental studies of RSS measurements.
There are wireless networks classes that provide automatic reconfiguration of APs, adjusting
power levels and channel assignments to optimize coverage while minimizing contention between
neighbors. Most such systems reconfigure infrequently. By comparing the detecting 802.11
method with other methods using network management software we can see that this method
can re-compute an AP’s profile whenever it is reconfigured.
3.2 Detecting 802.11 MAC Layer Spoofing Using Received Signal Strength versus
Detecting Identity Based Attacks in Wireless Networks Using Signal-prints
Refers to detecting 802.11, Signal-print demonstrated above 95% detection accuracy in their test
bed. False positive rate is not reported. They did observe some missing RSS measurements for
AMs, and for signal-print-matching they propose to ignore any AMs with missing RSS values.
However, they did not use statistical methods. On the other hand the Detecting 802.11 they did
like signal-print’s work; they also build a normal profile for a transmitter, and detect spoofing
attacks by matching to the profiles. In addition their detector works even if the genuine station is
quiet or absent, or there are multiple attackers. Unlike signal-print, their algorithm uses per-frame
RSS measurements and multiple AMs. They re-implemented signal-print’s algorithms, to the best
of understanding.
3.3 Detecting Identity Based Attacks in Wireless Networks Using Signal-prints versus
client puzzles
Puzzles technique enforced any incoming request to send back computational puzzles, which
require CPU- or memory intensive operations. In addition puzzles demand that both clients and
servers be modified, increasing deployment overhead when compared to a signal-print based
mechanism, implemented solely at the WA. On another side Signal-print gives a similar efficiency
with less cost and equipment. The puzzle weak point is if an attacker finds a physical position, or
is able to find a signal strength for transmitting a region such that k stations tolerate it, it can
generate as many as 2k different regions that will not result in warnings. But in Signal-print the
weak point is when two clients are very close to each other WA can’t distinguish them from each
other.
Furthermore, puzzle technique has an alternative approach which is to use dedicated devices
(ex. Sensors (similar to Signal-print technique)) installed by a network operator to implement
wireless client puzzles instead of associated stations. These sensors play the same role and
cover more regions with a small number of stations.
3.4 Advancing Wireless Link Signatures for Location Distinction (AWLS) versus other
techniques
Importantly, the multiple tone link signatures are a complex measurement, while the temporal link
signature is a real-valued measurement. The inclusion of phase information in the multiple tone
signature effectively increases the richness of the measurement space. The temporal link
signature, with only magnitude information, does not retain some identifiable information about a
link captured by the channel phase response, and thus we would expect it to lose some ability to
uniquely identify links. [14] Also, unlike localization or location estimation, the objective of location
distinction is only to distinguish one link signature from another, and not to map the signature to a
particular physical coordinate as in other techniques.
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Furthermore, both AWLS and Signalprint are using RSS-based signalprints to prevent
impersonation in wireless local area networks, which is readily available in commodity wireless
cards. But it fails to capture the rich multipath characteristics of wireless channels. After that
Patwari et al [15] solved that problem by proposing the use of temporal channel impulse
response, which captures the multipath characteristics of wireless channels, as a link signature
for location distinction, and Li et al [16] proposed the use of complex channel gains by multi-tonal
probes, that also captures multipath effects, for securing wireless systems.
4. Improvements and solution
In this section 2 propose improvements to the signal print method described in Section 3.
First, as seen in section one and two, most of Identification techniques are referred to Farias[8]
as a reference and tried to compare their results with his result. Therefore I also put my
suggestion depending on Farias[8]results. Second, I present how to modify this technique by
using two approaches:
First Approach:
Starting from the week point (limitation):
“Due to the use of RSSI levels to characterize wireless clients, one inherent limitation of our
mechanism is that it may be unable to distinguish two devices located physically close to each
other. Masquerading attempts can be detected if there is a noticeable difference in RSSI with
respect to at least one access point. This happens even for some locations in close range,
possibly due to obstacles that affect one location more than the other. In some situations - such
as multiple clients in a conference room - the system may not have compelling evidence that
packets are coming from different devices, making masquerading attacks possible.” [8]
As known it is very hard for an attacker in any location to get close enough to the victim in offices
or working area and do masquerading attack. But it will be easier for him to do that in meeting
rooms or at cafeterias.
In order to prevent this from happing, I suggest doing the following:
1. Depending on the size of (cafeteria or meeting room), I suggest to have at least two AP’s
(it is an additional cost, but compared with it is benefit it is acceptable), which can help in
showing the variances of signal print between closed clients.
2. Some times it is not applicable to have more than two AP in a small location (meeting
room or cafeteria), in this case since there is a server (Authentication server), we can get
benefit from the response time to calculate the distance from the access point. This
addition can be added as a logical statement in the authentication application (program),
first by determine which AP gives the highest signal-print, then calculate the distance
when received many request from the same location. The distance will help us in
determining if the signal is coming from the same client or not, so if there is a difference it
means from different clients, in this case matching rules can be applied to a new list
which consists of the signal print and the distance. In the existing technique if many
requests received from one signal-print, this client will be considered as an attacker,
which most of the time is correct, but if there is clients who are very close to each other
they will reduce the same signal-print but they are not attackers. From this suggestion, it
will be easy to distinguish between closed clients and attackers. (example. channel
impulse response)

Second Approach:
In this approach I suggest another solution to overcome Farias[8] limitation by using some ideas
from another technique (puzzle technique [13]).
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The puzzle technique is using the signal print as an alternative approach, so what I\m suggesting
is to use puzzle as an alternative technique for the Signal-print.
In puzzle technique, since it depends on functionality of neighborhood monitoring, so it is
centralized /decentralized where each station plus the server can distinguish its neighbors, this
will affect not only on the server, but also on the station (authentication on station bases and
server), this will secure the network but will exhaust the resources.
In Signal-print the entire load is only on the server and nothing on the stations; so this is the main
reason of the limitation.
My suggested solution is get benefit from the authentication technique in the puzzle and uses it in
the signal-print. The authentication in the puzzle is not only the username and password, but also
part of the packet will represent the puzzle (The frames consist of an IEEE 802.11 frame header
and an additional custom puzzle header that contains all required information (Defined within a
frame’s custom Information Elements)[13]), in addition to get benefit from puzzle zones (without
neighbors authentication) to confuse the attacker, so he can’t guess to which AP the client
related.
By using first approach which can overcome Signal-print limitation with little affect on the server,
but by using second approach which can increase the security level by additional affect on the
server.
5. Test

bid

As an implementation of previous works and explaining the idea in more details, I did the
following survey in order to choose the type and direction of the antenna; therefore the zone of
the access point can be specified.
This will be a prototype and can be applied to a complex network, so the hacker can’t know to
which access point the victim is connected. In addition, reference to my second approach (using
puzzle authentication technique in signal print), each zone can have its covered area and its
range of IP’s.
After the survey done, the boundaries of the access point zone can be specified, not only that,
but it added strength to the algorithm used to determine the locations of access points (Gaussian
Mixture), so this will guide us to choose the optimal number and the most appropriable location of
the access points.
To implement this survey I used the area shown in figure.12, I call it Outdoor Test Facility (OTF),
which is used for testing and evaluation of wireless video system and ground sensors, the tower
is used to hang the camera and wireless system on, where both of them can be powered by
electricity of battery charged by solar panel (which is enough for three windy days). To implement
this I used the following tools:
•
•
•
•
•

CISCO Aironet 350
13.5db antenna
Laptop with Network Stumbler software
External either net card
GPS
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Figure 12: Outdoor Test Facility (OTF)

The distance between source (tower) and destination (control room) is 200m.
As shown in table.1 there are five columns, distance and bearing are readings from GPS, and the
rest are from the software. Different types of graphs can be generated which can describe the
relation between different readings. As an example, also generate a graph that represents the
relation between signal and noise as in figure 13; the signal strength decreases as the noise
increases.

Figure 13: Signal / noise relationship

Another relation can be built between the signal and the data rate. The relation between them is
a direct correlation as shown in figure 14

Figure 14: Signal / Data rate relationship
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A third relationship can be built between the signal and distance; the signal strength becomes
weaker as go further from the source as in figure 15.

Figure 15: Signal / distance relationship

In order to choose the appropriate type of antenna, not all readings are taken into
consideration. However readings are needed to verify our assumption. Only distance and signal
will be used to draw the output, fist order the readings depending on distance then on signal.
After that draw a radar chart of the signal readings, finally the output will be as shown in figure.16

Figure 16: Signal out put

Then by comparing figure 16 with figure 17 recognize that used antenna is a directional antenna.

Figure 17: Antennas types
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Distance

Bearing

Signal

Noise

mbps

0

240

-44

-100

54

20

270

-52

-100

54

20

250

-47

-100

54

30

290

-52

-90

36

40

80

-85

-100

0

40

340

-72

-90

1

40

20

-62

-90

24

60

100

-92

-100

0

60

120

-90

-100

0

60

140

-74

-100

12

80

160

-84

-90

0

80

180

-80

-100

6

80

200

-74

-100

12

80

220

-72

-100

24

100

330

-80

-100

6

100

300

-78

-100

9

100

280

-72

-100

24

100

240

-64

-100

36

100

260

-62

-100

54

120

20

-89

-100

0

120

0

-84

-100

1

120

340

-82

-90

0

140

60

-92

-100

0

140

40

-91

-100

0

160

60

-95

-100

0

200

230

-74

-100

12

200

240

-72
-100
Table1: Survey readings

24

As a result of this survey, the knowing of the boundaries of the access point can help us to
monitor and secure our network. In addition, it will help us in our planning and future expansion,
since this survey achieved our goal/assumption, it can be applied to a complex network and
which can be considered as an additive security layer.

6. CONCLUSION:
MAC addresses of wireless frames can be easily forged, imposing a serious security challenge.
After many experiments and researches published regarding this problem, the Received Signal
Strength (RSS) which is related to the Physical-layer is most appropriate tool and it is hard to
forge, in another words it can be used to detect such spoofing.
In this paper compared many existing location distinction methods. I also suggest some
improvement for signal-print [8] method by using different approaches, response time approach
and used the strengths of the two existing methods [8] and [13]to develop a new approach.
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Nevertheless, there are still various interesting issues left open for further investigation; because
until now and after all of these researches the number of false positives warning in large
networks. If it is possible to control this issue the attacker will be confused and can’t predict which
stations are currently monitoring the channel.
Signal-prints give a good indication for the relation between mobile devices in wireless network
and their physical location. The challenges are for both, the network administrator and for the
attacker. For the attacker, it is how to masquerade the victim, and for the network administrator is
how to protect the network without extra load and overhead on the network infrastructure.
Finally, Security methods and techniques are like antibiotics’, it kills the germs. Meanwhile it has
side effects on the body. In other words security slows down the network speed, but without it,
we can’t run our networks.
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Abstract

Blind signatures, introduced by Chaum, allow a user to obtain a signature on a message
without revealing any thing about the message to the signer. Blind signatures play an
important role in plenty of applications such as e-voting, e-cash system where
anonymity is of great concern. Identity based(ID-based) public key cryptography can
be a good alternative for certificate based public key setting, especially when efficient
key management and moderate security are required. In this paper, we propose an IDbased blind signature scheme from bilinear pairings. The proposed scheme is based on
the Hess ID- based digital signature scheme. Also we analyze security and efficiency of
the proposed scheme.
Keywords: Public key cryptography, Blind signature scheme, Hess ID based digital signature scheme, Bilinear
pairing, CDH problem.

1. INTRODUCTION
Digital signature is a cryptographic tool to authenticate electronic communications. Digital signature
scheme allows a user with a public key and a corresponding private key to sign a document in such a
way that anyone can verify the signature on the document (using her/his public key), but no one can
forge the signature on any other document. This self-authentication is required for some applications of
digital signatures such as certification by some authority.
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Blind signature is a variant of digital signature scheme. Blind signatures play a central role in digital cash
schemes. A user can obtain from a bank a digital coin using a blind signature protocol. The coin is
essentially a token properly signed by the bank. The blind signature protocols enable a user to obtain a
signature from a signer so that the signer does not learn any information about the message it signed and
so that the user can not obtain more than one valid signature after one interaction with the signer. The
concept of blind signatures provides anonymity of users in applications such as electronic voting,
electronic payment systems etc.
The concept of a blind signature scheme was introduced by Chaum[1], since then many blind signature
schemes have been presented in the literature[2,3,4,5].Blind signature scheme allows a user to acquire a
signature from the signer without revealing message content for personal privacy. The basic idea is as
follows. The user chooses some random factors and embeds them into the message to be signed, while
the signer cannot recover the message. Using the blind signature scheme, the user gets the blinded
signature and removes the random factors. Then the user outputs a valid signature. This property is very
important for implementing e-voting, e-commerce, and e-payment systems, etc.
In public key cryptosystem, each user has two keys, a private key and a public key. The binding between
the public key(PK) and the identity(ID) of a user is obtained via a digital certificate. However, in certificatebased system before using the public-key of a user, the participant must first verify the certificate of the
user. As a consequence, this system requires a large amount of computing time and storage when the
number of users increases rapidly.
In 1984, Shamir [6] introduced the concept of ID-based cryptography to simplify key management
procedures in public key infrastructures. Following Joux’s [7] discovery on how to utilize bilinear pairings
in public key cryptosystems, Boneh and Franklin [8] proposed the first practical ID-based encryption
scheme in Crypto 2001. Since then, many ID-based encryption and signature schemes have been
proposed that use bilinear pairings. ID-based cryptography helps us to simplify the key management
process in traditional public key infrastructures. In ID-based cryptography any public information such as
e-mail address, name, etc., can be used as a public key. Since public keys are derived from publicly
known information, their authenticity is established inherently and there is no need for certificates in IDbased cryptography. The private key for a given public key is generated by a trusted authority and is sent
to the user over a secure channel.
In this paper, a blind signature scheme in the identity-based setting is presented. The scheme is based
on the Hess ID-based signature scheme. The proposed signature scheme is validated and its security is
proven under the assumption that the hardness of the Computational Diffie-Hellman problem.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly explains the bilinear pairings and some
computational problems, on which of our scheme is based .The syntax and security model of ID-based
Blind signature Scheme is given in Section3. We then present our ID-based Blind Signature Scheme from
bilinear pairings in Section 4. The correctness and security analysis of the proposed scheme is given in
Section 5. Section 6 concludes this paper

2. PRELIMANARIES
In this section, we will briefly review the basic concepts on bilinear pairings and some related
mathematical problems, and then we present ID-based public key setting from pairings.

2.1 Bilinear Pairings
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Let G1 be a additive cyclic group generated by P whose order is a prime q and G2 be a multiplicative
cyclic group of the same order q. A bilinear pairing is a map e : G1  G1  G2 with the following
properties:
ab

1.

Bilinear: e  aP, bQ   e  P, Q  , for all P, Q  G1 and all a, b  Z q .

2.

Non –degenerate: There exists P, Q  G1 such that e  P , Q   1.

3.

Computable: There is an efficient algorithm to compute e  P, Q  , for all P, Q  G1.

*

2.2 Computational problems
Now, we give some computational problems, which will form the basis of security for our scheme.
-Discrete Logarithm Problem (DLP): Given two group elements P and Q, find an integer n
such that Q  nP whenever such an integer exists.
*

-Decisional Diffie-Hellman Problem (DDHP): For a, b, c R Z q , given P, aP , bP, cP decide
whether c  ab mod q.
-Computational Diffie-Hellman Problem (CDHP):

*

For a, b, c R Z q , given P , aP , bP,

Compute abP .
We assume through this paper that CDHP and DLP are intractable. When the DDHP is easy but
the CDHP is hard on the group G, we call G a Gap Diffe-Hellman (GDH) group. Such groups can be
found on super singular elliptic curves or hyper elliptic curves over finite field and the bilinear pairings can
be derived from the Weil or Tate pairing.
2.3 ID- based public key setting using pairings
In ID-based public key cryptosystems (IDPKC), everyone’s public key is predetermined by information
that uniquely identifies them, such as name, social security number, email address, etc., rather than an
arbitrary string. This concept was first proposed by Shamir [6]. Since then, many researchers devote their
effort on ID-based cryptographic schemes.
ID-based public key setting involves a Key Generation Centre (KGC) and users. The basic operations
consists of Setup and Private Key extraction (simply Extract). When we use bilinear pairings to construct
IDPKC, Setup and Extract can be implemented as follows:
Let P be a generator of G1 . Remember that G1 is an additive group of prime order q and the bilinear
pairing

is

given

by e : G1  G1  G2 .

Define

two

cryptographic

hash

functions H1 :{0,1}*  G1* ,

h :{0,1}*  G2  Z q* .

-Setup: KGC chooses a random number s  Z q* and sets Ppub  sP . The center publishes system
parameters

params  G1 , G2 , e, P , Ppub , H1 , h  and keeps  s  as the master-key, which is known

only by itself.
-Extract: A user submits his/her identity information ID to KGC. KGC computes the user’s public key
as QID  H1 ( ID) , and returns d ID  sQID to the user as his/her public key.

2.4 Review of Hess-ID- based signature scheme
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To prepare for the proposed scheme, we first give a review of the Hess ID-based signature scheme [9].
*

-Setup: The Private Key Generator (PKG) chooses s R Z q as his master secret key and computes the
*

*

global public key Ppub  sP . The PKG also selects a map-to-point hash function H 1 :{0,1}  G1 and
another cryptographic hash function

h :{0,1}*  G2  Z q*. PKG publishes system parameters

params  G1 , G2 , e, P, Ppub , H 1 , h  and the master key  s  is kept secret.
-Extract: Given the public identity information on ID, compute the secret key for the identity ID
as d ID  sQID . The component QID  H1 ( ID) plays the role of the corresponding public-key.
-Signature: To sign a message M  {0,1}* , using the secret key d ID , the signer chooses an arbitrary

P1  G1* and picks a random integer k  z *q .
Then signer computes
R  e( P1 , P ) k ,
V  h( M , R ),
U  Vd ID  kP1 .

The signature on message M is (UV
, )G1Zq* .
-Verification: To verify the signature   (U , V ) of an identity ID on a message M, the verifier
computes R  e(U , P)e(QID ,  Ppub )V . He accepts the signature if and only if V  h ( M , R ) .

3. SYNTAX AND STRUCTURE OF BLIND SIGNATURE SCHEME
The formal definition of a blind signature is presented below.
Blind Signatures: A blind signature scheme consists of three algorithms and two parties (the user and
the signer). The details are as follows.
-System Key Generation: This is a probabilistic polynomial time algorithm (PPT algorithm). It takes a
security parameter k as its input and outputs a pair of public key and private key {y, x} for the blind
signature scheme, where x is preserved secretly by the signer.
-Generation of Blind Signatures: This is an interactive and probabilistic polynomial time algorithm
protocol, which is operated by the user and the signer. The user first blinds the message m and
obtains a new version m ' of m, and then sends it to the signer. The latter utilizes his/her private key
to sign on m ' and obtains S ' , and then sends it to the user. The user unblinds it to obtain S which is
a blind signature on m.
-Verification of Blind Signatures: This is a deterministic polynomial time algorithm. Given a message m
and its alleged blind signature S , anyone who knows the public key can verify the validity of S . If it
is valid, then the algorithm outputs ’1’; otherwise outputs ’0’.
The blindness property of a signature scheme may be formally defined as follows: A blind signature
scheme possesses the blindness property, if the signer’s view  m ', S '  and the message-signature pair

 m, S  are statistically independent.
A secure blind signature scheme must satisfy the following three requirements:
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-Correctness: If the user and the signer both comply with the algorithm of blind signature generation,
then the blind signature S will be always accepted.
-Unforgeability of Valid Blind Signatures: It is with respect to the user especially, i.e. the user is not
able to forge blind signatures which are accepted by the algorithm of Verification of Blind Signatures.
-Blindness: While correctly operating one instance of the blind signature scheme, let the output be (m,
S) (i.e. message-signature pair), and the view of the protocol V . At a later time, the signer is not able
to link V to (m, S).

4. PROPOSED ID-BASED BLIND SIGNATURE SCHEME:
In this section, we present an ID-based blind signature scheme from the bilinear pairings.
Setup: The PKG chooses s  Z q* as his master key and computes the global public key Ppub as sP. The
PKG also selects a map-to-point hash function H1 :{0,1}*  G1* and another cryptographic hash
function h :{0,1}*  G2  Z q* . PKG publishes system parameters

params  G1 , G2 , e, P , Ppub , H1 , h 

and keeps the master key  s  as secret.
Extract: Given signer’s public identity ID  {0,1}* , compute the public key QID  H1 ( ID) and the
corresponding private key d ID  sQID .
Initialization: The signer randomly chooses k  Z q* , compute R  e( P, P )k and sends R to the user as a
commitment.
Blinding: The user randomly chooses a, b  Z q* as blinding factors, compute R '  e(bQIDs  aP, Ppub ).R,
V  h(m, R') +b and sends V to the signer.
Signing: The signer computes S  Vd IDs  kP, and send S to the user
Unblinding: The user compute S '  S  aPpub , V '  V  b and outputs (m, S ', V '), then ( S ', V ') is the blind
signature of the message m.
Verification: Accept the signature if and only if V '  h(m, e( S ', P ).e(QIDs , Ppub ) V ' ).

5. Analysis of the proposed scheme
5.1 Correctness
The following equations give the correctness of the proposed scheme.
h(m, e( S ', P).e(QIDs , Ppub )V ' )
'

 h (m, e(S  aPpub , P ).e(QIDs , Ppub ) V )
 h  m , e ( S , P ).e ( a P p u b , P ).e ( Q I D s , P p u b )  V ' 

 h  m, e(Vd IDs  kP, P ).e(aPpub , P ).e(QIDs , Ppub ) V ' 
 h  m, e(Vd IDs , P ).e(kP, P ).e(aPpub , P ).e(QIDs , Ppub ) V b 
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 h  m, e  Q

V

 h m, e(d IDs , P)V .e( P, P ) k .e  aP, Ppub  .e  QIDs , Ppub  .e  QIDs , Ppub 
V

IDs

b



V

k

, Ppub  .e  P, P  .e  aP, Ppub .e  QIDs , Ppub  .e  QIDs , Ppub 



k

 h m, e  P, P  .e  aP  bQIDs , Ppub 

b





 h  m, R ' 

V b
 V '.

5.2 Security
In the following, we will show that our ID-based Blind signature scheme satisfies all the requirements
stated in Section 3.
Blindness property: To prove the blindness we show that given a valid signature  m, S ',V '  and any
view  R, V , S  , there always exists a unique pair of blinding factors a, b  Z q* . Since the blinding
factors a, b  Z q* are chosen randomly, the blindness of the signature scheme naturally satisfies. We can
find more formal definition about the blindness [10, 11, 12, 13].
Given a valid signature  m, S ',V '  and any view  R, V , S  , then the following equations must hold
for a, b  Z q* :
R '  e  bQIDs  aP , Ppub  .R

(1)

V=h  m,R   b

(2)

'

'

S  S  aPpub
b=V-h  m,R

'

(3)

 and aP

pub

'

=S -S

It is obvious that a, b  Z q* is existed uniquely from (2) and (3). Next we show that such a, b  Z q*
satisfy the first equation too. Obviously, due to the non-degenerate of the bilinear pairings we
have R '  e  bQIDs  aP , Ppub  .R  e ( R ' , Ppub )  e  e bQIDs  aP, Ppub  , Ppub  . So we only need to show that such a and b
satisfy e( R ' , Ppub )  e  e  bQIDs  aP, Ppub  , Ppub  .
We have





e e  bQIDs  aP, Ppub  . R , Ppub 



=e e  bd IDs  aPpub , P  .R , Ppub



   V-h  m,R  d , P  .e  aP , P  .R, P 
=e  e   V-h  m,R   d , P  e  S  S , P  . R, P 
'

=e e

IDs

pub

'

pub

'

IDs

pub



=e  e  S-kP,P  e   h  m , R  d



1

=e e  Vd IDs , P  e  h  m, R '  d IDs , Ppub e  S ' , P  e  S , P  . R , Ppub
'

IDs



1

, P e  S , P  e  S , P  .R , Ppub
'





'

Vi
=e  e  h  m , R '  d IDs , P R ' e  QIDs , Ppub  , Ppub 









 



=e e -h  m,R '  QIDs , Ppub R ' e h  m, R '  QIDs , Ppub , Ppub



=e  R ' , Ppub 

Thus the blinding factors always exist which lead to the same relation defined in the signature
issuing protocol.
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Unforgeability: Assume that A is the adversary (he/she can be a user or any third party) holding the
system parameters params  G1 , G2 , e, P , Ppub , H1 , h  and the identity public key QIDs of the
signer IDs . A tries to forge a valid message-signature of the signer.
First, we assume that A performs the ID attack, i.e. A queries Extract qE (qE>0) times with
(PARAMS, IDi  ID ) for i=1….qE. Extract returns to A the qE corresponding secret key d IDsi . We
assume



that

qE

is

limited

by

a

polynomial

in

k.

If

A

can

get





'
a IDs' i , d IDs
such
i



that H1 IDs' i  H1  IDs   QIDs , then he/she can forge a valid blind signature of the signer ID. But since H1
is random oracle, Extract generates random numbers with uniform distributions. This means that A
learns nothing from query results.
Next we assume that A had interacted with the signer ID, and let  R, V , S  be the view in the blind
signature issuing phase. Since S  Vd IDs  kP and A knows S,V, from S to get d IDs , A must know k, but k
is chosen randomly by signer. A Knows R  e

k

 P, P 

, but from R to get k, this is CDHP in G1 . We

assume that CDHP in G1 in intractable, so A cannot get the private information of the signer at the blind
signature issuing phase.
On the other hand, the signature and the verifying equation are same as Hess ID- based
signature scheme. For any message m, if A can construct
S ' and V ' such that
V
V '  h  m, e  S ' , P  e  QIDs , Ppub   , then A can forge a valid signature of Hess ID-based signature scheme on
'





the message m. Due to Hess proof on their ID-based signature scheme (i.e., Hess ID-based signature
scheme is proven to be secure against existential forgery on adaptive chosen message and ID attacks,
under the hardness assumption of CDHP and the random oracle model), we claim that this attack is
impossible.
Efficiency: We compare our blind signature scheme with the Zhang- Kim ID-based blind signature
scheme [11] from computation overhead and summarize the result in Table1. We denote pa the pairing
operation, pm the point scalar multiplication on G1, Ad the point addition on G1, Mu the multiplication in Z q* ,
and Mu G2 the multiplication in G2, Me exponentiation in G2.
Schemes
Proposed scheme
The scheme [11]

Blind signature issuing
User : 1Pa+3Pm+1Mu+3Ad
Signer: 1Pa+1Me+2Mu+1Ad
User : 1Pa+3Pm+3Ad
Signer: 3Pm+1Ad

Verification
2Pa+1Me
2Pa+1Pm+1Mu G2

Table 1.Comparision of our scheme with Zhang-Kim scheme

The efficiency of the system of paramount importance when the number of verifications is considerably
large (e.g., when a bank issues a large number of electronic coins and the customer wishes to verify the
correctness of the coins). Assuming that  S ,V  ,  S V  ,   ,  S ,V  are ID-based blind signatures on messages
'
1

m1 , m2 ,   , mn respectively,

'
1

' '
2 2

'
n

'
n

which are issued by the signer with identity ID. The verification of each signature

is as follows:
Vi
Vi '  h  mi , e  Si' , P  e  QIDs ,  Ppub   , for i=1,2,...,n .


'
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To verify these signatures individually, our scheme requires only (n+1) pairing operations, where
as the Zhang-Kim scheme requires 2n pairing operations. So, with the proposed scheme we can save
(n-1) pairing operations. In particular, here, we consider only computations of pairing operation (Pa), we
need not consider the remaining operations as they are cheaper than the computation of pairings. We
note that the computation of pairing is the most time consuming. Although there has been many papers
discuss the complexity of pairings and how to speedup the pairing computation [14, 15], the computation
of pairing is still time consuming.

6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed an ID-based blind signature scheme from bilinear pairings. The proposed
scheme is based on Hess ID-based signature scheme with the assumption CDH Problem is hard. We
have discussed the correctness and security analysis of the proposed scheme. The proposed scheme is
efficient when the number of blind signature verifications is considerably large.
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Abstract

This paper deals with a new method for recognition of offline Handwritten noncompound Devnagari Characters in two stages. It uses two well known and
established pattern recognition techniques: one using neural networks and the
other one using minimum edit distance. Each of these techniques is applied on
different sets of characters for recognition. In the first stage, two sets of features
are computed and two classifiers are applied to get higher recognition accuracy.
Two MLP’s are used separately to recognize the characters. For one of the
MLP’s the characters are represented with their shadow features and for the
other chain code histogram feature is used. The decision of both MLP’s is
combined using weighted majority scheme. Top three results produced by
combined MLP’s in the first stage are used to calculate the relative difference
values. In the second stage, based on these relative differences character set is
divided into two. First set consists of the characters with distinct shapes and
second set consists of confused characters, which appear very similar in shapes.
Characters of distinct shapes of first set are classified using MLP. Confused
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characters in second set are classified using minimum edit distance method.
Method of minimum edit distance makes use of corner detected in a character
image using modified Harris corner detection technique. Experiment on this
method is carried out on a database of 7154 samples. The overall recognition is
found to be 90.74%.
:- Harris corner detector, Classification, Multilayer Perceptron, feature extraction, Minimum Edit
Distance method.

Keywords

1.

INTRODUCTION

Optical Character Recognition (OCR) is the most crucial part of Electronic Document Analysis
Systems. The solution lies in the intersection of the fields of pattern Recognition, image and
natural language processing. Although there has been a tremendous research effort, the state of
the art in the OCR has only reached the point of partial use in recent years. Nowadays, clearly
printed texts in documents with simple layouts can be recognized reliably by off-the-shelf OCR
software. There is only limited success in handwriting recognition, particularly for isolated and
neatly hand-printed characters and words for limited vocabulary. However, in spite of the
intensive effort of more than thirty years, the recognition of free style handwriting continues to
remain in the research arena.
An OCR has variety of commercial and practical applications in processing bank cheques,
government records, credit card imprints and postal code reading, reading commercial forms,
manuscripts and their archival etc. Such a system facilitates a key board less user computer
interaction also the text which is either printed or handwritten can be directly transferred to the
machine. An elaborate list of OCR applications has been presented by Govindan[1].
Historically, Devnagari is the script used by Sanskrit, Hindi, Marathi and Nepali. Hindi is the
world’s third most commonly used language after Chinese and English. Thus research on
Devnagari script is gaining importance because of their large market potential. With the explosion
of information technology there has been a dramatic increase of research in this field since the
beginning of 1980.
OCR work on printed Devnagari Script started in early 1970’s. Sinha and Mahabala[2] presented
a syntactic pattern analysis system with an embedded picture language for the recognition of
handwritten and machine printed Devnagari characters. Veena described Devnagari OCR in her
doctoral Thesis [3]. Performance of 93% accuracy at character level is reported after post
processing. Pal and Chaudhuri [4] reported a complete OCR system for printed Devnagari with
96% accuracy. Hanmandlu and Murthy [5,6] proposed a Fuzzy model based recognition of
handwritten Devnagari numerals and characters and they obtained 92.67% accuracy for
Handwritten Devnagari numerals and 90.65% accuracy for Handwritten Devnagari characters.
Sinha et al [2,7] have reported various aspects of Devnagari script recognition. Bajaj et al [8]
employed three different kinds of features namely, density features, moment features and
descriptive component features for classification of Devnagari Numerals. They proposed multiclassifier connectionist architecture for increasing the recognition reliability and they obtained
89.6% accuracy for handwritten Devnagari numerals. Kumar and Singh [9] proposed a Zernike
moment feature based approach for Devnagari handwritten character recognition. They used an
artificial neural network for classification. Sethi et. al. [10,11] has described Devnagari numeral
recognition based on structural approach. The primitive used are horizontal line segment, vertical
line segment, right slant and left slant. A decision tree is employed to perform analysis based on
presence/absence of these primitives and their interconnection. A similar strategy was applied to
constrained hand printed Devnagari character. Bansal et. al. [12], have used translation and
scaling invariant moments and structural description of a character and reported accuracy of 93%
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at character level of printed Devnagari characters. Bhattacharya et al [13] proposed a Multi-layer
perceptron (MLP) neural network based classification approach for the recognition of Devnagari
handwritten numerals and obtained 91.28% results. They considered a multi- resolution features
based on wavelet transform in their proposed system. N. Sharma and U. Pal [14,15,16] proposed
a directional chain code features based quadratic classifier and obtained 80.36% accuracy for
handwritten Devnagari characters and 98.86% accuracy for handwritten Devnagari numerals.
Few more work[17,18,19] is going on for handwritten devnagari characters. In our previous work
[20] we proposed a MLP based classifier designed with three different features namely:
Intersection, Shadow, Chain code histogram. The recognition accuracy 69.37% achieved by
considering top 1 choices results on 4900 samples. In this paper, we purpose a system based on
MLP and minimum edit distance for the recognition of offline Handwritten Devnagari character
recognition.
While a large amount of literature is available for recognition of English script, relatively less work
has been reported for the recognition of Indian languages. Main reason for this slow development
could be attributed to the complexity in the shapes of Indian scripts, and also the large set of
different patterns that exists in these languages, as opposed to English.
Most of the work reported above [2,4,12] were on printed Devnagari characters. For handwritten
Devnagari character recognition system [3,5,6,9] , accuracy reported is not high and dataset used
are not large. We worked on 7154 samples. As no standard database is available for handwritten
Devnagari characters, we created some samples of our own and some we collected from ISI,
Kolkata.
Rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, peculiarities of Devnagari Script are
discussed. Overall approach used, is discussed in section 3. Feature extraction techniques are
reported in section 4. Section 5, deals with the classifiers used for the recognition purpose. The
experimental results are discussed in section 6.

2. PECULIARITIES OF DEVNAGARI SCRIPT
Devnagari script is different from Roman script in several ways. This script has two-dimensional
compositions of symbols: core characters in the middle strip, optional modifiers above and/or
below core characters. Two characters may be in shadow of each other. While line segments
(strokes) are the predominant features for English, most of the characters in Devnagari script is
formed by curves, holes, and also strokes. In Devnagari language scripts, the concept of uppercase, the lower-case characters is absent. However the alphabet itself contains more number of
symbols than that of English.
Devnagari script has around 13 vowels and 36 consonants resulting in a total of 49 basic
characters as shown in Figure 1a. Vowels occur either in isolation or in combination with
consonants. Apart from vowels and consonants characters called basic characters, there are
compound characters in Devnagari script alphabet system, which are formed by combining two or
more basic characters (shown in Figure 1b). The shape of compound character is usually more
complex than the constituent basic characters. Coupled to this in Devnagari script there is a
practice of having more than twelve forms each for 36 consonants , giving rise to modified
shapes which, depending on whether the vowel modifier is placed to the left, right, top or bottom
of the consonants as shown in Figure 1c. They are called modified characters. The net result is
that there are several thousand different shapes or patterns in the script, some of them are
almost similar in shapes. Even with the basic character same problem about their shapes exists.
Some basic characters have distinct shapes (Figure 1a) and can be identified with certainty.
Some groups of basic characters have almost similar shapes (Figure 1d) causing confusion and
need special attention in recognizing them. The most of the confusing pair of Devnagari
characters are from the Figure specified in 1d.
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(a)

(b)

( c)
Character of similar shapes

(d)
FIGURE 1. Samples of handwritten devnagari a)Vowels and Consonants b) some compound characters c)
Modifiers with their corresponding vowel and a sample character image of “ka” modified with modifier d)
Confusing characters

3. OVERALL APPROACH
Scheme of our proposed method is shown in Figure 2. We perform scaling of character bitmap
and after that we extract two different features. First, 24 shadow features are extracted from eight
octants of the scaled binarized character image. Second, 200 chain code histogram features are
obtained by first detecting the contour points of original scaled binarized character image, and
dividing the contour image into 25 segments. For each segment chain code histogram features
are obtained. Here, the character recognition is done in two stages. In the first stage, two MLP’s
are designed using these two different feature sets. Outputs of individual MLP classifiers [20] are
combined using weighted majority scheme and the character classes corresponding to top three
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values are considered. A relative difference measure is computed from these top three values. If
this measure is greater than some threshold value, we infer that the top choice determines the
class of the sample character with certainty. On the other hand, if the relative difference measure
is less than or equal to the threshold value, we infer that the sample character belongs to a group
of confusing character identified by top three choices. In the second stage , the true class of the
sample character belonging to a confusing group are identified by applying minimum edit distance
method, on detected corners of the sample character using a modified form of Harris corner
detector.

Extract
24Shadow
Features
from 8
octants

Character
Sample

Combine
classifier
using
weighted
majority
voting scheme

Convert
the
character
image to
bitmap
and scale
the
Detect
Contour
points of
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character
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of first three
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classifier
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on

Minimum
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method for
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FIGURE 2. Overall scheme of proposed Technique

4.

FEATURE EXTRACTION

In the following section we give a brief description of the two feature sets used in our proposed
system. Shadow features are extracted from scaled binarized character image. Chain code
histogram features are extracted by chain coding the contour points of the scaled character
binarized image.
4.1 Shadow Features of a character image
Shadow is basically the length of the projection on the sides as shown in Figure 3. For computing
shadow features [21], the rectangular boundary enclosing the character image is divided into
eight octants. For each octant shadows or projections of character segment on three sides of the
octant dividing triangles are computed so, a total of 24 shadow features are obtained. Each of
these features is divided by the length of the corresponding side of the triangle to get a
normalized value.

FIGURE 3. Shadow features

4.2 Chain Code Histogram of Character Contour
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Chain code provides the direction of the next pixel in the image. Given a scaled binary image, we
first find the contour points of the character image. We consider a 3 × 3 window surrounded by
the object points of the image. If any of the 4-connected neighbor points is a background point
then the object point (P), as shown in Figure 4 is considered as contour point.
X

X
P
X

X

FIGURE 4. Contour point detection

The contour following procedure is used to trace the contour and a contour representation called
“chain coding” as proposed by Freeman [22], shown in figure 5a. Each pixel of the contour is
assigned a different code that indicates the direction of the next pixel that belongs to the contour
in some given direction. Chain code provides the points in relative position to one another,
independent of the coordinate system. In this methodology of using a chain coding of connecting
neighboring contour pixels, the points and the outline coding are captured. Contour following
procedure may proceed in clockwise or in counter clockwise direction. Here, we have chosen to
proceed in a clockwise direction.
2

3

1

4

0
5

7

6
(a)

(b)

(c)

FIGURE 5. Chain Coding: (a) direction of connectivity, (b) 4-connectivity, (c) 8-connectivity. Generate the
chain code by detecting the direction of the next-in-line pixel

The chain code for the character contour will yield a smooth, unbroken curve as it grows along
the perimeter of the character and completely encompasses the character. When there is multiple
connectivity in the character, then there can be multiple chain codes to represent the contour of
the character. We chose to move with minimum chain code number first.
We divide the contour image in 5 × 5 blocks. In each of these blocks, the frequency of the
direction code is computed and a histogram of chain code is prepared for each block. Thus for 5
× 5 blocks we get 5 × 5 × 8 = 200 features for recognition.

5.

CHARACTER RECOGNITION

Devnagari character recognition is done in two stages using Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) and
method of minimum edit distance, each applied at different stage. We divided the character set in
two set using relative difference value discussed in section 6.1. First set consists of characters
with certainty and second set consists of confused characters. Characters of first set are
classified using MLP discussed in section 5.1 and characters of second set are classified using
minimum edit distance method applied on corner detected character image, is discussed in
section 5.2. We rejected some samples in MLP classifier and the corner detection method with
minimum edit distance is applied to these confused rejected samples to increase the accuracy.
5.1 MLP Classifier
We designed different MLP with 3 layers including one hidden layer for two different feature sets
consisting of 24 shadow features and 200 chain code histogram features. The experimental
results obtained while using these features for recognition of handwritten Devnagari characters is
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presented in section 6. At this stage all characters are non-compound, single characters so no
segmentation is required.
Each MLP is trained with Backpropagation learning algorithm with momentum [13]. It minimizes
the sum of squared errors for the training samples by conducting a gradient descent search in the
weight space. As activation function we used sigmoid function. Learning rate and momentum
term are set to 0.8 and 0.7 respectively. As activation function we used the sigmoid function.
Numbers of neurons in input layer of MLPs are 24 or 200, for shadow features and chain code
histogram features respectively. Number of neurons in Hidden layer is not fixed, we experimented
on the values between 20-70 to get optimal result and finally it was set to 30 and 70 for shadow
features and chain code histogram features respectively. The output layer contained one node for
each class., so the number of neurons in output layer is 49.
5.1.1 Combining Multiple Classifiers
The ultimate goal of designing pattern recognition system is to achieve the best possible
classification performance. This objective traditionally led to the development of different
classification scheme for any pattern recognition problem to be solved. Classifiers producing
crisp, single class labels (SCL) provide the least amount of useful information for the combination
process. However, they are still well performing classifiers and the sets of patterns misclassified
by the different classifiers does not necessarily overlap. This suggested that different classifier
designs potentially offered complementary information about the pattern to be classified which
could be harnessed to improve the performance of the selected classifier. So instead of relying on
a single decision making scheme we can combine classifiers.
Voting strategies can be applied to a multiple classifier system assuming that each classifier
gives a single class label as an output. There are a number of approaches to combination of such
uncertain information units in order to obtain the best final decision [21]. We applied the voting
definition. For convenience let the output of the classifiers form the decision vector d defined as d
T
[d1 , d2 ,..., dm ] where di  {c1 ,c 2,...,cm , r} ,ci denotes the label of the i-th class and r the
rejection of assigning the input sample to any class. Let binary characteristic function be defined
as follows:

Bj(ci)=

1 if dj = ci

0 if dj ≠ ci

Then the general voting routine can be defined as:


ci
E(d)= 
r


if

∀
t∈{1....m}

n

n

j=1

j =1

∑ Bj (ct ) ≤ ∑ Bj (ct ) ≥ α .m + k (d )

otherwise

Where α is a parameter and k(d) is a function that provides additional voting constraints. The
most conservative voting rule is given if k(d) =0 and α =1 ,meaning that the class is chosen when
all classifiers produce the same output. This rule can be liberalized by lowering the parameter α.
Function k(d) is usually interpreted as a level of objection to the most often selected class and
refers mainly to the score of the second ranked class. This option allows adjusting the level of
collision that is still acceptable for giving correct decision.
pk
α =
------- -----------2

∑ pk
k=1

In our present work, we have used two MLP classifiers with recognition performances
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p1=73.33% (Success rate of MLP1 using chain code histogram feature)
p2= 68.10% (Success rate of MLP2 using shadow feature)
5.2 Confused characters classification
For classifying characters of similar shapes we took different approach. We detected corners in
character image using modified form of Harris corner detector [23], discussed in section 5.2.1 and
5.2.2. After detecting corners we divided the character image in 25 segments and in each
segment we counted the number of corners. On this corner detected string we applied minimum
edit distance discussed in section 5.2.3
5.2.1 Corner Detection Algorithm
Corner Detector can be considered interest point corner detector as they assign a measure of
cornerness to all pixels in an image. The brute force method of comparing every pixel in the two
images is computationally prohibitive. Intuitively one can relate two images by matching only
locations in the image that are in some way interesting. Such points are referred to as interest
points and are located using an interest point detector. Finding a relationship between images is
then performed using only these points. This drastically reduces the required computation time.
Corner points are interesting as they are formed from two or more edges and edges usually
define the boundary between two different objects or parts of the same object.
Many Corner Detectors[23] are available but we chose Harris/Plessey corner detector with some
modification. This corner detector is computationally demanding, but directly addresses many of
the limitations of the other corner detectors.
Algorithm for detecting corners using Harris Corner detector in all confused characters is as
follows:1. For each pixel (x, y) in the image calculate the autocorrelation matrix M:-

A C
C B 


 ∂I  2 ⊗
Where A = 
w

 ∂x 
 ∂I  2 ⊗

w
B = 
 ∂y 
M=

C=

 ∂I ∂I  2 ⊗


w
 ∂x ∂y 

⊗ is the convolution operator , W is the Gaussian window of size 5
 ∂I   ∂I   ∂I ∂I 
 are horizontal, vertical and diagonal intensity variations
  ,   , 
 ∂x   ∂y   ∂x ∂y 
respectively.
2. Construct the cornerness map by calculating the cornerness measure C(x, y) for each
pixel (x, y):
2
C(x,y) = det(M)-k(trace(M))
2
det(M) = λ 1 λ 2 = AB-C
trace(M) = λ 1 + λ 2 = A + B
k = constant
λ 1 and λ 2 eigenvalues of M
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3.
4.

Threshold the interest map by setting all C(x, y) below a threshold T to zero.
Perform non-maximal suppression to find local maxima.

The basic idea behind detecting corners of an image in this algorithm is to estimate the
measurement of local autocorrelation so intensity variation is measured in different directions for
that purpose. Intensity variation calculation for Harris operator is approximated using the gradient
of the image so the intensity variation in horizontal, vertical and diagonal direction can be written
as a function of the gradient of the image. Here A, B, C in step 1 is defined as:A= Weighted horizontal intensity variation
B= Weighted vertical intensity variation
C= Weighted diagonal intensity variation
Here the intensity variation is convolved with the Gaussian window. Gaussian window is a circular
window that puts more weight on measurement made closer to the centre of the window. This is
desirable so that the Euclidean distance from the centre pixel to the edge is same in all directions.
This improves the estimate of the local intensity variation.
Weighted horizontal intensity variation A is calculated by convolving below specified window in
figure 6 with Gaussian window of size 5. Vertical Intensity Variation B is calculated by convolving
below specified window in figure 7 with Gaussian window of size 5. Diagonal Intensity Variation in
upward direction C is calculated by convolving below specified window in figure 8 with Gaussian
window of size 5.
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FIGURE 6. Horizontal intensity variation window(A)
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FIGURE 7. Vertical intensity variation window(B)
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FIGURE 8. Diagonal upward intensity variation window(C)

FIGURE 9. Gaussian Window of size 5

5.2.2 Modification to Harris Corner Detection Algorithm
We modified this algorithm because it just considers weighted intensity variations in three
directions i.e. in horizontal, vertical and diagonal upward direction. We took one more measure of
C i.e. weighted diagonal intensity variation in downward direction D, because previous A, B, C
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measures alone does not detect corners properly for Devnagari characters. Now the Diagonal
Intensity variation in downward direction D is calculated by convolving below specified window in
figure 10 with Gaussian window of size 5.

A1

A2

A3

B1

B2
A4

B3
A5

A6

B4

B5
A7

B6
A8

A9

B7

B8

B9

FIGURE 10 Diagonal downward intensity variation window (D)

So the autocorrelation matrix M in step 1 is modified as

M=

C + D
A
C + D B




Steps 2, 3 and 4 are performed as specified above. All non-zero points remaining in the corner
ness map are corners. We used k=0.04 in our algorithms.
5.2.3 Method of Minimum edit Distance
After detecting the corners in the character image we segmented it into 25, and in each segment
we counted number of corner points. So for each character we got a corner string of 25 which is
utilized for calculating the distance among the characters. Minimum edit distance method [17] is
used for this purpose. Distance is a measure of similarity between two strings which is referred as
source string and target string. The distance is the number of deletions, insertions or substitutions
required to transform s into t. The basic idea behind calculating the distance D(i,j) between two
corner string s1[1…i] and s2[1….j] is as follows:D(i,0)=i

 D( i - 1, j ) + 1,

D(i, j) = minimum  D( i, j - 1 ) + 1,
 D( i - 1, j - 1 ) + t ( i , j )

t ( i, j ) =

6.







0 if s1(i) = s2(j)

1 if s1(i)!= s2(j)

RESULTS

The experiment evaluation of the above technique was carried out on 7154 isolated samples of
Devnagari basic characters (vowels as well as consonants) out of which 4900 samples were
collected from ISI, Kolkata [24] and rest 2254 samples were collected from different people in our
organization. A total of 65% characters are used for the training and rest is used for testing
purpose. We have used 3-fold cross validation schema for recognition result computation. Data
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set is divided into 3 subsets and testing is done on each subset using the rest two subsets for
learning. The recognition rates for all the test subsets are averaged to calculate recognition
accuracy.
6.1 Recognition Results
The recognition accuracy obtained from our above discussed classifiers separately is shown in
Table 1. The overall global recognition accuracy of our system using combined MLP is 76.67%
when zero percent confusion was considered. 93.27% accuracy was obtained when we
considered top 5 choices of the recognition result and with zero percent confusion.
Classifier
Combined MLP (top 1 choices)
Combined MLP (top 5 choices)

Accuracy
76.67%
93.27%

Minimum Edit distance classifier

85%

TABLE 1. Individual accuracy of MLP and minimum edit distance method
6.2 Relative Difference versus Confused Characters
Confused character samples are separated out based on the relative difference value. Relative
difference measure used is computed as
Diff = ( 2* max2-max1-max3 ) / ( 2*max2 )
Where max1, max2, max3 are top3 values of combined MLP classifier. If this relative difference is
greater than some threshold value, we infer that the top choice determines the class of the
sample character with certainty. On the other hand, if the relative difference measure is less than
or equal to the threshold value, we infer that the sample character belongs to a group of
confusing character identified by top three choices.
Considering the lowest relative difference value 57.3% characters were separated in characters
with certainty set which have distinct shapes and rest 42.7% characters were in confused
character set which are of very similar shapes. For classifying 57.3% characters MLP classifier
was used which gave 97.27% accuracy and for 42.7% characters minimum edit distance
classifier was used which gave 82% accuracy. The combined accuracy we achieved is 90.74%.
6.3 Confused Character Pair
From experiment we noticed that mainly the error occurred because of the similar shaped
characters. Since the shape of the handwritten characters in this pair is very similar, most of the
pair is misclassified. Some pair of Devnagari Characters which forms the main confusion pairs of
characters is listed in table 2. Maximum error occurred between
and
,
and
,
and
,
and
,
and
,
and
,
and
,
and
,
and
,
and
,
and
,
and
,
and
,
and
,
and
pairs.
Character

Confused Character
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TABLE 2 . Confused Characters pair

6.4 Comparison of results
We compared our current results with those existing pieces of work. Details comparative results
are given in Table 3. In our previous work [20] we obtained 69.37% accuracy as top 1 choice
result. Using this proposed technique we obtained 90.74% accuracy as top 1 choice result

S.
no.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Method purposed by

Data Size

Accuracy Obtained

Kumar and Singh [2]
N. Sharma, U. Pal, F. Kimura, and S. Pal [5]
M. Hanmandlu, O.V. R. Murthy, V.K.
Madasu[21]
Proposed method

200
11270
4750

80%
80.36%
90.65%

7154

90.74%

TABLE 3. Comparison of Results

7.

CONCLUSION

The MLP and method of Minimum Edit Distance is tested on offline Handwritten Devnagari
characters. MLP classifier is used on character set with certainty and minimum edit distance
classifier is used on corner detected character image to classify the confused characters of
similar shapes. Modified form of Harris corner detection algorithm is used for detecting corner in
character image. Results are quite promising. In future we plan to experiment on other feature
extraction methods and other classifiers to get higher recognition accuracy from our system.
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Abstract

This paper develops an expert web search engine for Web Environment and
uses Ajax based technology for this. Applications (Search Engine) of this expert
Search system will be to give the user a choice of best Search results as per
their need/requirement. From organizational point of view this knowledge can be
used for devising various enhancements for search engine optimization. It
applies a knowledge engineering based technique for the development of this
expert system. To understand the basic functioning of search engine, various
Web Forums and Blogs have been studied. Present work develops Intelligent
Agent and Interaction Agent based knowledge base of Search Engine. The
results produced depend upon what type of program it is using and details are
produced according to it. This knowledge based Search Engine model thus
developed may be useful in knowledge management and knowledge reuse. At
user level it can be used for suggesting best Search results to the user and at
organizational level it can be used for drawing various conclusions for managing
quality database for better application use.
Terminology: Knowledge, Knowledge Engineering, Knowledge Management, Search Engine

1 INTRODUCTION
Search Engine deals with offering search results over WWW. In this paper we have developed
knowledge based expert system of Web Search Engine, which simulates functionality of a Search
Engine in a Web Environment. To get the information about actual working of concerned system
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we have checked other search engines and different forums. The model has three components
intelligent agent, Interaction agent and Interface agent interacting with each other for the purpose
of drawing the decision for a search results. The schematic diagram of simulated model is shown
in fig.
In order to develop the Search Engine the offered results found are categorized into different
levels. Various offered results are represented in form of a tree called as “offer tree”. Part of offer
tree is depicted as follows. However the complete offer tree consisting all results detail is stored
in intelligent agent. The intelligent agent will consult this tree while suggesting appropriate results
to Interaction agent.

Fig. Part of Offer Tree

The Search Engine functions in two phases namely analysis phase (server-side) and customer
interaction phase (client-side). Function performed in these phases is summarized below.
Knowledge engineering can be used to develop system (Search Engine) with high level
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processing layer that provides reasoning strategy to be considered by Search Engine for search
results.

2 ANALYSIS PHASE
The functions performed in this phase are:
Find/identify appropriate Combinations of search results according to user requirements and
constraints, considering factors such as client preferences, Meta keywords for a page,
relationship between Search term and preference, set of constraints of a string.
Customer interaction phase – The activities performed in this phase are: analysis and
management of query based conversation, client profile and the explanation demanded by the
server/client. The agent based model of the prototype defined for the system allow the
concurrency in distribution of data, information , knowledge, tasks/methods among interface
agent, interaction agent and intelligent agent. The agent based model schematic is shown in
following diagram:

Fig. Agent Interaction in System

It’s been analyzed that at present without following systematic approach of acquiring / gathering /
manipulating of knowledge, Company is using less than 50 % of available knowledge in the
company. This indicates the underutilization of resources and production capacity. In terms of
Search Engine the production capacity is defined as “how many new development has been done
in it” in the Web Application. The Web Standards are controlled by a Consortium called W3C.
One has to validate his source code there. Here Keywords has a vital role in the system. These
Keywords causes how right Your Search is? All Meta-keywords are stored in server's database to
be matched with user entry.
Knowledge Engineering technology can be of great help in dealing with the complexity of real
problems of Searching one's required Web page. It can automate the process of guiding the user
to manually check each and every website related and which is best suited according to his
requirements and should be used. The efforts of web searches can greatly be reduced if an
expert system (Search Engine) can be developed exhibiting the intelligent behavior i.e it will
include developing a system with high level processing layer. This leads to the need of
improvement at interaction level in the user system relationship. This indicates that the system
should be able to recognizing what are the key information required “of the user” (Search String)
and then invoke the user adapted information generation process to provide the required
information according to their conversation/communication.
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This paper tries to give you simulated system which gives user better results to be adapted as per
needs consisting of good interface for “Interaction agent". The objective is to design and
implement an interface and intelligent computer system based on the analysis of the problem for
a Web Application Developing company supporting natural language interface and graphics with
the user(through Browser). It will perform a query based interaction supported by different
keywords stored in server's database represented in form of “offer tree” provided by Intelligent
Agent(as shown before). Intelligent agent is responsible for interaction and will collect user’s
query and transform them into semantic structures. The intelligent agent is responsible of the
generation of information required by user as well as information required to perform an intelligent
decision to improve the best possibility of the interaction.
The Interaction Agent is responsible for adequate management of interaction between Interface
agent and intelligent agent as well as with the user. This agent will ensure the consistency in
conversation and pass the query of user to Intelligent Agent and Interface agent. In this paper we
concentrate on the aspect of design of intelligent agent from the perspective of user.

3 DEVELOPMENT OF INTELLIGENT AGENT
It uses a hierarchical tree structure to develop knowledge model which can represent
/characterize many classes of problems to be solved or tasks to be performed. The design of
knowledge engineering model is based on the actual organization oriented principle. Knowledge
model consist of three knowledge area and each knowledge sub areas defines a domain of
expertise that explains a specific problem solving behavior, encapsulating both task and domain
knowledge.
Every knowledge area is described by specific task domain knowledge and its functionality will be
depicted by a set of tasks. Each task is also one descriptive entity that includes problem solving
process that incorporates reasoning strategy involved in the problem set to achieve the objective
defined by the task.
In our model three knowledge sub areas are :
• System specialist
• Search specialist
• Database specialist
Corresponding to three knowledge area the knowledge will be stored in a model called as domain
model because the related knowledge will be specific to that particular domain. Accordingly there
will be three domain models, corresponding to each knowledge area. Each area specialist will be
expert in their domain.
System Specialist: They handle high level knowledge about the task that is to be performed in
Web-application e.g. w.r.t Web Search Engine there is one regulatory body looking after the
following tasks:
•
•
•
•

Launch of new Features.
Revision of old Features
Speed of Search.
Failure Handling etc.

Search Specialist: they deal with the knowledge required or related to the sector and what kind of
Results is needed to accomplish/perform the task (search). Database specialist: They
manage/manipulate knowledge about the features/benefits of the meta-keywords and it uses that
knowledge to match the requirement/needs of user with the meta keywords for a website in the
server's database.
Knowledge engineering approach is used for designing function model that allow the reuse of
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knowledge base component. After coding the knowledge in form of three components described
in the model, this model can be used for drawing decision to suggest best search results
according to user requirement. The process of decision making is described in following diagram.

Fig. Dynamics of Decision taking

It is necessary to define a shared vocabulary to have unified schema that will interact with
different knowledge are. Definition of generic vocabulary that should be instantiated in respect of
a particular concepts, attributes and values of domain problem must be given. We have defined
this in terms of generic vocabulary of keywords. In domain model of Search Engine the
knowledge is incorporated using many different knowledge representation techniques and
distributed between knowledge bases. Each knowledge will have an inference method. In this we
can use rule based inference method for case based reasoning strategy. For example a complete
model of one Search can be defined with the help of concept, attributes and values.
The rules will be evaluated based on values held by attributes and with the certainty of rule it will
be matched. Certainty of rule will be evaluated with the average values. Whenever an Interaction
agent sends a request to Intelligent Agent, it will start inference process and gives back a offer
tree with the combinations of search results that meets the user requirements. Interaction agent
passes information regarding all suitable results to user. User with the help of Interaction agent
will prune the tree according to his psychology and will adapt the best result.

4 CONCLUSION
This paper automates the selection process of a Search Engine by developing an Intelligent
System for Web Environment. It uses Ajax based technology for it. The objective which system
fulfill is to satisfy the user as per their requirements by having query conversation in natural
language(through strings). The same study can be used as an asset for the organization. It will
also allow the reuse of knowledge. Besides this the knowledge which is maintained and
manipulated inside the organization may leads to take better decision about finding a search
result, revising some methods, features or withdrawing some features from the application that
helps the organization to raise their users.
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Abstract

This paper presents an electronic cash scheme using the theory of continued
fractions. Continued fractions have already some utilities in cryptography such as
in the cryptanalysis of RSA [17] or in the design of some stream ciphers [9]. In
order to achieve our prepaid e-cash scheme, we will use the continued fraction
expansion of some irrationals numbers, although the same scheme can be
obtain with a block cipher algorithm like AES or with some pseudo-random
generators. Our e-cash scheme has two aims: the first one is to create a
payment system independent of current constraints such as the revocation of
anonymity (in the double spending case) or the obligation for those who want to
use the e-cash, to have a bank account.
The second aim is to propose here a solution which prevents the copy of our ecoins and allows if necessary the reimbursement of the user with e-cash.
Keywords: continued fractions, cryptography, electronic commerce, electronic cash, prepaid card.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The electronic cash aim is to permit an efficient trade in a total anonymity over networks. In the
e-cash system, the user withdraws electronic coins from a bank, and pays a merchant using
these coins. During the transaction, the merchant can verify the authenticity of the electronic
coins (in some protocols the merchant does not need to interact with the bank before accepting a
coin from the user); collects multiple coins spent by users and deposits them later at the bank. In
our case the scheme is a bit different because the bank makes a prepaid card and the user buys
this card in a shop.
The e-commerce is widely developed today, unfortunately many transactions are done with credit
cards. And as we know it, making a transaction with a credit card can be dangerous when the
web merchant is not well protected or when the web merchant is cheating. Recently, information
from more than 130 million credit and debit cards was stolen in some big company in North
America [2]. Because of the increasing number of frauds, it is likely that holders of credit and
debit cards will suffer the consequences of these frauds in the future.
We can list in the following some reasons which delay the emergence of the e-cash system in the
world.
• People do not know how it is dangerous to use a credit card on-line.
• E-cash are often produced for holders of bank accounts.
• The existence of the e-cash is only known by passionate people.
• E-cash are accepted by a small number of traders.
• The e-cash cost is quite expensive.
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• E-cash are produced by very few banks.
• There exists some fears regarding the traceability of e-cash.
• …
To correct these mistakes, we believe that the e-cash must be done in such a way as to be easy
to get and to use. Unfortunately up to now, all the solutions given in the e-cash system are
difficult to implement for a large public. Since the introduction of the e-cash by Chaum [3] in 1982,
a lot of others protocols have been proposed. Among these protocols Okamoto and Ohta [6]
have proposed the six desirables properties for an electronic currency system:
I.
Hardware independence:
The cash can be sent securely through computer networks.
II.
Security:
The ability to copy (reuse) and forge the cash must be prevented.
III.
Anonymity:
The identity of the user should be protected, but for some transactions weaker forms of
anonymity should be use [1].
IV.
Off-line:
The transaction can be done off-line, meaning no communication with the bank is needed
during the transaction.
V.
Transferability:
The e-cash can be transferred to others users.
VI.
Dividability:
A piece of cash can be divided into smaller amounts.
We can add to these six properties two new ones. The first one is: to be efficient, the transaction
must be quick in some phases. The second one is the reimbursement of the user, which must be
available if the client is not satisfied by goods or services.
To ease the use and the acquisition of the e-cash, we propose to increase the use of prepaid
cards. In this paper the prepaid card is a piece of paper contending some hidden codes. This
card can create some security issues because of the total anonymity which it gives. Hence, it will
depend on each issuer to limit the value of the prepaid card or to forbid the use of the e-cash in
the sale of some dangerous products. In some countries, some studies on prepaid cards have
already been done [15], and some prepaid cards already exist.
In the e-cash area there exists now some efficient schemes such as the compact e-cash [4]
which permits the withdraw of 2 coins in a short time. And more recently some news schemes
can use the compact e-cash without the trusted third party [5].
Up to now, a lot of solutions such as the hash function, the random oracle model, the cut-andchoose technique, and the blind signature have been used in e-cash schemes. Our approach in
the e-cash system is different, because of these following points.
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.

We want to introduce the use of continued fractions in e-cash protocols.
In order to avoid some burdens imposed by the banks, we want to reduce their influence
on the e-cash system.
We want to prevent the copy of the e-cash.
As noticed previously, we believe that the reimbursement is important to solve in all ecash schemes, because sending back the e-coin is not a solution.
Like the traditional cash, we want to create an e-cash which will be difficult to trace.
We aim to present a very simple e-cash scheme.
…

For the security aspect, we aim to cover these three issues, unforgeability, stating that valid
coins can only be issued by the bank or an authorized entity; anonymity, ensuring that a user
stays anonymous even if the complete system conspires against him; and exculpability, a
malicious bank should not be able to conspire with malicious merchants to frame an honest user
for double-spending.
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Here we present an algorithm based on the difficulty of retrieving an irrational number from the
sole knowledge of a part of its continued fraction expansion. As proved in [9], the continued
fraction expansion can produce a pseudo-random sequence, hence our e-cash scheme is built
around a pseudo-random sequence.
We recall that the use of pseudo-random function is already effective in some e-cash scheme like
[4].
Continued Fractions: An expression of the form
   


 




 
is called a generalized continued fraction. Typically, the numbers a , , b , …
complex, and the expansion may be finite or infinite.

may be real or

We will avoid the use of the continued fraction expansions involving b  1 for most 's.
However, in order to simplify our explanation we will use in some cases the classical continued
fraction expansion, namely   1 for any :
1
   
1
 
1
 
   ,  ,  …
In this paper we denote by Γ the combined sets of algebraic irrationals of degree greater than 2
and transcendental numbers. Our algorithm, will use the irrational numbers which are in Γ, but we
will avoid the use of transcendental numbers having a predictable continued fraction expansion
(some examples of irrationals numbers given a predictable continued fraction expansion are
presented in [7],[10]).
To calculate the classical continued fraction expansion of a number , write down the integer
part of . Subtract this integer part from . If the difference is equal to 0, stop; otherwise find the
reciprocal of the difference and repeat. The procedure will halt if and only if  is rational.
We can enumerate some continued fractions properties:
I.
The continued fraction expansion of a number is finite if and only if the number is
rational.
II.
The continued fraction expansion of an irrational number is unique.
III.
Any positive quadratic irrational number  has a continued fraction which is
periodic from some point onward, namely a sequence of integers repeat.
(Lagrange Theorem)
IV.
The knowledge of the continued fraction expansions of  and  cannot determine
simply those of   , or .
Continued fractions were widely studied by C. Olds [13] and O. Perron [14], but cryptographic
views are not explored by number theory specialists except in some fields like RSA cryptanalysis.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we will propose and demonstrate some results
concerning continued fractions; in section 3, we will introduce our e-cash scheme. Section 4
prove the security given by our scheme, and before the conclusion, we will study the efficiency of
our design.
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2.

RESULTS

In order to show that the merchant or the user will not be able to make e-coins, we will prove the
result 1 and 3. The result 2 will help us to exhibit an example of irrational number which we can
use in our e-cash scheme.
Definition 1. An electronic cash scheme is secure if it has the unforgeability, the anonymity, the
exculpability, and if the e-cash can not be copied.
Notation
Let Γ such that  , … ,  , … ,  , … is the continued fraction expansion of ;  and  are two
integers such that   20,  1. We denote by ! the vector made with the  partial quotients
following the  first partials quotients in the continued fraction expansion.
Remark
The choice of   20 does not have a real influence on the security of this algorithm.
Result 1. It is not possible to find  out of the knowledge of !.
Proof. Let Γ. We suppose that we know a given part  , … ,  of 's continued fraction
expansion. Can we find  with the knowledge of these  partial quotients?
The answer is negative, because there exists an infinite number of irrationals with these same
partial quotients.
For instance we can exhibit infinitely many irrational numbers " which are different from  and
which have the property that  , . . ,  appears as a sequence of  consecutive partial
quotients. As a matter of fact, when $ is an irrational number, it suffices to consider any sequence
of  integers (% , % , … , % ) and to define " to be
"  % 

1
&' 

1

 
(')*+, 

Result 2. For an integer % such that %
5
0123 4.6 is transcendental.

 

1
$

3 and a real algebraic number . (. / 0, 1), the number

Proof. Assume that . is a real algebraic number such that . / 0, 1, then log 4.6 is transcendental
number by Corollary 3.6 of [8].
If we suppose that :  50log 4.6 is an algebraic number, then : & is a algebraic number, which is
absurd because : &  1234.6 and 1234.6 is transcendental.
Remark
The irrational number 50log 4.6 used in this paper is not a standard which we impose. It is an
example which we choose in order to illustrate our scheme.
Result 3. Let ; and let   < , … ,  = be a part of the continued fraction expansion of .
The knowledge of  does not allow to know any other partial quotient of continued fraction
expansion.
Proof. From the proof of Result 1, we can deduce the proof of Result 3.
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For instance we can exhibit infinitely many irrational numbers > such that the partial quotients of
the continued fraction expansion of > (<? , ? , ? , … =) verify ?@ / @ for any A
    1, ? / 
for any  B , and ?C  C for any  D E D   .

3.

DESIGN

Definitions
In this design, we have four entities the bank ({B}), the user (U), the merchant (M) and the trusted
third party ({TTP}). We denote the concatenation by ||, and the hash function by F.
Remark
In order to reduce the influence of banks, the banking entity could be replaced in this scheme by
a person who have a public key, a credit card and who is permitted to sell e-cash prepaid cards.
3.1

Design

We suppose that all communications between the protagonists are secure, we assume that the
bank public key, the merchant public key, and the {TTP} public key are available for all entities.
The integer e is fixed arbitrarily for all entities (G  7). The solution proposed in this paper can be
divided in five parts.
I.
The bank preparation
a. {B} chooses randomly a number I J K L \N1O and computes the irrational
number   P0log 4I6 .
b. {B} computes the first partial quotients of . For example if the price of
the prepaid card is ten dollars, then the bank will compute the 1020 first
partial quotients of the irrationals numbers . In the following, {B} will
ignore the 20 first partial quotients.
c. {B} chooses Q and R which are the prepaid card number.
d. The bank writes R and Q in the prepaid card.
e. The bank hides R.
f. {B} sends to the {TTP} I, R and Q .
g. The bank sells the prepaid card to a shop.
II.

The user preparation
We suppose that the user has already downloaded the software managing the
prepaid card.
a. Before buying a prepaid card, the user and the seller ask to the {TTP} if
the card number Q is already allocated?
b. If the {TTP} response is negative, the seller asks to the {TTP} to activate
the prepaid card.
c. The {TTP} activates the card, chooses randomly a number
R J K L \N1O and sends R to the user.
d. The vender sells the card to the user.
e. The user scratches the card and recovers R.
f. When the user connects the software, he chooses randomly a number
Q J K L \N1O and sends Q, Q , R and R to the {TTP}.

III.

The {TTP} preparation
a. The {TTP} verifies if Q , R and R match.
b. If the verification is conclusive, the {TTP} computes y P0log 4Q 6 and
  P0log 4I6.
c. The {TTP} computes the first partial quotients of S and . For example if
the price of the prepaid card is ten dollars, then the {TTP} will compute
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d.

e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

3.2

the 1020 first partial quotients of the irrationals numbers S and . In the
following, the {TTP} will ignore the 20 first partial quotients.
For all TU (21 to 1020), let V be the concatenation of -th partial quotient
of S which is S and the -th partial quotient of  which is  , hence
V  S || .
The {TTP} computes the hash of the 100 first V ’s namely F , before
computing it for the 100 V ’s following until the end of the V ’s.
The {TTP} sends the ten hash {F , F , … , F  } to the bank.
From the ten hash, the bank produces ten signatures {U , U , … , U  } with
its private key.
The bank sends the signatures to the {TTP}.
The {TTP} sends the signatures {U , U , … , U  } to the user.

IV.

The Spending.
a. The user visits the merchant website and chooses for example a product
which price is 3 dollars and 11 cents.
b. For the payment, the web merchant transfers the user to the {TTP}
website.
c. The {TTP} asks to the user Q , the 311 first useful partial quotients and
the three first signatures mainly U , U , UX .
d. The user ignores the 20 first partial quotients, sends the 311 following,
Q and the signatures U , U , UX .
e. The {TTP} rebuilds the V 's after the calculation of the 420 first partial
quotients of .
f. The {TTP} verifies the validity of signatures and partial quotients. He
generates with its private key U which is the signature of the 11 last
partial quotients if all signatures and partial quotients are valid.
g. The {TTP} sends to the merchant the signatures U, U , U , UX , the 311
partial quotients and Q .
h. The merchant verifies the validity of the signatures received with public
keys.
i. The merchant sends the product to the user if the partial quotients are
valid.

V.

The deposit
a. The merchant sends to the bank Q , the signatures U, U , U , UX and the
311 partial quotients.
b. The bank verifies the validity of the partial quotients received.
c. If all the partial quotients are valid, the bank sends 3 dollars and 11 cents
to the merchant.
d. When the bank is replaced by a person who sells prepaid cards, the
person will pay the merchant with his credit card.

Remark
I.
The order of the partial quotients is important to respect.
II.
We suppose that the hash function used in this scheme is a collision resistant
hash function.
III.
In order to be effective, the bank signs by hundred partial quotients. But if the
bank computing possibilities are high, the bank can sign by ten partial quotients
(or less).
IV.
In our scheme we assume that the smallest coin value is one cent, but
depending on the value of the prepaid card the partial quotient value can for
example correspond to 10 cents, 1 dollar…
V.
For example in the case where a partial quotient value is one dollar, the {TTP}
can divide the partial quotient. If we assume that V is partial quotient to divide,
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P

VI.

3.3

the {TTP} computes the partial quotients of V  0log 410Y log 4V 6. The {TTP}
ignores the 20 first partial quotients and takes the 100 partial quotients following,
each value of these new partial quotients is one cent.
Due to the rounding errors, the use of continued fractions must obey some rules.
For example the {TTP}, the user, and the bank must agree on their multiple
precision library, on the rounding error, on the software used and on the
architecture.

Reimbursement

A lot of electronic cash schemes omit or neglect this functionality which is a serious issue for the
development of the e-cash system. We suppose that the user buys some goods with e-cash
coins and he is unsatisfied when he receives the product. As the law allows it, he asks for a
reimbursement to the web merchant. The anonymity of the user must be protected and we do not
want the merchant to see the e-cash that he has to send back to the user (reuse).
The user can recover his e-cash in these following steps.
I.
The user chooses randomly a transaction number K and sends to the merchant
a file ZV 4Q , K 6 contending Q (his prepaid card number), and K .
II.
The merchant signs the file ZV4Q , K 6 with his private key and sends to the user
the signed file denoted by ZV[ 4Q , K 6.
III.
The user verifies the validity of the merchant signature with the merchant public
key. If the signature is valid, the user sends back to the merchant the goods with
a system of acknowledgment of receipt (the user will receive a proof showing that
he has sent the goods and the merchant has received it).
IV.
The merchant sends the file ZV[ 4Q , K 6 to the bank as soon as he receives the
goods.
V.
The bank signs the file ZV[ 4Q , K 6 with its private key and sends to the
merchant the signed file denoted by ZV[\ 4Q , K 6.
VI.
The merchant verifies the validity of the bank signature with the bank public key.
If the signature is valid, the merchant sends to the bank an signed order to debit
the amount on his account.
VII.
The bank sends to the {TTP} Q , K , and the number of partial quotients needs for
the reimbursement (for example 311).
VIII.
The {TTP} computes the partial quotients from 1021 to 1332 of S and  which
are S  , … , S XX and   , … ,  XX . For all 's from 1021 to 1332, let V be the
concatenation of -th partial quotient of S which is S and the -th partial quotient
of  which is  , hence V  S || .
From   1021, the {TTP} computes the hash of the hundred first V ’s before
computing it for the hundred V ’s following until the last bloc of hundred V ’s. The
{TTP} computes the hash of 11 V ’s remaining.

IX.
X.
XI.

4.

The {TTP} writes in the same file, the four hash produced (F , F , F X , F Y ), Q
and K . The {TTP} signs the file and sends to the bank the signed file denoted by
Z]]^ .
{B} signs the four hash (F , F , F X , F Y ) with its private key, sends the four
signatures produced {U , U , U X , U Y } and the file Z]]^ to the web merchant.
The web merchant sends {U , U , U X , U Y } and the file Z]]^ to the user.
The user verifies the bank signature, verifies the {TTP} signature and recovers
the four signatures required for his future transaction.

SECURITY ANALYSIS

Result 4. According to definition 1 the e-cash scheme proposed in this paper is secure:
• The e-cash is unforgeable.
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•
•
•

The e-cash user is anonymous.
The e-cash scheme has an exculpability property.
The user is unable to copy the e-cash.

Proof. In the following, we will prove that our scheme respect these four properties. We suppose
that we have four potential attackers in this scheme. This attack can be tried by the user, by the
merchant, by the bank or by someone else who is completely outside the scheme.
4.1

Unforgeability

The unforgeability is effective for someone who is outside the e-cash scheme under the
assumption that the bank signature is unforgeable and the communication between the
protagonists is secure.
If we assume that the user is not able to forge the bank signature, the unforgeability is effective
for the user because of the following reasons.
• The user does not know the bank partial quotients which are  , so he will not be
able to send corrects V ’s to a web merchant without the help of the {TTP}.
• The user can not forge e-coins in addition to the good e-cash that he already
has, because he needs the bank signature for these new partial quotients.
Due to the following points the merchant can not forge a valid e-cash.
• The merchant is not able to find the partial quotients corresponding to the
signatures sent by the bank (in the case of a reimbursement).
• Assuming that the merchant knows the V  S || , can he guess the S and the
 ? The answer is negative because the number of digits of partial quotients is
not fixed. In some cases a probability attack can find some S and  .
• Assuming that the merchant knows a lot of S (or  ) can he find S (or )? The
answer is negative (proved in result 1).
• Assuming that the merchant knows S , can he find S ? The answer is negative
(proved in result 3).
• Even if we suppose that the merchant can find S , S , … , S  , he will not be
able to forge the bank signature.
If we assume that the merchant and the user are accomplice.
• The user sends to the {TTP} his partial quotients and the bank signatures.
• The {TTP} computes  's, concatenates partial quotients, verifies bank
signatures and sends signatures and V 's to the merchant.
• The merchant sends to the user the V 's.
• Since the user knows V he can find the  used but he can not find  (proved in
result 1) and he can not find more  's (proved in result 3).
• The user and the merchant can not swindle the bank.
If we assume that the bank tries to swindle the user.
• The bank receives from the merchant the V 's.
• Since the bank knows V he can find the S used but he can not find S(proved in
result 1) and he can not find more S 's (proved in result 3).
• The bank can not swindle the user.
4.2

Anonymity

The prepaid card is bought somewhere in the world, then the anonymity of the user is total. Even
in the case of a reimbursement his anonymity is protected.
4.3

exculpability
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The double spending is not feasible for the user, then the exculpabilty is effective in this scheme.
4.4

The e-cash can not be copied

The e-cash can not be copied by the user because of the {TTP} participation. If we suppose that
the user sends these 400 partial quotients of S which are S , … , SY  to the {TTP}. The {TTP}
computes the partial quotients corresponding which are  , . . . , Y  . When the user tries to send
again the same 400 partial quotients, the {TTP} will assume that the user is sending the rest of
his continued fraction expansion, then the {TTP} computes the 400 partial quotients following
which are Y , … , _  . Hence, the signatures will not match with the partial quotients and this
payment will be rejected.
If we suppose that the merchant copies the e-cash which he has received from the {TTP}, and
deposits it twice to the bank. The bank can easily find the cheater and refuses to send the
concerned money twice. If the merchant copies the e-cash and gives the copy to another
merchant, the {TTP} can show who had received in the first time the partial quotients which he
sent.
4.5

Reimbursement security

Due to the total anonymity given in this scheme, the reimbursement must obey to some
proprieties.
I.
While protecting his anonymity, we must be sure that the user will receive his
money back if he returns the undesirable product to the merchant.
II.
We must be sure that the reimbursement can not be returned to someone else
(someone who has stolen the product for example).
III.
We must be sure that the seller has received its products and the condition of the
product is good.
IV.
We must be sure that the e-cash refunded is secure in the sense of result 4.
The first property is satisfied in our scheme, because to ensure that the user will receive his
money back if he sends the goods to the merchant, the user has the file signed by the merchant
ZV[ 4Q , K 6 and the acknowledgment of receipt.
To ensure that the bank will provide e-coins to the merchant, the merchant has the statement of
his account showing that the money has been debited.
If after receiving the e-coins, the merchant denies and argues that he has not received the ecash, the bank will send back the e-coins through the {TTP}.
If after receiving the e-coins, the user denies and argue that he has not received the e-cash, the
merchant will send back the e-coins through the {TTP}.
If the bank tries to scam the user by sending an old refund where the user had chose (Q , K), the
merchant will exhibit ZV[\ 4Q , K 6 in order to prove to the bank that the user had sent 4Q , K 6.
If the merchant attempts to scam the user by sending to the user an old refund where the user
had chose (Q , K), the user will exhibit ZV[ 4Q , K 6 in order to prove that he had sent (Q , K ).
The second condition is solved by the fact that the user and the {TTP} are the only ones who
know S, so if someone else return the merchandise to the merchant, he will not be able to use the
signatures sent by the bank without knowing the partial quotients of the irrational number S.
The third condition is solved, since the acknowledgment of receipt allows the merchant to refuse
the goods if it comes in a bad condition.
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Finally, the fourth issue is resolved because the refunded e-cash is a part of the e-cash
investigated in result 4.
Remarks
We recommend the use of the generalized continued fraction instead of the classical continued
fraction, because the classical continued fraction produces a several partial quotients with only
one digit [12]. Even if the classical continued fraction is used, guessing 100 partial quotients in
the right order will be very difficult. Another solution is to concatenate the partial quotients before
the use.
5.

EFFICIENCY ANALYSIS

We largely draw our inspiration from the evaluation method used in [11] in order to perform our
critical discussion. We prove in this section that our scheme satisfy the specific characteristics
from usability points of view, we compare our scheme with other e-cash models and with the
traditional cash.
5.1

Usability

P2P Transferability: Our e-coin is transferable between users. If we suppose that user1
transfers 50cts to user2, then user1 has to send the 50 partial quotients concerned and the copy
of the bank signature to user2. Hence user2 will not be able to spend more than 50cts because
he can not guess the rest of the partial quotients ( proved in result 3) and this transfer does not
need the intervention of any authority ({TTP}, bank).
Interoperability: The use of continued fractions needs some precautions, so it can be difficult to
inter-operate with e-cash using other formats.
Applicability and Cost: This scheme is very affordable because protagonists needs are: a
simple calculator in order to compute the partial quotients; a connection between them (for
example internet); and one software in order to manage the signatures. We recall that they need
to agree on some rules in order to have the same partial quotients.
Ease of use: stages of preparation, expense and deposit are relatively short. The only point
which could be cumbersome is the {TTP}, however we believe that the {TTP} could be a server
managed by the government. The {TTP} should not require an human intervention except during
its audit or maintenance.
Efficiency: The time need for computing the partial quotients is low [9], and the time need for
computing (verifying) the signature and the hash is low. We can add that the storage need is not
important because it consists on storing approximately 1000 numbers for each user. The {TTP}
capacities must be important because he plays a central role in this scheme.
Scalability: This system is scalable even for the {TTP}.
Off-line usage: The system works in one-line mode because we need to prevent the copy of the
partial quotients and to protect the anonymity of the user.
Mobility: The important things are bank signatures and integers (I, Q), and they have the property
of mobility.
5.2

Comparison

If we compare our solution to other existing e-cash schemes, we find that we meet the usual
criteria such as security, mobility, portability, dividability, scalability, and P2P transferability. We
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exceed by far these criteria with the introduction of the reimbursement that we have not seen yet
in an e-cash scheme, and we prevent the copy of e-cash where most of the existing schemes
break the anonymity of the user in a case of a double spending [3]. The element that might play
against our scheme would be the off-line use because we have reintroduced the {TTP} which
most of the new schemes remove. The first reason which motivates the reintroduction is: the
absence of the {TTP} in e-cash models is often offset by the introduction of a smart card [11] or
an RFID tag. We have avoided the use of these cards because we have designed this e-cash
scheme for internet transactions and using these cards on the Internet is often difficult, expensive
and as dangerous as the traditional credit cards. The second reason is: we reintroduced the
{TTP} entity because we take our inspiration from traditional cash where the bank distributes just
the ticket which it has received from the central bank. We consider here the {TTP} as a sort of a
central bank.
In Table 1 we compare our e-cash with the traditional cash

Characteristics

Our e-cash

Traditional cash

Verifiable origin and
unforgeability

- Knowledge of the partial quotients.
- Order of the partial quotients.
- Authenticity of digitally signed.

Authenticity by means of material
secure characteristics

Anonymity

- E-coins are anonymous.
- Prepaid card is anonymous.
- User anonymity can not be cancel.

Regular coins are anonymous.
Payee is normally identifiable.

Untraceability

Serial numbers of prepaid cards
can be recorded

Serial numbers of notes though,
can be recorded

divisibility

Partial quotients are divisible.

Change can be done.

Mobility

Partial quotients and signatures
have the property of mobility.

The paper is easy to transport.

Scalability

Everything can be extended in this
scheme.

Only physical constrains of
production, storage and transfer.

P2P Transferability

- Exchange of partial quotients and
signatures.
- No intermediate entities.
- The merchant is able to exchange
his partial quotients and signatures.

Physical objects exchange.

Off-line

One-line

No reference to authority while
circulating

Life-cycle

- Coin expiration to reduce the
{TTP} storage.

Material physical deterioration
and destruction

Openness

-Open protocols (Continued
Fraction Algorithm & Public Key

No infrastructure needed on the
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cryptography)
- Common hardware (Calculator,
Internet)

user’s side

Reimbursement

The merchant sends back the ecoins to user
The anonymity of the user is
protected even in this case.

Physical objects can be given
back.

Copy

The e-coin can be copied by the
user but the presence of the {TTP}
prevents the use of the copied ecoin.
The e-coin can be copied by the
merchant but bank will not send the
concerned amount twice.

The cash can be copied by the
user but the merchant and the
bank are able to detect fake cash.

TABLE 1: Comparison between the designed e-cash (for Internet user) and the traditional cash.

6.

CONCLUSION

We introduced in this paper an e-cash scheme using a prepaid card system, in summary the
scheme presented here looks like a counter.
Assuming that it is the e-cash which has to adapt to users and not the opposite, we have
designed a low cost system (scratch card) accessible to those who had not a bank account
(prepaid card). At the same time, we have avoided to the Internet users some congestions such
as readers of smart cards, and we have incorporated in our system most of the features existing
in other e-cash models. On the other hand we have improved the patterns of existing e-cash, by
proposing the use of the reimbursement, which is closer to reality since when a user buys
something, he may have to return the thing purchased at the store if it does not suit him.
Finally, we introduced the use of continued fractions in order to create an alternative to
mechanisms already used in the e-cash schemes (for example hash function and random oracle
model).
Due the computer limits, the use of irrational numbers can be theoretical, but as proved in [9], we
can use an approximation of irrational numbers.
It could be interesting in future research to find a prepaid card off-line without the {TTP} and
where the communication between protagonists is not secure.
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